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OUR REF

Dear Delegate.

1 am delighted to welcome you to this prestigious conference in the
beautiful City of Edinburgh and would like to thank you for being here
to share what 1 am sure will be a most delightful and stimulating few
days.
Napier University is proud to be involved. We take our name from the
great Scottish mathematician and polymath, John Napier,whose former
home now forms part ofone ofthe university campuses.It is a name we
are proud to live up to in a university which, although only six years
old, has an excellent reputation across a wide field of disciplÝnes:
Science, Engineering, Arts and Social Sciences,Napier Business School
and Health StudÝes.We have excellent links thoughout Britain with
industry and commerce .

We are so lucky to be locatedÝnEdÝnburgh
wÝthÝtscenturÝes
of
hÝstory
.tradÝtÝon
and culture.The cÝtyÝsa paradisefor
students,residentsand vÝsÝtors.
Lhopeyou will takethe opportunÝty
to explore durÝngbreaksÝnthe conference.Lan1sureyou wÝllfind Ýt
rewardÝng.
.
ALL that remains for to say is to welcome yOýýall once more and thank
yOýýtor coming. Have a marvelloýýs conference!

Y ours

sincerely

John Mavor
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Dear Delegate
As Lord Provost of Edinburgh, 1 am delighted to welcome you to the City for the 18th
International Symposium on Forecasting being hosted at the magnificent Edinburgh
International Conference Centre by Napier University and the International Institute of
Forecasters.

1would lÝke,ÝnpartÝcular,to welcomethoseofyou who arevÝsÝtÝng
EdÝnburghfor the first
tÝme.1know that you wÝllhavea very busytÝmeattendÝng
the SymposÝum,
but 1do hope
that Ýnthe courseof your vÝsÝt
you wÝllbe ableto enjoy somethÝng
of EdÝnburghand Ýtsmany
attractÝons.
Edinburgh is a beautiful, dynamic, prosperous European city , benefiting from a unique
architectural heritage and a magnificent natural setting. It is host to many thousands of
visitors who come here throughout the year to enjoy numerous cultural and sporting events
such as ''Edinburgh's Hogmanay'' and the Edinburgh International Festival.

EdÝnburgh
Ýsalsothe homeof Government,law, the churchesand bankÝngÝnScotlandand
enjoysa reputatÝon
for academÝc
and scÝentÝfic
excellenceand for offerÝnga superbqualÝtyof
lÝfeto thosewho lÝveand work here. WÝtha ScottÝsh
ParlÝament
beÝngestablÝshed
Ýnthe cÝty
for the first tÝmeÝnthreehundredyears,EdÝnburgh
will enterthe MÝllennÝum
as a more
completecapÝtalcÝty.
1 do hope that you will enjoy having your Symposium in Edinburgh. 1 hope that it will be a
successful''Üne and 1 hope that you will come back to Edinburgh again on many future
occasions whether it be for leisure or business.
Y ours

sÝncerely

ERIC MILLIGAN
Lord Provost
;;-~~
.--"~.
~~

~

Robert Raeside
Dept. of Mathematics

Moira Watson
Dcpt. of Mathernatics

john Adams
Dcpt. of EconomÝcs

Napier University
r .raeside@nal2ier.ac.uk
Tel: 00 44 131 455 2478

Napicr Univcrsity
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Tcl: 00 44 131 455 5304

Fax: 00 44 131 455 4232

Fax: 00 44 131 455 4232

Fax: 00 44 131 455 3475

GENERAL

INFORMA

TION

Registration
Registration will begin at 5pm at Napier University , Craighouse Campus, Craighouse
Road, Edinburgh. A welcoming informal buffet will be available from 7pm. Ifyou
are using an ISF 98 conference hotel, a coach will collect you from your hotel.
Pleasecheck bus tÝmesat the registration desk of your hotel.
Registration at the Edinburgh Intemationaý Conference Centre, 1O Meýviýýe Cr~scent,
Edinburgh wilý take place in the Strathblane Haýý, which is at the main entrance,
between the foýýowing tirnes:

.
.
.

8am and 3.30pm on Thursday 11th June
8.30am and 3.30 on Friday 12th June
8.30am untill0.30am
on Saturday 13'h June.

The Welcome Address will be at 9am on Thursday ý ýth June in the Pentland
Auditorium followed by the fýrst Plenary Session, which begins at 9.15am in the
Pentland Auditorium.

Information

Desk/Message Centre

An informatÝondesk wÝll be open for the duratÝonof the conferenceand wÝl1be
staffedat al1tÝmes.ThÝsÝsalso sÝtuated
in the StrathblaneHal1. A notÝceboard wÝl1
be at thÝsdesk, please check regularly for any messages,updatesor programme
changes.

Paper Requests
If deleg~teswÝshto receÝvecopÝesof sessÝon
paperspleasemake the requestto the
fýrst namedauthor of the paper. All delegates,their addressand emaÝlnumbersare
lÝstedÝnyour LÝstofDelegates.

AccommodatÝon and SocÝalDesk
This desk will be open from 9am untill2 noon on Thursday llth and Friday 12th. A
member of Clansman Monarch staff will be present to take any bookings or enquiries
and to meet/book gu~ts for tours.

ýýý

Badges
Y our name badge serves as a pass for all prograrnme sessions, lunch and refreshment
breaks. Delegates are requested to wear their personal badges at all tÝrnesduring the
conference. For easy identification, the badge background colours are as follows:
.
.

Delegates -white
Conference Staff -red
Exhibitors -grey

AII enquiries should be addressed to the conference staff with red badges.

BusÝness
ServÝces
Photocopying,word-processÝng,
fax and ÝnternetfacÝIÝtÝes
wÝll be avaÝlableÝnthe
BusinessCentrewhich ÝssÝtuated
at the sÝdeof the StrathblaneHall There wÝll be a
chargefor useof all thesefacÝIÝtÝes,
whÝchwÝll be at the delegates'own expense. A
lÝstof chargeswÝllbe avaÝlablefrom the InformatÝonDesk.
Refreshment

Breaks

Lunch and all refreshment breaks will be served in the Cromdale Hall.

Exhibition
The exhibition will be open throughout the conference and will be held in the
Cromdale Hall where all refreshments will take place.

Additional

copies of the programme

Additional copies of the programme book may be purchased from the Information
Desk for f.20. Please make cheques payable to ''Napier University''. After the
Conference additional copies ofthe book may be purchased for f.20 from
Carol Edgar
Conference Office
Napier University
Craiglockhart Campus
EDINBURGHEH141DJ
E '1
maý : ~c:,;;,;!::!r(~ý'ýçr

~(

Conference SocÝalEvents
Wednesday

lOth -Welcome

Reception from 7pm at Napier University,

Craighouse

Campus, Edinburgh
Friday

12th -Conference

Dinner and Ceilidh &0rn 7 .30pm at the Assembly Roorns,

George Street, Edinburgh

iV

OfficÝal ISF 98 Hotels
Apex Hotel
Maitland Hotel
Thistle Court Hotel
Forte Post House Hotel

Tours
Clansman Monarch will operate their desk from 9am to 12 noon on Thursday 11th
and Friday 12th June. A member ofthe company's staffwill be present to take any
bookings or enquiries.

Additional

Information

Church Services
There are many denomÝnations to choose from, please ask at the Information
details.

Desk for

Banking Facilities
Please ask at the InformatÝon Desk fOf detaÝls.
General Enquiries
Ifyou have any queries or problems, please ask any member ofstaffwearing
badge, who will do theÝr best to help you.

Important

a red

Information

PolÝce112
Arnbulance 5

(Emergencies Only )
(Emergencies Only)

Nearest Police Station: West End Police Station -Tel: 229 2323
Nearest Hospital: Royal Infýrmary (Accident & Emergency Dept.)

v

Tel: 536 4000

Exhibitors

Peg Y oung: Chair:

at ISF '98

ISF '99 -Immigration

Service, Washington

and Naturalisation

D.C., 20536, USA

Sandra Grijzenhout, Eisevier Science, Eisevier Science
Exhibitions Department, Molenwerf 1, 1014 AG Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Martin Vicars, Wiley Publishers, Baffins Lane, Chichester, Sussex PO19 UD,
UK

.ouisa Nutt, Blackwell Publishers, ýO8Cowley Road, Oxford, OX4

JF , UI<

Fred Ingram and Suzanne Hemsel, Delphus Inc., 103 Washington Street.
Morristown, NJ 07960, USA.

David Reilly, Automatic Forecasting Systems, Inc.,
PO Box 563, Harboro, PA 19040, USA.

SAS Institute, Tara House, 46 Bath Street, Glasgow UK

James Picksley, Mercia Software Ltd., Holt Court North, Henage Sreet West,
Aston Science Park, Birmingham B7 4AX, UK

Philip Watson, International Rubber Study Group, 8th Floor, York House,
London, UK

Helen McKnight,

PR & Marketing

Dept (Craiglockhart),

Napier

niversi"

Edinburgh.

Timberlake Consultants, 47 Harttield
9DW

rescent, West Wickham, Kent BR4
JK

Eric Stellwagen, Business Forecast Systems Inc, 68 Leonard Street, Belmont, MA
02 ý78, USA

COMMITTEE

EDITORS

AND

MEETINGS

ASSOCIA TE EDITORS

Tuesday, 9th June ý998
9.00 a.m. -5.00 p.m.
Study Room.
MerchÝston Campus,
Napier UnÝversÝty.

IIF

STRA

TEGY

MEETING

Tuesday, 9th June l998
2.00 p.m. -5.00 p.m.
The Board Room,
MerchÝston Campus,
NapÝerUnÝversÝty.

DlRECTORS
Wednesday, 10th June 1998
9.00 a.m. -3.00 p.m.
Study Room,
MerchÝston Campus,
NapÝerUnÝversÝty.

JointMeetingof
ORGANISING
COMMITTEE,
DlRECTORS,
and
EDITORS
& ASSOCIA TE EDITORS
Wednesday, 10th June 1998
4.00 p.m. -6.30 p.m.
Club Room,
Craighouse Campus,
Napier University.

Vll
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Robert Winkler
Duke University,

iTALY
1989-1990

.S.A.

Durham,

Everette S. Gardener, Jr.
University of Houston,
Stuart

199ü-1992

S.A
1992-1994

Bretschneider

S.A

Syracuse University

1994-1996

Hans Levenbach
Delphus Inc.,
Mj{'h,

IIF

IQRR-IQRQ

Estelle Dagum
University

THE

,S.A

1996-

Lawrence,
University ofNew South Wales, AUSTRALlA

PREVIOUS

ISF

CONFERENCE

Year
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

VENUES

Place

Quebec City, Canada
Istanbul, Turkey
Philadelphia, U.S.A.
London, UK
Montreal, Canada
Paris, France
Boston, U.S.A.
Amsterdam, Holland
Vancouver , Canada
Delphi, Greece
New Y ork, U.S.A.
Wellington, New ZealaOl
Pittsburgh, U.S.A.
Stockholm, Sweden
Toronto, Canada
Jstanbul, Turkey
Bridgetown, Barbados
Edinburgh, Scotland
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HISTORY

OF INTERNA

TIONAL

INSTITUTE

OF

FORECASTERS
The Intemational
Institute of Forecasters (IIF) is a non-profit
organisation founded in 1981 with
support from INSEAD, the Manchester Business School. IMEDE, Laval University, and the Wharton
School. lts objectives are to sirnulate the generation, distribution and use ofknowledge
on forecasting.

Research

Develop and unify forecasting as a multi-disciplinary
field of
research drawing on management, behavioural. social, engineering,
and other sciences.

.

Practice

Contribute to the professional development of analysts, managers,
and policy makers with responsibilities for making and using
torecasts in business and government.

.

Theory &
Practice

Bridge the gap between theory and practice, with practice helping to
set the research agenda and research providing useful results.

.

International

Bring decision makers, forecasters and researchers from all nations
together to improve the quality and usefulness offorecasting.

Scope

The IIF has held seventeen International Symposia on Forecasting in cities around the world beginning
with Quebec City in 1981 and most recently in Bridgetown, Barbados. The next symposium will be in
Washington DC, U.S;A.
It publishes a quarterly newsletter jointly with the Intemational Association
of Business Forecasting (IABF).
Items include short articles by practitioners and researchers, news
about the IIF and the IABF , brief software reviews, announcements, and upcoming events.

For further infonnation, contact:
Professor P. Geoffrey Aýýen,
Department of Resource Econom ics
Membership Secretary,
University ofMassachusetts,
Amherst,
MA OýO03-2040.
U.S.A.
e-mail:

allen@resecon.umass.edu

iX

Chair: George Wright

The Use of Scenarios in Forecasting:

Professor

Setting the Context

Kees van der Heijden

Department

ofManagement

University

of Strathclyde,

~

Science
Scotland

,

Forecasting requires a 'problem definition' context; the decision what to forecast cannot be derived
from the activity itselt: The scenario technique is one, increasingly popular , way of setting this context.
The address discusses the subject from the perspective of two different worldviews on the subject of
the futurity of organisational actions. The situation facing the forecaster is highly complex, it cannot be
understood in all its details and both perspectives have something to offer.
The first looks at a problematic situation as something to be clarified through rationalistic reasoning
based on em?irica\ observation. The scenar\o technique can be intef?reted as a way to tum intuitive
knowledge of a problematic situation into clear and unambiguous research questions which can be
explored by systemic analysis in general and forecasting in particular. This can only be done by making
a distinction between the predictable and the indeterminate elements in a situation, which gives rise to a
characteris!ltion ofthe future in terms ofmultiple scenarios, from which the technique derives its name.
The scenario planner altemates intuitive ex?loration of the situation with rational analysis and
forecasting in an iterative way until it is felt that the two are in comfortable juxtaposition, at which
point a satisfactory description of the future has been derived, in terms of both its pre-determined and
indeterm inate elements. .
An altemative processual perspective is based on the assumption that organisations construct (part ot)
their reality socially in an ongoing conversation. Forecasting in isolation will develop views of the
future in terms of variables that are already included in the shared mental model, and Ieave out those
variables that fall outside what is a\ready being seen. Important trend breaks may be caused by
developments outside the existing 'thinking box' of the organisation. The scenario technique can help
organisations to explore this unkhown territory through allowing the intemal strategic conversation to
be Iinked to other relevant conversations taking place elsewhere, in this way bringing variables within
the horizon ofthe organisation which would otherwise escape attention.

Thursd~y ýth June
9.15 -10.30
A discussion
organisational
organisations

Pentland
Ke.vnoteAddress

of the scenario technique and forecasting
&0rn these two perspectives on the
decision making process clarifies the possible roles each approach can play in preparing
to deal with the future.

Professor van der Heijden has been Professor of Strategic Management at the Department of
Management Science of Strathclyde University, Glasgow since 1991. Before joining the Strathclyde
taculty he was in charge of Royal Dutch/Shell's scenario planning activity, as headof the Group's
Business Environment Division. His responsibilities included monitoring and analysis of the business
environment, consulting with top managernent on strategic implications and general development of
the process of scenario planning in which the Group has taken a world-wide Ieading role. Prior to this
Professor van der Heijden was head of Royal Dutch/ Shell's internal strategy consultancy group,
assisting management teams world-wide in strategy development and implementation. He has
consulted widely in the areas of scenario planning and strategy and his main research interests are in
scenario planning, strategy development, institutional strategic management processes and institutional
learning. Since 1995 he has been a visiting Professor at Nijenrode University, Holland. He is also the
co-founder ofthe Global Business Network.

Friday lZh June
9.15 -10.30

S;diQW

Ke.vnoteAddress

Chair: Robert Raeside

Prediction

of Global and Local Climate Change Using A Dynamic
Climate Model
Professor Ulrich Cubasch
Head ofthe Model Application Group at the ''Deutsches
Klimarechenzentrum''(DKRZ),

Hamburg, Germany

A number of numerical experiments have been performed with a globally coupled ocean-atmosphere
model simulating the present-day climate and its intemal variability, the future climate intluenced by
the anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and sulfate aerosols, as well as the variations
introduced by the variability of solar intensity. The climate models are able to realistically represent the
present-day climate. The global cIÝmatewill warm by about 0.35 K per decade as a consequence ofthe
projected increase (IPCC scenarÝoA ''business as usual'') ofthe anthropogenic greenhouse gases. If one
takes the effect of the sulfate aerosols Ýntoconsideration too, the global temperature rise is reduced to
0.25 K per decade. An analysis of the pattern of the observed temperature rise with the method of
optimal finger- printing indicates a probability that the temperature rise observed during the last three
decades has been caused by natural variability of less than 5%. The pattern of the observed warming
agrees best with the model simulation in which the effect of the greenhouse gases and the sulfate
aerosols has been taken into consideration. The warrning which has been simulated as a consequence of
the increased solar intensity during the Iast 100 years is not sufficient to explain the observed global
warrning. Sta.tistical and/or dynamical methods have been developed to estimate the Iocal climate
change from the coarse grid climate change simulations performed with the global model.
Professor Cubasch's main areas of work include the development of quasi-operational models of the
climate system, climate variability and climate change studies with numerical models. From 1987 to
1991 he was the Senior Scientist at the Max-Planck-ýnstitut fur Meteorologie,Hamburg, Germany and
prior to that worked as a ScientistiNumerical Analyst at the ''European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecast'' in Reading, England. He is currently a member of the WMüiGCüS AüPC
(Atmospheric übservation Panel for Climate) as Iead investigator and is a contributing author to the
lPCC reports 1990, 1992, 1995 ''Scientific assessmentof Climate Change''

Xiii

Sidlaw

Frid~v ýih June
14.00 -15.00

Ke.vnoteAddress

Chair: Robert Fildes

Credit and Behavioural

Scoring to Forecast Financial

Risk

Professor Lyn Thomas
Department ofBusÝness StudÝes
UniversÝty ofEdinburgh, Scotland

Finance has provided a very successful application area for forecasting in the Iast two decades.
Perhapsthe most successful ifleast publicised, has been the use offorecasting tools to determine which
new applicants for consumer credit are Iikely to default. This is known as Credit Scoring and the
approaches which try to forecast the subsequent repayment and ordering behaviour of existing
applicants is known as Behavioural Scoring. This KeyNote address will review the techniques
currently employed in this field -regression, logistic regression, mathematical programming, Markov
chain and classification trees -and those techniques which are being developed -neural nets, genetic
algorithms, nearest 'neighbour' approaches. The address will also discuss the implementation and
monitoring of these systems and the impact of legislation and data protection on their development.
The address will also highlight some of the current developments such as profit and customer scoring
and the incorporation of economic forecasts into credit scoring systems.
Profess(/r Thomas ÝsProfessor of Management ScÝenceat the UnÝversÝtyof Edinburgh and has been
engaged Ýn credÝt scorÝng research for nearly twenty years. Educated as a mathematÝcÝanat the
UnÝversÝtyof Oxford, he has held academÝcposts at the UniversÝtÝesof Swansea and Manchester and
the Naval Postgraduate Schbol, Monterey. Professor Thomas Ýsthe author of over one hundred books
and papers on credÝt scoring, sequential decision-making and game theory applications. He Ýsa past
PresÝdentof the Operational Research Society, a Fellow of the Royal SocÝety of EdÝnburgh and an
actÝvemember ofthe CredÝtResearch Centre at EdÝnburgh.

XIV

Chair:

Andrew

Hughes-Hallet

RecentDevelopmentsÝnTÝmeSerÝesForecastÝng
Professor
Graduate

Ruey S. Tsay

School ofBusiness

University

ofChicago

Improvement of prediction accuracy using data observed at different frequencies in, for example,
forecasting U.S. quarterly unemployment rates. A comparison of Iinear and non-linear predictions -the
conditions under which non-linear models useful.Forecasting comparisons between econometric
models developed for high frequency data: these introduce new challenges and new research
opportunities for forecasters.

Professor Tsay is Professor of Econometrics and Statistics at the Graduate School of
Business,University ofChicago, an elected Fellow ofthe American Statistical Association, the Institute
of Mathematical Statistics and the Royal Statistical Society. Professor Tsay has served as co-editor of
the Journal ofBusiness and Economic Statistics, 1995-1997 and was elected Chair ofthe Business and
Econom ics Section of the American Statistical Association in 1995. His research interests include
Iineat and non-Iinear time series analysis, econometric and multivariate modeling, Baysian inference
and analysis ofhigh-&equency data. He has published extensively in major econometric and statistical
Joumals and his recent work includes forecasting Taiwan macreconomic variables and U.S.
unemployment rates.

P ANEL

DISCUSSIONS

&

Thursdav

FEA

llth

TURE

SESSIONS

June

PENTLAND

11:00-13:00
Panel Discussion :

Scenario
Forecasting:
Protessors Kees van der Heijden, Scott Armstrong and George Wrighto

PENTLAND

14:00-15:30
Feature

Speakers:

Technology
Forecasting
Professor Harold Linstone,

University

Foresight
and Beyond.
Ian Miýýs, Director (PREST),

ChaÝr:

Robert

ofOregon,

University

USA.

ofManchester,

Manchester,

UK. -

Raeside

PENTLAND

16:00-18:00
Panel DÝscussÝon :
Technology
Forecasting
Ian Mills, Alan Porter and Theodore
Chair:

Professor

Harold

Modis.

Linstone.

SIDLAW

17:00-18:00
Panel Discussion:
Neural Networks for Time-Series Forecasting
William Remus and Marcus Q'Connor
Chair:

Chris

Chatfield

xvýý

Thursday

ýýtb June (contd.)

CARRICK

16:00 -18:00
Panel Discussion:
Regional Forecasting Accuracy and Methodology

1

in a Changing

W orld

(1) Tbe Accuracy of State-Level Forecasts Over Time and by State
Timothy D Hogan, Director, Center for Business Research, Arizona State University,
AZ, USA.
(2) Regional Forecasting Approaches Incorporating
Impact Models: Some Applications and Results.

Input-Output

Economic

Roy L. Pearson, Director Bureau ofBusiness Research, College ofWilliam & Mary,
Virginia, USA and R.Keith Schwer, Director, Centre for Business and Economic
Research,University ofNevada, Las Vegas, USA.
(3) Integration of Forecasting Models in Planning for Sustainable Development
in the Bi-national Lower Rio Grande/Rio Bravo River Basin
Jared E. Hazleton, Director, Center for Business and Economic Analysis, Texas A&M
University, College Station, TX 77843-4217,USA.
Chair:

Roy

PearSOýý

SIDLAW

14:00-15:30

Special Session on Forecasting over Space and Time
(1) Forecasting
Michael

Leonard,

Geographic

Data:

SAS Institute,

USA.

(2) Demographics: a Picture of Criminality:
Andrew Yates and Mike Rees, University ofWestminster,

Kent, England

(3) Forecasting for Public Service Facility Location Decisions
Professor Will Gorr. John Gant. Michael Johnson. Stephen Roehrig and Piyusha
Singh.
H.John HeÝnz 111School ofPublic

Policy. Carnegie-Mellon

USA.

;výýý

University.

Pittsburgh

Friday

1:00-1:00

J une

M3 Panel Discussion

Michele Hibon and Spyros Makridakis
Fontainebleau,

l2th

SIDLAW

INSEAD, Boulevard de Constance, 77305

France.

Chair: Keith Ord, The Pennsylvania State University, Department ofManagement
Science and Information Systems, University Park, PA ý6802, USA.
Discussants: Benito Flores. Business Analysis Department. Lowry Mays College of
Business Administration, Texas A&M University. College statÝon, TX 77843-4217.
USA.

Monica Adya Department oflnformatÝon Systems. UnÝversÝtyofMaryland. BaltÝmore
County. BaltÝmore.MD 21250. USA.
Sandy Balkin, Pennsylvania State University, Department ofMS&IS, 303 Beam
BAB, University Park PA 16802-1913, USA.

Feature Speaker

3:30-4:30

Multivariate Long Memory Modelling of Temperature
Tree Rings with Implications for Economic Policy
RichardT Baillie
Michigan State,University
Chair:

Derek

SIDLAW
Data and

Bunn

Saturday

13th

June

SIDLAW

11:00-1:00

Panel Discussion:
Integrating Social, Technological
F orecasting.

and Economic Change in

Chair: Timothy Mack,
Co-Editor, Futures Research Quarterly, AAI Research, 929 Westminster Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20001, USA.
Panelists: Kenneth Hunter, PresÝdent, CollaboratÝve Futures InternatÝonal
Sharon Newma and Rima Shaffer , John Hopkins University

xýx
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Methodologies of Integrating Annual National Account and Indicators
Gema de Cabo Serrano, Departamento de Fundamentos del An EIIÝsÝsEcon F3mÝcon (Econom EDa
CuantitatÝva), Facultad de CÝencÝasEconF3mÝcas Y Empresariales UnÝversÝdadComplutense de
MadrÝd. Campus de Somosaguas,28223, SpaÝn.
In this paper a way of integrating Annual National Account (ANA) data with indicators is investigated,
in order to improve forecasting of ANA series.
As a first possibility, currently available
methodologies to estimate Quarterly National Account (QNA) series are studied, becausethey integrate
ANA series and indicators. The idea is to use QNA series for forecasting the corresponding ANA
series. However , it is observed that the techniques applied for building QNA series are based on
assumptions insufficiently justified and they are often used automatically.
For this reason. it is
concluded that these methodologies are not useful tools for connecting annual data and indicators.
Hence, a methodology is proposed for taking advantage ofthe inforrnation of indicators in forecasting
ANA series. with which we intend to overcome the drawbacks ofthe methodologies for building QNA
series. This new methodology is not an altemative for building quarterly series, but an alternative
integration approach based on explicit analyses of relationships between ANA data and indicators, and
in which the different phases of analyses and treatment of annual series and indicators are connected.

2.

Issues in Macroeconomic Forecasting

Prof. Dr. Herman Stekler, George Washington University, Washington
Prof. Robert Fildes, Lancaster University, Lancaster LAl 4YX, U.K.

DC 20052, U.S.A.

Macroeconomic forecasts are used extensively in industry and government. This presentation first
reviews different approaches to evaluating macroforecasts. The historical accuracy of US and UK
forecasts are examined in the light ofthese different criteria. Issues discussed include the comparative
accuracy of macroeconometric models compared to their tÝme series altematives, whether the
forecasting record has Ýmproved over tÝme, the rationality of macroeconomic forecasts and how a
forecasting service should be chosen.
The role of judgment in producing the forecasts is also
considered where the evidence unequivocally favors such interventions.
Finally the use of
macroeconomic forecasts and their effectiveness is discusses.
The conclusion drawn is that
researchers have given too little attention to the issue of improving the forecasting accuracy record.
Areas where improvements would be particularly valuable are highlighted.
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Determinants of Consumer Sentiment

Detelina Ivanova and Kajal Lahiri, Department ofEconomics,
Washington Avenue, Albany NY 12222, USA

University

at Albany-

SUNY,

1400

The lndex of Consumer Sentiment (ICS) Ýs known to have sÝgnÝficantpower to forecast aggregate
consumptÝon and busÝnesscycles. The ÝnflatÝonand unemployment rates have been found to be the
prÝme factors affectÝng ICS. However , a Iarge proportÝon of the varÝatÝonin JCS over time remaÝns
unexplained. Responses from five dÝfferent questÝons in the Survey of Consumer AttÝtudes and
BehavÝour (SCAB) on personal finances, expectatÝons of general busÝnesscondÝtÝonsÝn short and
medÝumruns, and tÝmÝngof durable purchases are used to construct iCS. We study the determÝnantsof
each of the components of ICS using pooled cross-sectÝontÝme-serÝesSCAB data from 1978: 1 to
1993:12 in an Ordered LogÝt framework. Data on more than 100 varÝables ÝncludÝngconsumers'
perceptions and expectatÝonsabout personal finances, govemment approval, aggregate unemployment,
inflatÝon, interest rates and uncertainty as well as personal characterÝstÝcs
(e.g. Ýncome,educatÝon,age,
gender, employment status, household size etc.) and actual macroeconomic condÝtions have been
utÝIÝsed
to ÝnvestÝgate
the relative importance ofthese factors.
We found that variations in the components of ICS can largely be explained by perceptions/
expectations variables, with personal idiosyncratic factors also contributing to the explanatory power
for components referring tothe personal questions. We also found support for the hypothesis that ICS
is a reflection of consumers' expectations about the economy derived from their own experiences. our
results show that the most important common factors affecting the five components of iCS are
consumers' approval of the economic policy of the government and their expectations of aggregate
unemployment family income over the l-year horizon. Once these factors have been taken into
account, expectations of inflation and interest rates do not contribute significantly to the explanatory
power ofthe mode1, neither do past values ofunemployment, inflation, Treasury bill rate, stock market
return or change in aggregate personal income. In terms of the percent of correct predictions per
quarter and other diagnostic tests, the estimated models exhibited remarkable stability over alternative
stages of the business cycles

4.
Professor

Thailand and Mexico: Expectations Cast their Shadow before Crisis
Rae Weston,

Macquarie Graduate School ofManagement,

N.S. W. 2109, Australia.

This paper explores the question of forecasting economÝccrises using forecast and expected estimates
of economic data for the two cases of MexÝco and Thailand. Sources used to provide information for
intending and actual foreign investors in the two countries are examined for the periods around the
crisis period as well as for more stabje tÝmes. An overshootÝnghypothesis is established usÝngthe two
Mexican economic crises and is tested for the Thailand situation. A control group of other countrÝesÝs
used to verify that the overshooting phenomenon ÝscharacterÝstÝcof pre-crisis sÝtuatÝonsonly. The
assoclatÝonof overseas investment wÝth the pre-crÝsÝssituations is also explored. The results strongly
suggest that there is ÝnformatÝonembedded Ýnthe forecast and expectation data that could lead to the
construction of a suÝtablewaming indicator of a coming economic crÝsis. Some suggestions are made
for the construction of an index of economic fragÝlity which could improve forecasting of econoýnÝc
crÝsis.
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know

P. Geoffrey Allen, University ofMassachusetts,
Amherst, MA 01003, U.S.A.
Robert A. Fildes, University of Lancaster , Lancaster LA 1 4YX, UK.

Recommendations for econometric forecasters are based more on theory than on empirical analysis.
We review some of the accepted practices and principles of econometric forecasting using such
empirical evidence as is available.
Some examples of issues follow.
Should V AR (or single
equation) models be initially specified with variables in ditferences when tests show unit roots are
present? Does an error correction model forecast better than an equation in Ievels when tests support
parameter restrictions?
Can some within-sample mis-specification test results (on normality,
heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, parameter constancy) be ignored in the search for the best
forecasting model? Evidence on the first two issues, sometimes Iimited, says no. on the Iast, we do
not at present know, nor do we appear to be conducting research that would find out. The paper
concludes with some key research questions where the answers, ifthey had been available, would have
helped in setting down the principles ofpractical econometric forecasting.

2.

Stability Failures in Time-Series Macro-economic MOOelling

Paul Ormerod,

35 The Avenue, Kew, Richmond,

Surrey, TW9 2AL, U.K.

Problems ÝnvolvÝng Iack of stabÝIÝtyof equatÝons are wÝdespread in tÝme-serÝesmacro-modeiiÝng.
WÝckens ( 1995), fOTexample, argues that 'although the consumptÝon functÝon Ýsthe most studÝedof
equatÝons,the dÝfferent specÝficatÝonsare IegÝon and IÝttle or nothÝng has been resolved.'
Hendry
( 1997, for example ) has tried to develop a theory of intercept adjustments to cope with this serious
problem.
This paper argues that instability over tÝmeis an inherent feature of such equations. The consequences
of the existence of even a mild degree of non-linearity are examined, viewing sets of differential
equations as a vector field and illustrating the consequencesof external shocks in the vector field.
The high dimensional nature of the issue is illustrated by applying techniques of phase space attractor
reconstruction to macro-data series.
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Time

David F. Hendry, Nuffield College, Oxford, England.
Michael P. Clements, Economics Department, Warwick

Series

University,

Coventry.

U.K.

We outline a framework for research Ýnto economÝc forecastÝng, which subsumes the 'conventÝonal'
approach to economÝc forecastÝng. We consÝder forecasting in an evolving economy subject to
structural breaks, usÝngmÝs-specified, data-based models. ThÝs Iets us deiÝneatethe ÝmpiÝcatÝons
for
.causal' modeiiÝng, and enuncÝatea taxonomy of forecast errors. We explore the causes of forecast
failure, and show forecast-perÝod shÝftsÝndetermÝnÝstÝc
factors are the dominant source of systematÝc
faÝlure, interacting with model mÝs-specificatÝon,collinearity, and inconsistent estimation. VarÝous
solutions are consÝderedtor avoÝding systematic forecastÝng errors, ÝncludÝngÝntercept corrections,
differencing, and co-breakÝng.
Their propertÝes emphasise the distÝnction between equÝIÝbrium
correction (cointegratÝon) and error correction (offsetting past errors).
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This paper reports on the study of variables from the fýnancial account of the balance of payments of an
economy, with the aim of forecasting Time series corresponding to these. Such variables present
special characteristics that make them difficult to model and are different from the characteristics of
variables from the current account. In this paper a method is developed to model and forecast this type
of variable. Models are obtained, which are useful in forecasting and monitoring operations as well as
in establishing an essential starting point for analyses of relationships with interest rates and profits
rates in general, not only national but foreign as well.
The results of these relationships are very
interesting in their implications for Economic Theory. Illustrations are taken from the author's study
of the Spanish case with monthly data.

2.

International

Asset Pricing with Time Varying Risk: Evidence from Emerging Markets

Gökçe Soydemir , Department of EconomÝcs and Finance, College of BusÝness AdminÝstratÝon,
University ofTexas -Pan American, Edinburg, TX 78539, USA.
In thÝs paper, a condÝtÝonalversÝon of the intematÝonal CAPM Ýsestimated and tested using weekly
data of emerging and developed stock markets around the globe.
The rÝsk premias, betas and
correlations are allowed to vary through time. The results show that the static CAPM does not price
market rÝsk whereas a tÝme varying CAPM does. There is a slÝght ÝncreaseÝnthe estÝmatedcross
country correlatÝons and a decline in the price of world risk over the Iatter part of the sample. The
findings are consistent with the view that ÝncreasÝngintegratÝon of LatÝn American markets wÝth the
world has reduced Ýnvestors'abÝlÝtyto Ýmprove theÝr reward to risk ratio by dÝversÝfyÝngÝnto these
emergÝngmarkets.
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Rauscher,
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Research & Technology

North

America

Inc., Palo Alto,
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94304, U.S.A.

The globaIÝsatÝonof the world economy and the rapid advance of ÝnformatÝon technology have
increased the ÝntegratÝonof internatÝonal financÝal markets. Because of these theoretÝca!ly supported
market interdependencÝes,forecastÝng models focusing only on one isolated market independently
waste the ÝnformatÝon whÝch is Ýncorporated Ýn the interrelatÝons between dÝfferent financÝal
magnitudes.
By estÝmating dÝfferent, however related, tasks simultaneously the underlyÝng ÝnterdependencÝes
between them can be exploÝted. The innovatÝve Multi- Task Leaming approach presented in this paper
Ýsan ÝnductÝvetransfer method which uses addÝtÝonalÝnformation Ýnform ofknowledge-based domainspecific hints about related tasks as an Ýnductive bias to guide the Ieaming or estÝmatÝonprocess
towards better solutions ofthe maÝnproblem.
The paper presents a combination of the multivariate Johansen cointegration procedure with its
evolving vector error correction models and the proposed Multi- Task Learning methodology for
exchange rate forecasting. The forecasting performance is evaluated out-of-sample in and in-depth
empirical investigation.

4.

Forecasting

Roy Batchelor

T -bill Yields:

, City University

Accuracy

versus Profitability?

Business School, London

Many studÝesshow that short tenn Ýnterestrates approximate a random walk. ln theory there should
therefore be (asymptotic) posÝtÝvecorrelatÝons between measures of forecast accuracy and the profits
from natural tradÝng rules based on these forecasts. However , empÝrÝcalstudÝesshow no correlatÝon
between accuracy and profitabilÝty.
This paper uses a Iarge panel of 13500 forecasts of US T-bill yields to re-examine the relationship
between RMSE accuracy and trading profitability.
in our panel, the expected positive correlation
appears.
The paradoxical results of previous studies are shown to retlect finite-sample bias,
exacerbated by the inclusion ofthe no-change random walk forecast, which is typically very accurate,
but not very profitable.

5.
Lois

Data for Forecasting International
Stekler,

Federal

Reserve

Board,

Financial Crises

USA

In the aftennath ofthe Mexican crisis, the IMF undertook a major initiative to encourage countries ýo
provide more accurate and timely economic and financial data. The hope was that, by providing
investors with an early waming of developing problems, market discipline would force governments to
make timely adjustments to policy before the problems reached crisis proportions.
As recent
developments in Asia have made obvious, this initiative was not adequate to the task. This paper
explores the holes that have become apparent in the coverage ofthe IMFs data dissemination standards
and the broader question of the role improved data availability is Iikely to play in avoiding future
intemational tinancial crises.
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University,
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Predictive Residuals Swn of Squares (PRESS) is a newly suggested crÝterion for the estÝmation of lag
order of an AutoregressÝve(AR) process. Simulation results show that PRESS does not penaIÝzehÝgh
orders of Iag as much as other widely used criteria. In this paper we present some modified versions
ofPRESS to overcome this problem and report their performance among themselves and also with the
other wÝdely used crÝteria in a Monte Carlo study.
WhÝle doing this, since we use ditferent
distributÝons to generate the model, we can also see the robustness of the criteria. We consider the
probabilÝty of estimating the true Iag order and mean squared forecastÝngerror while comparing the
criterÝa. Depending on the sÝmulatÝonresults we can say that all of the modÝfied versions are an
improvement over the original PRESS. Although they have a tendency to underestÝmatethe Iag order
theÝr mean squared forecasting errors are lower relatÝve to other widely used crÝterÝa. This ÝndÝcates
that being parsÝmonÝous
while selecting the model is better in terms offorecasting.

n

Measuring Intervention Effects on Multiple Time Series Subjected to Linear
Restrictions: A Banking Example.

Victor M. Guerrero, Daniel Pena and Pilar Poncela
We.consider the problem of estimating the etfects of an intervention on a time series vector subjected
to a Iinear constraint. MinÝmum variance Iinear and unbiased estÝmatorsare provided for two ditferent
formulatÝons of the problem: (i) When a multÝvariate intervention analysÝs is carrÝed out and an
adjustment is just needed to fulfill the restriction. (ii) When a univariate interventÝon analysis was
performed on the aggregate series obtained &0rn the Iinear constraint, previous to the multivariate
analysÝs, and the results of both analyses are required to be made compatible with each other .A
banking example that gave rise to thÝswork illustrates our solutions.

3.

Evaluation of a Non-parametric

Stepben

Wang

& Nigel

Meade,

Approach to Forecasting Foreign Exchange Rates

Management

School,

lmperial

College

Londoýý.

A non-parametric approach to modelling possible non- Iinearities is thenearest neighbour method. The
tS1lkwill include definition of the current state of the time series; definition of the distance between
current and past states; identification ofthe n nearest neighbours and computation ofthe forecast. The
evidence from the Iiterature for the success of this t)'pe of approach is very mixed. The tentative
conclusion presented here is that the approach holds some promise for intra-day data. The evidence
presented will be based on daily, hourly and halfhourly data.
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BSI6 IQY
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Forecasting Methods
Selection of a Suitable

Exponential

MathematÝcal ScÝences Department.UniversÝty

Smoothing
ofthe

Method

West ofEngland.

BrÝstol

This paper addresses the efficacy of various proposed methods of automatic selection of exponential
smoothing methods. The methods examined include the Gardner-McKenzÝe method (based on the
degree of differencing of a series which results in the lowest variance), the use of the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC), and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The paper restricts itself
to the choice between the three non-seasonal methods, simple exponential smoothing, damped Ho\t's
method and Holt's method.
Many studies in the past have applied the selection methods to real data, for which it is not knQWO
,,,,\'ý)t.tý
me\'rýOO
is 'oest. This paper 1ooks at sýmulated data series where the generation process is known
and for which one of the methods is known to be optimal. This enables the success of the selection
methods to be assessed. This yields clear advice as to how best to automatically select which
exponential smoothing method to use.

5.

The Theta Model

v .Assimakopoulos

and K. Nikolopoulos,

NatÝonal TechnÝcal UnÝversity

of Athens,

Greece

One of the major difficulties in the forecasting process is the Ýdentification of the hidden
pattem of a time series. The theta model consists of a nonlinear nonparametric estimator (called as
Theta estÝmator)and an expert system that combÝnesa varÝetyof methods Ýnthe smoothed data so as
to produce the final forecasts. ThÝs method Ýs based in a IÝnear transformation whÝch gradually
smoothes the inÝtial curve, whÝle maintaining the trend and mean value of the original data (Theta
transformatÝon). Practical tools have been reaiÝzedso as to Ýdentify the parameters of the method Ýn
order to produce a mÝnimum mean square estÝmatÝonand a satisfactory forecast. The ''Theta model''
has taken part in the M3-Competion. The results and a first presentation of the method has been made
in the Decision Sciences Conference this year in San Diego.
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Modelling and Forecasting Car Ownership and Use: The British Experience
Peter Romilly, Economics Division, School of Social and Health Sciences, University of Abertay
Dundee, 158 Marketgait House, Dundee DD 1 1NJ, Scotland.
Haiyan Soing, Oepartment of Management Studies, University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 5XH.
Surrey, England.
Xiaming Liu, Strategic Managernent Group, Aston Business School, Aston University, Birmingham
B4 7EP, England.
This paper ex'tends 'the me'thodo\ogy and resu\'ts of a forthcoming pub\ica'tion (Romilly, Song and Liu,
1998). It deals with the modelling and forecasting of both car ownership and use in Britain, following
the recent publication of a fourth set of road traffic forecasts by the UK Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions. Using a number of estimation techniques, cointegrating
relationships are found between per capita car ownership (and car use) and real per capita personal
disposable income, real motoring costs and real bus fares. The corresponding error correction models
are derived. The forecasts from these cointegrating relationships are compared with the forecasts
produced by the Department, and with those from a number of altemative forecasting models. The
results suggest that the model developed by the authors is still a good predictor of car ownership and
use in Britain.

Long-term Forecasting of Aggregate Passenger Demand at UK Airports with Structural
Models
Howard Grubb, The UnÝversÝtyof ReadÝng, Department of AppiÝed StatÝstÝcs,Reading RG6 6FN,
U.K.
Alexina Mason, CÝvÝlAvÝatÝonAuthority, EconomÝcRegulatÝonGroup,
We consider the problem of forecasting the monthly air passenger demand, aggregated at all UK
airports. This is required for planning purposes, a task for which the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
has responsibility. Planning decisions are often relatively Iong-term (of the order of ten years), so a
reliable historical dataset is required, together with industry-specific knowledge, to make robust
forecasting decisions. Although disaggregate forecasts, at each airport, are the most useful in detailed
capacity planning, an aggregate forecast, for all airports and passenger types together , is valuable to
constrain allocation models, which might otherwise be inconsistent.
]lýe CAA collects data on air transport, including a Iong historical dataset of monthly total passenger
numbers, back to 1972, with older observations also available after a brief gap, during which there was
only quarterly reporting. The series exhibits strong, regular growth, with some evidence of a recent
~J9W-ll)JJ;ÝIJ.!J;I"9w:th~d ,Dronounced, mult~Dlicative

seasonality .

ThÝs behavÝour Ieads us to consÝderstructural models for these data. We examÝnetheÝr forecastÝng
performance and compare this wÝth other models and current industry Iong-term forecasts to explore
the range of uncertainty ÝnthÝstype of forecasting appiÝcatÝon.
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Forecasting WeekJy Mo~ie Attendance

Philip Hans Franses, Rotterdan1 InstÝtute for BusÝness Econornic Studies, Erasn1us UniversÝty
Rotterdam. NL-3000 DR Rotterdan1, The Netherlands. (\\ith Jedid Jah Jonker)
T)'PÝcal features of natÝon-\\ide \veekly movÝe attendance are an exponential decay and often a
tempora~' increase in attendance after a fe\v \veeks. ThÝs sudden increase may be due to delayed
distributÝon in certaÝn parts of the count~. or to ad\'ertising/WOM effects. We propose a simple
parsÝmonious model \vhich can account for these t\vo features.
We estÝmate its parameters for
observed attendance in The Netherlands for ý.ý different movÝes. We argue that the parameters give
indicatÝons on ho\v the movÝescan be classified and also that the parameters can be jointly interpreted.
We use these results to forecast attendance for 2 movies, \,hich were not included in the estÝmatÝon
sample.

4.

Prediction of Traffic Load for Road Transport Classification and Control

Emil Pelikan, Mirko Novak and Pavel Pribyl. Joint Laboratory of System Reliability', Faculty of
Transportation and Institute of Computer Science, Pod vodarenskou vezi 2, 182 07 Prague 8
The traffic Ioad forecast with prediction horizon a few rninutes or hours can appreciably improve the
performance of the traffic control S).stems\\'hich are used for the regulation of urban networks. The
adaptive regulation system includes usually a package of co-ordination plans and a decision algorithm
choose the one to be applied, The frequenC}. of such decisions is calculated in rninutes (for example
every 5 rninutes). Therefore, the adaptability of the prediction modules, i.e, the ability to reflect
quickly new ''unexpected'' situations, must be very high. on the other hand the traffic data show some
periodical behaviour from one day or one week to another , which can be detected from a Ionger
history. Thus, the reliable and powerful traffic prediction systems should be based on a trade-off
bet\veen a ''long-term-memory'' based predictor and a ''short-term-memory'' based corrector modifying
the forecast with respect to the actual situation. In our contribution we discuss basic principles and
methods, which can be applied on the given problem and we show some prelirninary results using real
traffic time series signals.

5.

Seasonal Movements Relating to Movable Feasts

1. Noyan Dereli,
Liverpool
Business School,
Building, 98 Mount Pleasant Liverpool L3 5UZ.

Liverpool

John

Moores

University,

John

Foster

The theme of this paper is that the core areas of analysis and practice of forecasting tend to be
ctdturally biased towards the concems and interests of am'anced Westem countries.
This is illustrated b)" looking as a case stud.'" to the examination of the seasonal effects obsen"ed in
''\vorkers' remittances from abroad'' for Turkey. There is first a discussion about the types of seasonal
effects obsen.ed and used in traditional analysis. The traditional techniques (incorpor~1ed into SPSS
for Windo\vs) are used on the Turkish data set and the estimated seasonal effects are compared.
However. it is kno\rn that these do not capture the ~"hole of the seasonal movement. There are wellkno~"ll seasonal effects of rno of the religious ''movable feasts''.
The forecasting Iiterature and
practice are silent about these effects. These seasonal effects are periodic, but not according to the
calendar year but according to the Iunar year .Thus,
the occurrence of feast days appears to change
during the calendar year. coming about 11 days earlier each year as compared to the pre"ýfiousyear.
These seasonal effects are estimated by using a re\ised traditional technique.
It is concluded that one desired change in forecasting is that the cultural bias is recognised and the
valid anal)1ical concems of ''other'' countries are incorporated into the core of knov.1edgeand practice
of forecasting.
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r;'()ree9.~tiltg9.ltd Cl9.~~ifieýýti()ltwith Neural Networks:
and Bond Rating

Application to Mortgage Market

Hennie Daniels, Department of Economics, Vakgroep Information
The Netherlands, Bart Kamp and William Verkooijen

Systems, 5000 LE Tilburg,

Feed forward neural networks receive growing attention as a data modelling tool in economic
forecasting and classification problems.
Jt is well-kno~
that controlling the design of a neural
network can be cumbersome. Inaccuracies may Iead to a manifold of problems in the application such
~§ h!~~r ~ý:ý:gr~
Q!:!~!Q !9Ç~!f!rtima~ overfittin~ and ill-conditionin~ ofthe network, especially when the
number of observations is small. ln this paper we provide a method to overcome these difficulties by
regulating the tlexibility ofthe network and by rendering measures for validating the fýnal network. In
particular a method is proposed to equilibrate the number ofhidden neurons and the value ofthe weight
decay parameter based on 5 and 1O-fold cross-validation. In the validation process the performance of
the neural network is compared with a Iinear model with the same input variables. The degree of
monotonicity with respect to each explanatory variable is calculated by numerical differentiation. The
outcomes of this analysis is compared to what is expected from econ(jmic theory. The methods are
illustrated in two case studies: forecasting the mortgage market in the Netherlands and the
classification of bond ratings.

2.

Nonlinear

Iterated

Forecasting by Neural Networks witb Confidence

Intervals

and

Sensitivity Analysis.
David Lowe & KrzysztofZapart,

Aston University,

Birrningham

B4 7ET. UK

Developing artificial neural network techniques for noisy nonlinear time series prediction is typically
developed in a state space formulation exploiting dynamical systems concepts. In this paper we show
how an alternative feature space formulation of approximating the data generator is more robust to
iterated forecasting. The advantages of approximating generators in feature space rather than state
space include:
1) Robustness

to noise,

since the feature

space provides

a signal-noise

subspace

decomposition,

and

2) Nonstationarity ofthe data generator can be modelled more easily since the feature space separates
time-scale etfects more explicitly.
We show how confidence intervals of predictions may be obtained directly from the neural network
approximation to the generator, and we use these confidence intervals to produce a sensitivity forecast
of iterated predictions. This Iatter point provides an alternative prespective to sensitivity as provided
by Lyappounov exponents. The Iocally Iinear expansion assumptions implicit in Lyapounov exponents
limit their relevance and the method discussed in this paper is more appropriate for iterated noo\inear
forecasting. The approach is demonstrated on synthetic and econometric nonstationary time series.
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3.
Time Series Forecasting in the Presence of Structural Change: Artificial
Networks and Structural Models

Neural

Professor Marcelo Savino Portugal, UnÝversÝdadeFederal do RÝoGrande do Sul Rua FeiÝcÝssÝmo
de
Azevedo 568/202, 90540 110 Porto Alegre RS, Brazil
Wilson R. Correa, UnÝversÝdadeFederal do RÝoGrande do Sul Rua FeiÝcÝssÝmo
de Azevedo 568/202,
90540 110 Porto Alegre RS, Brazil
The Brazilian
price stabilisation
polices and trade Iiberalisation
measures of this decade have
considerably increased the difficulty
in generating accurate time series forecasts due to structural
changes in the data generation processes.
In this paper we provide an empirical evaluation of the
forecasting performance of Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) and Structural Time Series Models
(STS) in the presence of structural change. We are interested in evaluating the capability of ANN and
STS models in terms of both identifying
that a structural change has happened and the speed of
adjustment ofthe one step ahead forecasts after change. We use both real and simulated time series in
these exercises. The simulated series are generated from ARIMA
processes with impo~ed structural
changes in the mean and variance.
We also use real time series data &0rn Brazilian inflation rate and
total imports series.

4.

A Hierarchical
Neural Network Predicting
a Distributed
Car Parking System

the Distribution

Dr .Panagiotis
Tzionas, Ass. Professor , Department of Automation,
InstÝtute ofThessalonÝki 54101 Thessaloniki, Greece.

of Empty

Parking

Spaces in

TechnologÝcal EducatÝonal

ThÝs paper presents the desÝgn and ÝmplementatÝonof a hÝerarchÝcalneural network (NN) model,
capable of predÝctÝngthe dÝstrÝbutÝon
of empty parking spaces in the sub-areas of a distributed car
parking system. The uneven distributÝon of cars Ýn such a parking system causes serÝouscongestÝon
problems. The form ofthÝs dÝstrÝbutionis beÝngaffected by a number offactors, such as the employees
timetable, the proximity of the parking sub-area to the workplace, weather conditions, security
provided Ýnthe specific sub-area, specific celebration dates, etc. Thus, it Ýsexpected that monitoring of
the car distrÝbution Ýnregular tÝme intervals for a sufficient time perÝod and the embedment of these
information in a neural network model, can form the basis of a predictor system, capable of decongesting the parking sub-areas.
The car dÝstribution Ýnthe sub-areas ofthe distributed parking system ofthe Technological Educational
InstÝtute of Thessaloniki was monitored in regular tÝme intervals and for typÝcal dates and tÝmes. A
hÝerarchical NN was desÝgnedand trained under the Levenberg-Marquardt learning algorithm, using
these measurements, untÝI convergence was achieved. Further monitoring of the car distrÝbution
provÝded measurements that were used to verÝfy the operation of the model. It was found that the NN
was capable of predicting the car distrÝbutÝonÝnthe parking sub-areas with respect to the number of
cars entrying and leaving the overall parking system, wÝth considerable accuracy.

Session Chair:
Dr. Moira Watson, Napier University, Edinburgh, Scotland

The Trials and Tribulations
Dwight

Thomas,

Forecast

Process

of Implementing a Global Sales Forecasting Process/System

Planning,

Lucent

Technologies

This presentation will focus on the experÝencesof Lucent TechnologÝes in the deployýnent of theÝr
Customer Demand PlannÝng(CDP) process, a global forecasting process and system used Ýnover 30
countrÝes. One of the important features of thÝs process is that commitments are provided by the
manufacturing organÝzationsto the sales teams in response to the forecasts by the sales teams. These
commitments are then used to manage customer order scheduling and prÝorÝtizÝng. Lucent has also
included forecast accuracy objectÝves in the salary structure of top executÝves. The forecastÝng
organÝzatÝonaldesign, process roles and responsibÝIÝtÝes,system features, training approaches,
measures of quality (metrÝcs), reward and recognition Ýssues,and deployýnent strategÝes wÝII be
discussed. FinaJly, thÝstalk wÝJIaddress the value of the audÝtof the Lucent CDP process conducted
by Dr. Mentzer Ýn1997.

Dealing with Seasonality and Promotions in Weekly Retail Sales Forecasting
Hans

Levenbach,

Delphus

Inc.,

Morristown,

NJ 07960,

U.S.A.

When planning for replenishment of retail products in stores, forecasters encounter much data with
complex pattems. The data for which forecasts are required are usually gathered in Iarge quantities at
the Iowest Ievel (Point-of-Sale) and are subject to seasonal intluences, some trend, and significant
promotional impacts. These pattems are not readily and efficiently modeled with standard approaches.
This paper discusses a systematic decomposition of such time series into components that can be used
to isolate key determinants of sales demand for analysis, modeling and forecasting.

3.
Dr .Peter

Seasonallndexing
T .Ittig,

for Business Forecasting

College of Management,

University

of Massachusetts

Boston, Boston, MA 02125-

3393, U.S.A.

ln a paper that was published in the Spring 1997 issue of Decision Sciences it was shown that the
standard seasonal index used Ýnbusiness forecastÝng(based on a centered movÝng average) contains a
systematic error in the presence ofa trend (whether Iinear or nonlinear). That paper also Ýntroducesa
multiplicat~ve seasonal index that is of'ten superior to common alternatives in business forecasting
applÝcations. ThÝs paper considers the relatÝve advantages of several seasonal indexing procedures,
including the IttÝg seasonal index in some business forecasting applications.
Some examples are
presented together with some suggestions for forecasters. lt is shown that it is of'ten possible to
improve forecast accuracy to some degree by improving the specification ofthe seasonal index.
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Business Demand Forecasting using System Dynamics
D. Davidson,

Glasgow

Caledonian

University,

Glasgow

If a new business operates in a rapidly expanding environment, decisions need to be made about
resource acquisition.
The shape of the demand profile facing the organisation is critical to the
decisions to be made. Errors of forecasting this profile are expensive either in unused resources, ifthe
forecast is optimistic, or Iost business if the forecast is pessimistic.
One advantage that the business
has is its knowledge of how its organisation and its competitors operate.
Using this information,
Systems Dynamics models can be developed to give insights into the likely levels of demand and to
enable quick responses to changes in the environment.
Examples of forecasts and monitoring
procedures using Systems Dynamics will be given and their value discussed.
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The Influence of Personal Attitudes towards General Megatrends on the Estimation of
the Future Development ofScience and Technology.

1.

Dr. Knut

Blind,

FralU1hofer lnstitüt for Systems and lnnovation

Research. Karlsruhe, Gennany.

In 1996, the second German Delphi study was started.
The German Delphi JI is a two-round Delphi
expert survey which is conducted by the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Research
(ISI) on behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Education, Research, Science and Technology
(BMBF).
The study was published in February 1998 and is now getting into its implementation phase.

Its inherent focus is on the development of science and technology in twelve thcmatic fields in the next
30 years. In order to arrive at a better understanding of the influence of personal attitudes towards
general developments in oUf natUfal environment and our society, the respondents were asked in the
first round ofthe Delphi exercise for their personal opinion towards several megatrends concerning oUf
natUfal environment, economic, sociological and political developments. Over 2,000 answers lead to a
very solid data base, which gives insights into the general thinking of the German R&D experts. on
some topics, there is a high consensus, whereas on others two opposite groups appear. These results
also serve as the data base for a factor analysis leading to the identÝfication of five different expert
types. in the second step, different pattems in answering the development in scÝenceand technology
were looked for .In general, it tumed out that differences in personal attitudes towards megatrends do
not influence the estÝmationof developments in science and technology. However , differences exist in
specific topics and the distribution of five expert types among the respondents dÝffers significantly in
the twelve fields.

2.

Innovation Forecasting: Counting Contextual Clues to Forecast Technology

Alan L. Porter .Georgia

Technology

Policy and Assessment Center ,

Trend analysis applied to technical parameters has been a popular mode of technology forecasting.
We suggest that examination oftrends garnered from counting R&D bibliographic activities can depict
important influences on technological innovation.
We gauge current status and rates of change in
various indicators of the progress of technological innovation.
We find the following to be useful
indicators ofthe maturation ofa technology:
trends in R&D activity evidenced in different databasesthat tap innovation stages from research to
commercialization
within a database (e.g., Engineering Index), the extent of joumal vs. conference activity on a
i'articular technology
trends in content emphases (e.g., extent of consideration of production issues in abstracts
conceming a particular technology)
issue maturation ( e.g., extent of consideration of standards in relation to that technology)
prevalence ofthe technology in index terms vs. in abstracts themselves
These sorts of information can help managers assess where a technology is and forecast where it's
heading.
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Technolog}' Forecasting

in the Service of Competition
2 rue Beau Site,

1203 Geneva,

Management
SwÝtzerland.

Biological models and in particular the Volterra-Lotka
equations can be used to analyze market and
internal data in order to determine the time and the type of action that will alter the competitive roles in
the marketplace.
At the same time, these mathematical formulations in a discrete form provide good
descriptions for chaos and complexity phenomena.
One should not be looking at monetary indicators
such as prices, however.
The true competition variables -those that obey the Volterra-Lotke
equations
-are the number of units sold and the amount of dollars spent.
The evolution of price ensues as a
consequence.

4.

NET -SIMULAB:
multimedia Era

Enrico
Nicolo,
Telecommunications

a

Scenario-Engineering

Bartolomeo
Sapio,
Fondazione
Evolution, 00142 Roma, Italy.

Laboratory

Ugo

in

Bordoni,

the

Networked

Research

Hyper-

DivÝsion

of

Scenario Engineering is a general corpus of methods and techniques of scenario analysis for strategic
planning and forecasting.
These methodologies may be both interpretative and project-oriented.
They are quantitative and/or qualitative and they may be both analytical and simulative. SlMULAB
(Scenario-engineering Interactive MUltimedia LABoratory) is an auxiliary system of technological
tools which is intended to serve as an advanced technical aid to the implementation of scenario
engineering.
SIMULAB is equipped with advanced processing, memory, presentation and
communication devices. it is made up of methodoiogical, technical (hardware and software) and
infrastructural resources necessary to generate, analyze, store, present and transfer scenarios usable in
an interactive multÝmedia way, also from remote sites. The paper provides some characteristics and
requirements of a generic SIMULAB together with the description of the SIMULAB hosted by
Fondazione Ugo Bordoni (FUB), which is named srMuLAB-FUB.
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The GARCH( 1,1) model is probably the most commonly applied time series model of heteroscedastic
behaviour. especially in the financial sector.
Although it is a natural generalization of the original
ARCH models, it is by no means obvious why it should enjoy such ubiquitous success. This talk wilý
suggest one way in which the GARCH( 1, 1) model may arise naturally in such data. In one respect, at
Ieast. this derivation parallels that of another very popular and successful time series model. viz. simple
exponential

2.
Joao

smoothing.

Arma-Garch
Oliveira

Soares,

Models and Trade Rules for Stock Returns
Instituto

Superior

Tecnico,

ýooo Lisboa,

Portugal.

This paper studies the behaviour of a Iarge sample of stock retums time series from the Lisbon Stock
Exchange -Portugal.
The maÝn conclusÝon from the analysÝs Ýs the common presence of condÝtÝonal heteroscedastÝcÝty and
the choÝce of ARMA( 1, 1)-GARCH( 1, 1) models to represent the behavÝour of the series.

Forecasts from these models are then used to implement a trade rule based on the Alexander Filter -we
call it the Anticipated Alexander Filter. This rule is afterwards compared to other filters, proving to
outperform them in several cases.

3. ''Hashing GARCH: a Re-assessment of Volatility

Forecasting Performance''

George A. Christodoulakis,
Department of Economics, Birkbeck College, University of London
WIP 2LL, U.K. Stephen E. Satcbell, Faculty of Economics and Trinity College, University of
Cambridge, Cambridge, U.K.
A number ofvolatÝlity forecasting studies has Ied to the perception that the ARCH-type and Stochastic
VolatÝIÝty(SV) models provÝdepoor out-of-sample forecasts of volatilÝty. This is primarily based on
the use of traditional forecast evaluatÝon criteria conceming the accuracy and the unbiasedness of
forecasts.
In this paper we provide an assessment of ARCH and 5V forecasting.
We show how the inherent
noise in the approximation ofthe actual -and unobservable- volatility by the squared return results in a
misleading forecast evaluation.
We characterise this noise and quantify its effects assuming Normal
errors. We extend our results using more general error structures such as the Compound Normal and
the Gram-Charlier
classes of distributions.
We argue that evaluation problems are Iikely to be
exacerbated by non-normality
ofthe shocks and conclude that non-linear and utility-based criteria can
be more suitable for the evaluation ofvolatility

forecasts.
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Time SeriesAna(vsis
Smooth

Transition

Autoregressive

Models

Stefan Lundbergh,
Stockholm School ofEconomics,
Stockholm, Sweden. and
Dick Van Dijk, Tinbergen Institute, Erasmus University. Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
Most of the extensions of Iinear (autoregressive) time series models which have been developed over
the years can be classified as either models with time-varying parameters or nonlinear models.
So far,
these altematives have Iargely been investigated separately, with Iittle attention being paid to the
distÝnction or relationship between the two.
ln this paper we present the novel class of Time- Varying
Smooth Transition AutoRegressive [TV-ST AR] models, which is able to captures both time-varying
and nonlinear characteristics of time series.
Both 'genuine' time-varying
parameter and 'genuine'
nonlinear models are embedded within the TV-STAR
model.
This allows the derivation of test
statistics which can be used to decide if either of the two is sufficient to describe the dynamic
behaviour of a particular time series. These tests form part of a specification
procedure for TV-ST AR
models which is outlined in the paper.
Applications
to various macro-economic
time series
demonstrate the potential usefulness ofthe new model class.
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Using the Past to Track Economic Conditions
Philip A. Klein, Department of Economics, Pennsylvania State University,
16802-3306, U.S.A. John Cullity, Emeritus Professor, Rutgers University,

University

Park,

PA

Recovery analysis is primarily designed to facilitate the evaluation ofprevailing business conditions by
comparing a current expansion with corresponding expansions in the past. This is done by measuring
changes of individual time series from their standing at cyclical turns and comparing current with past
changes over a series of widening time spans. This paper presents information about the movements
ofa nurnber ofwell-known and important economic time series during the Iong expansion ofthe 1990s
and compares the movements with the changes in the same series during the Iong expansions of the
1960s and 1980s.

2.

Forecasting Implications of Consumer Uncertainty

Michael

Niemira,

Bank

ofTokyo-Mitsubishi

Ltd.

We examine the implication of five structural changes on the business cycle. The factors considered
are:
(1) the reduced volatility ofreported U.S. economic growth;
(2) the role of JIT/computerization/supplier quality relationships in affecting the timing between
orders, shipments and inventories;
(3) the role of exports;
(4 ) the role of imports, and:
(5) the role of prices.

3.

A Hidden Markov
Model as a Bayesian
Business Cycle Turning Points

Classifier:

An Application

to Forecasting

Lasse Koskinen, NatÝonal InstÝtuteof EconomÝc Research, Sweden, Stockholm School of Economics,
Stockholm, Sweden. Lars-Erik Oller , NatÝonal InstÝtuteof EconomÝc Research and Stockholm School
ofEconomÝcs, Stockholm, Sweden.
We introduce a probabilistic tuming point forecasting method that uses a hidden Markov switching
regime model as a dynamic Bayesian classifier.
A classification, or more broadly, a pattem
recognition approach, where regime probabilities serve as forecasts, provides a natural interpretation of
the tuming point probabilities. The method proposed is a simple and computationally efficient way to
utilise Ieading series in making probability forecasts of tuming points, the focus being on first and
second moments. Instead of using maximum Iikelihood in model selection, we apply a probability
score. tuned to tuming point forecasting.
The method is used for forecasting tuming points of
Sweden's industrial production, where the stock market index and a business tendency survey series
provide leading information.
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3.
Series

Computation

of tbe Beveridge-Nelson Decomposition for Multivariate

Miguel A. Arino, IESE, Universidad de Navarra, 08034 Barcelona, Spain
Paul Newbold. Department ofEconomics,
University ofNottingham,
Nottingham,

Economic Time

NG7 2RD, U.K

In this paper we show how to compute the Beveridge-Nelson decomposition of a multivariate time
series when the series are generated by a vector ARIMA model. The case when the vector time series
is cointegrated is also treated. Our result extend those ofNewbold (JME, 1990).

4.

Structural Breaks and Model Selection with Marginal Likelihoods

Wolfgang Polasek, Institute ofStatistics and Econometrics, University ofBasel, 4051 Basel,
Switzerland. Lei Ren, Institute of StatÝstÝcs
and EconometrÝcs,UnÝversÝtyof Basel, 4051 Basel,
SwÝtzerland.
We consider AR processes with a possible break (regime shifts) at an unknown break point rn. We
derive the conjugate Bayesian analysis for informative and non-informatÝve priors and allow also for
heteroskedastÝcityin the regimes. UsÝngthe model selectÝonapproach of Chib (1995) we derive the
marginal likelihood for all models with unknown lag length. The approach is also extended for the
break point model of V AR processes which is formulated as a multivarÝate normal-Wishart models.
We demonstrate the model selectÝonabilÝty of our approach by a simulated example and for Swiss
macro-economic time series involving GNP and consumption.
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Forecasting Integrated World Stock Markets Using International

Co-movements

Gulnur Muradoglu,
Bilkent University, Faculty of Business Administration,
06533, Ankara, Turkey
Kivilcim Metin, Bilkent University, Department ofEconomics,
06533, Ankara, Turkey.

This paper aims at forecasting stock retums of a group of emerging markets using their interrelations to
major world stock exchanges. First, intemational co-movements in stock price indexes are examined
by employing the Engle-Granger two step co-integration technique. Accordingly, intra-continental and
inter-continental movements between stock prices will be determined. Then, each national stock
market will be forecast according to its intemational co-movements and using Autoregressive
Distributed Lag (ADL), Error Correction Model (ECM), and Vector AutoRegressive (V AR) models.
our forecasts will be based on transmissions of price movements among intemational markets and the
lead-lag relationships in different stock indexes. Daily stock price indexes in New York, London, and
Tokyo are employed to represent the global and regionalleaders. Daily stock price indexes ofa group
of emerging markets from different geographicallocations as defýned by the IFC are forecast according
to their intemational co-movements.

2.

Tracking the Transition to an Information-Efficient
Investor in Poland

Dr. Frederick
U.K.

P. Wheeler,

Management

Centre, University

Stock Market: Simple Toois for the

ofBradford,

Bradford

BD9 4JL, England,

The paper reports the results of assessing the changes in pricing efficiency of the Warsaw Stock
Exchange (WSE), the second stock exchange to be established in the former Eastem bloc. The WSE
opened in 199) and has expanded more than tenfold in the number of )isted companies while
experiencing both strong growth and coiiapse in market prices. The behaviour of individua) stocks
and published market indexes are analysed and compared in this study. As a practical matter, the
market-pricing policies of specialist traders )ead to interesting distributional properties of price retums,
and pose questions for the time-series analyst. Bayesian modelling too)s are used to assessthe path
toward increasing information-efficiency of this emerging stock market in a transitional economy.
Departures from information-efficiency are noticed during highly vo)atile times but the trend to
increasingly efficient pricing is generally evident.

3.
Nesrin

Conditional Heteroskedasticity
Okay,

Management

Department,

in Turkish Stock Returns:
Bogazici

University,

Bebek,

Evidence and Forecasts
80815

Istanbul,

Turk.ey.

This paper considers estimating the conditional mean and variance from a single-equation dynamic
model with mean following an autoregressive moving-average ARMA( 1,7)process, and conditional
variance with tÝme-dependent condÝtÝonalheteroskedastÝcity as represented by a IÝnear GARCH
process. The autocorrelatÝonsand unÝvarÝatestatÝstÝcalpropertÝesas well as varÝanceratio test results
greater than one suggest that the time varying series at the Istanbul Stock Exchange is not a random
walk or its Ýncrementsare correlated. A1I these results provide evidence in favor ofthe rejection ofthe
weak form of efficiency for the stock returns in Turkey .Furthermore, the Garch model does provide
good volatility forecasts.
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Evidence for Selection of Forecasting Methods
Nigel

Meade,

Management

School,

Imperial
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Reid ( 1972) was among the first to argue that the relative accuracy of forecasting methods changes
according to the properties of the time series. Comparative analyses of forecasting perforrnance such
as the M Competition tend to support this argument. The issue addressed here is the usefulness of
statistics summarising the data available in a time series in predicting the relative accuracy of different
forecasting methods. Nine forecasting methods are described and the literature suggesting summary
statistics for choice of forecasting method is summarised.
Based on this Iiterature and further
argument a set of these statistics is proposed for the analysis. These statistics are used as explanatory
variables in predicting the relative performance of the nine methods using a set of simulated time series
with known properties. These results are evaluated on observed data sets, the M Competition data and
Fildes Telecommunications data. The general conclusion is that the summary statistics can be used to
select a good forecasting method (or set ofmethods) but not necessarily the best.

2.

Forecasting based on Very Small Samples and Additional

Professor Kurt Brannas
S-90 187 Umea, Sweden

and Jorgen

Hellstrom,

Department

Information

ofEconomics,

Umea University,

Generalized method of moments estimation and forecasting is introduced for very small samples when
additional non-sample information ÝsavaÝlable. Small sÝrnulation experÝmentsare conducted for the
Iinear model with errors-in-variables and for a Poisson regression model.
An empirical forecast
illustration based on Ukrainian imports is Ýncluded.

3.

Time Series Forecasting: The Contribution

Michele Hibon
FRANCE.

and Spyros Makridakis

, INSEAD,

of Seasonality, Cycle and Trend
Boulevard

de Constance, 77305 FontaÝnebleau,

Time series contain seasonalÝty,cycle, trend and randomness. Apart from randomness which is, by
definÝtÝon,unpredictable the remaÝning three components can be forecasted, with varying degrees of
success, using different approaches or methods. [n this paper the contributÝon of each of these three
components to forecasting accuracy is assessed. Moreover , various approaches for calculating
seasonality and dÝfferent methods for extrapolatÝngthe trend, and the trend-cycle, are studied and their
intluence on overail forecasting accuracy is measured. The conclusions of the paper have critical
implications for both the theory and the practice of forecasting.
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Assessing the Impact ofGovernment
Mr. Sandy D. Balkin,

Practice -Healtlý

Penn State University

Legislation on

'Mad Cow Disease''

in the UK

1niversity Park, PA 16802-1913, U.S.A

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy, a.k.a. Mad Cow Disease, is a brain wasting ailment found present
in cattle in Britain and other European nations.
Realizing the potential threat and feeling economic
pressures from trade partners banning the import of beef, Iegislation was introduced in the UK to
prevent further infection
of cattle.
Cooper and Harrison (1997) examined the impact of this
Iegislation using the dynamic Iinear model.
In this paper , we contrast their analysis with several other techniques designed to uncover structural
change, including structural modelling, traditional and automatic ARIMA
modelling and Bayesian
analysis (Gibbs Sampling).

Metbods for Medium Term Forecasting of Cancer Incidence and Mortality
Ian B. MacNeill,
Department
London, Canada N6A 5B7 .

of Statistical

and Actuarial

Sciences,

Rates

JnÝversÝty
of Western OntarÝo.

Cancer, already a major burden on the Canadian health care system, wÝýýbecome a much Iarger burden
durÝngthe next several decades. The prÝmecauses of this are: Iarge increases in rÝsk of cancer wÝth
ÝncreaseÝnage; and a substantÝalÝncreasein the proportÝon ofthe CanadÝanpopulatÝon Ýnthe hÝghrÝsk
age-groups due to ageÝngofthe baby-boom generation.
To understand the extent of the pending crisis, bivariate models are discussed for fitting to age-period
cancer rate data. The models generally are intrinsically non-Iinear and the variance for most cancer
data increases with increasing age.
Hence, weighted non-linear regression methods are used to
estimate the model parameters. The weights chosen are proportional to population; this ensures that
estimates of the number of cases or deaths are unbiased. The models are extrapolated forward to
provide forecasts ofrates. The rate forecasts are combined with population projections to obtain point
forecasts of counts. Error bounds are provided which take into account the standard errors of the
parameter estimates and the variability inherent in the population forecasts.
The methodology is applied to Canadian male and female Iung cancer data. Forecasts indicate that the
ratio of female deaths due to Iung cancer to those for males will increase fi-om 1/2 in 1995 to ý .0 in
2010.
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Bootstrapping Mortality

Ochill
Forecasting Practice -Health
Forecasts for the V.S.: Testing for Vncertainty through

Resampling
Lawrence

R. Carter,

Department ofSociology,

University

ofOregon,

Eugene, OR 97403, USA

This paper explores a non-traditional approach to examining the problem of forecast uncertainty in
extrapolative demographic models. it builds on prior research on stochastic time series torecast models
confidence Iimits, but also differs by examining the Iimits derived from resampling. Comparisons of
the two approaches intorm us of the validity of ex post-torecast uncertainty. Tests for uncertainty are
applied using the Lee-Carter method for mortality forecasts for the U.S. 1 examine the Lee-Carter
nonlinear demographic model, mx, t = exp (ax + bxkt + ex, t), which is decomposed using SVD to
derive a single time-varying Iinear index ofmortality, kt. From a 90-year (1900-1989) time series of
kt, forecasts are generated 76 years ahead to the year 2065 using Box-Jenkins techniques. Stochastic
confidence intervals are generated for these forecasts. Similarly, the 9O-year index is resampled and
forecasted 76 years ahead 500 times using bootstrapping techniques. These 500 realizatons
approximate a sampling distribution of time series of kt. Preliminary results show that the bootstrap
confidence Iimits are only marginally different from the stochastic forecast Iimits. These findings offer
additÝonal affirmation of the validity of the narrow stochastic confidence Iimits derived from BoxJenkins techniques. Substantive issues about the best choice ofthe two approaches are presented in the
paper.
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Case Westem Reserve University

Expert Systems for Forecasting

Fred Collopy, The Weatherhead School of Management, Case Westem Reserve UniversÝty, Monica
Adya, Dept. of rnformation Systems, University of Maryland -Baltimore,
MD, J. Scott Armstrong,
The Wharton School, University

ofPennsylvania

Experts systems serve as a repository for know\edge about a domain or process. They automate the
app\ication of complex sequences of rules for a given situation and insure that the rules are applied
consistently.
In addition, developing an expert system often clarifies how experts think about a
problem. Expert systems are useful in domains where there is a great deal of know\edge, where the
performance of experts is distinguishable from that of others (and from one another), and where it is
possible to e\icit and represent the experts' know\edge. Sixteen papers have described expert systems
developed to aid forecasters. Most of the expert systems reported on have been designed to assist
forecasters in se\ecting among alternative forecasting methods. To acquire know\edge for expert
systems on forecasting, researchers have re\ied upon textbooks, articles in research and management
jouma\s, interviews, surveys, and protoco\ analyses. In general they have used production systems to
implement these systems. Evidence on the va\ue of expert systems is \imited, especially with respect
to theÝr effect on accuracy.
Further, the diffusion of expert systems to aid forecasters has been
hampered by the fact that the details oftheÝr designs have not often been made wide\y avai\ab\e.

2.

The Use and Usefulness of Long-term Expert Forecasts

Annele

Eerola,

Management

Swedish

and Organization,

School

of

Economics

P.B. 479, FIN-OOIOI

and

Business

Helsinki,

Administration,

Department

of

Finland.

This paper examines the organizational roles oflong-term expert forecasts, focusing on the indirect and
diffiýse Iinks between the forecasts and companies' strategy formation. The paper is based on a threephase empirical study within the forest industry (Eerola, 1997). According to the research findings,
the industry-wide forecasts by acknowledged experts are important and intluential managerial tools,
although they are not used as direct input for planning and decision making. They are consulted in
companies'; strategy discussions and decision making processes, and they also enter the organizational
processes implicitly -by directing managers' attention, by stimuJating future-oriented thinking and by
facilitating the creation of shared knowledge about company-specific issues. Thus they contribute to
managerial visions and consensus building, and also potentialIy affect managerial risk taking.
The
findings give new insights into the reasons for using and producing expert forecasts, as weII as into
their potential intluence on strategy formation.
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Search Strategies of Novice and Expert Financial Forecasters

Fergus Bolger, Faculty ofBusiness Administration,
Bilkent University, Ankara 06533, Turkey.
GuiDur Muradoglu,
Faculty ofBusiness Administration,
Bilkent University, Ankara 06533, Turkey

Expert financÝal forecasters and management undergraduates partÝcÝpatedin a computer-controlled
experÝment to ÝnvestÝgateÝnformatÝonsearch prÝor to stock-investment decÝsions. ParticÝpantswere
presented with several stocks and invited to invest Ýn one of them. Before making a selectÝonthe
partÝcÝpantscould access information on potentially relevant financÝal variables regarding each stock.
Each piece of information could be viewed one-at-a-tirne by clicking on boxes on the computer screen.
The selections made and the time spent considering each piece of information were Iogged. After an
investment had been made feedback about the performance of the chosen stock was given then a new
set of stocks presented. This procedure was repeated over several trials. The risk associated with
each stock, the reliability of the available information for predicting yield, and the cost of obtaining
information were manipulated. The effects of these manipulations on information search. and the
practical implications of our findings, are discussed.
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Marcelo C. Medeiros,
Pontificia Universidade Cat61ica do Rio de Janeiro Rua Marques de Sao
Vicente. 255 -Gavea
-22543-900
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Alvaro
Veiga, Pontificia
Universidade Cat61ica do Rio de Janeiro Rua Marques de Sao Vicente, 255 -Gavea -22543-900
Rio
de Janeiro -RJ -BRAZIL

Non Iinear models of time series are useful in the analysis, forecastÝngand control of non-Gaussian or
non-stationary processes. Many models have been developed to treat non Iinear time serÝes. Two of
the most famous are the Neural Networks (NN) and the Threshold Autoregressive (T AR) models.
This work discusses a new approach to modelling time series regression with nonlinearities.
This
proposal, cal1ed ARX-N, is an ARX model with coefficients given by the output of a neural network.
The ARX-N generalizes with some advantages the T AR model by al1owing multivarÝable thresholds
and a smooth switching between models. A formal algorithm to estimate the parameters has also been
developed.
The model was tested using some simulated and real data and its performance was
compared with the traditional feed-forward neural network, the T AR model and the Iinear ARX.

Bayesian Analysis of Neural Networks for Time Series Analysis
A. Menchero, P. Muller, D. Rios Insua, Department ofArtificial

Intelligence, Madrid Technical

University, CL Trefacio 19, 28043, Madrid, Spain
There has been recent interest in applications for Bayesian analysis ofneural networks in classification
and regression. We explore here several issues relative to their application to time series analysis,
mainly to model nonlinear autoregression and their combination with traditional Iinear models. We
emphasise the idea of variable architecture neural networks, providing a data driven procedure for
architecture choice.

Forecasting Exchange Rates Using Neural Networks for Technical Trading Rules
Philip Hans Franses, Rotterdam Institute for Business Economic Studies, Erasmus University,
NL-3000 DR Rotterdam, The Netherlands. (with Kasper van Griensven)

We examine the performance of artificial neural networks [ANNs] for technical trading rules for
forecastÝngdaily exchange rates. The maÝnconclusÝonof our attempt is that ANNs perform well and
that they are often better than IÝnearmodels. Furthermore, the precise number ofhÝdden Iayer unÝtsin
ANNs appears Iess important for forecasting performance than Ýsthe choÝceof explanatory varÝables.
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Foresight and Beyond

Georghiou, M. Keenan & 1. Miles, PREST, Mathematics Building, also ofCRlC, Tom Lupton Suite,
University ofManchester, Manchester MI3 9PL, UK.
The UK's Foresight Programme (originally Technology Foresight programme) is generally reckoned to
have set standards for this increasingly widespread approach to informing R&D priorities and
establishing new networks and modes of communication among the actors in the innovation process.
While the forecasts obtained through the programme are valuable, it is the forecastING process that has
been critical, providing an institutional and cognitive framework for the exchange of knowledge about
technological opportunities, social trends, and organisational capabilities. The UK government is now
developing Foresight 2000 as the next exercise, and this is thus a good moment at which to examine the
forces shaping Foresight and its methodologies, the impacts it has had on policymaking and
organisational strategies, and the Iessons that can be Ieamed. We pose the question: what will Next
Generation Foresight Iook Iike?

2.

Complexity Science: Implications for Forecasting

Harold A. Linstone,
97207-0751, USA.

Professor Emeritus,

Systems Science, Portland

State University,

Portland,

OR

The recent development of "complexity science" is of significant interest to forecasters who must deal
with complex adaptive sociotechnical systems (CAS). These involve both order and disorder, as well
as self-organizing ability. Complexity science clarifies the inherent Iimits of forecasting. It shows
that apparent pattems may, in fact, be random, whereas systems that appear disorderly may,
nevertheless, have an underlying order that yields some predictability. The vital linkage of chaos and
order is observed in the S-shaped growth pattem that occurs so commonly in forecasting. Chaotic
oscillations mark the beginning and end ofthe S-curve, that is, they characterize the transition from one
curve to the next. The logistic equation in its continuous form defýnes the S-curve and in its discrete
form it is basic to chaos theory. Complexity science also shows the inadequacy of the traditional
Iinear mode of thinking exemplified by causal models and readily quantifiable measures of
effectiveness. It thus underscores the practical value of multiple perspectives using distinct paradigms
for each perspective in technological forecasting and assessment. Finally, the "bottom-up" computer
simulation of CAS may yield insights on questions such as the desirable balance between system
centralization and decentralization in an information technology age and the extent of foresight that is
desirable.
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On the Sample Variogram and Sample Auto-covariance for Non-stationary Time Series
Professor John Haslett, Department of Stati5tic5, Trinity College, Dublin 2, Ireland
It Ýs well known that the classical estimators of the auto-covarÝance are bÝasedeven for statÝonary
serÝes: for serÝesthat may not be both mean and varÝance statÝonary they are not even defined.
CovarÝance estÝmators based on resÝduals from an estÝmate of the drÝft are even more biased;
estÝmators based on dÝfferences confound mean and varÝance non-statÝonarÝty. By contrast the
variogram Ýsdefined for a wÝdeclass of processes that are neÝthermean nor variance stationary .The
paper presents recent work on varÝogram estÝmatorswhÝch are shown to be (almost) unbÝasedeven
when the process Ýsmean and variance non-statÝonary. The procedure Ýsillus'Jated Ýnthe context of a
tÝmeserÝeson the temperature ofthe earth sÝncethe mÝd-19th century.

2.

Prediction of Long Memory Time Series Models: Monte Carlo Simulation.

An

Application.
Valderio A. Reisen, Departamento de Estatistica. University ofWaterloo C.A., UFES, E.S., Brazil.
Bovas Abrabam, Departamento de Estatistica, IIQP , University of Waterloo CCE, UFES, E.S., Brazil
In this paper we consider forecasts from long memory time series using the ARFIMA(p,d,q) model
with -0.5 < d < 0.5. We also investigate through simulations, the bias in the estimate ofthe variance
ofthe k-step ahead forecast. The ARFIMA model is also used to analyse and forecast a set of data and
these forecast are compared with those from an ARIMA models.

3.

Residual Properties and Applications in Time Series Models.

ProfessorJ. A. Mauricio, Departamentodo EconomÝa
CuantÝtatÝva,
Facultadde CÝencÝas
EconomÝas
UnÝversÝdad
Complutensede Madrid. Campusde Somosaguas,
28223-Madrid.Spain.
An ARMA model for a given time series having been estimated, diagnostic checks are applied to
residuals with the aim of uncovering possible Iack of fit and diagnosing the cause. For these checks to
be relevant, efficient use of the data has to be made at the estimation stage. It is now widely
recognized that exact maximum Iikelihood estimation (EMLE) of tÝme series models is preferable to
other approximate estimation criteria. This subject hasreceived much attention in the past. However ,
Iittle is known about the properties of residuals arising from EMLE, which are used as the core tool at
the diagnostic checking stage. This paper presents a derivation of some statistical and numerical
properties of residuals arising from EMLE of univariate ARMA models. Detailed descriptions on
computing residuals and establishing their properties are given.
Applications of these result~ in
preliminary model estimation and model diagnostic checking are also suggested.
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Tests for Equal Forecast Accuracy and Forecast Encompassing

David 1. Harvey. Department ofEconomÝcs. Loughborough UnÝversÝty.Loughborough. Leicestershire
LE ý 1 3TU. UK. Stephen J. Leybourne. Dept. of Econom Ýcs.UnÝversÝtyof NottÝngham, NottÝngham
NG 2RD. Paul Newbold, Department of EconomÝcs,UniversÝty ofNottingham, UK.
Given two sources of forecasts of the same variable, it is possible to compare predÝction performance.
In partÝcular, it can be useful to test the companion hypotheses of equal forecast accuracy and forecast
encompassing.
A natural test for forecast encompassing is based on Ieast squares regressÝon;
however , it is shown that the null distrÝbution of thÝstest statistic is not robust to non-normality in the
forecast errors.
Several alternatÝve tests that are robust are discussed.
One partÝcular testing
approach, which follows from a robust test for equal forecast accuracy, is recommended for practical
applicatÝons. It is further shown that thÝspreferred equal accuracy and encompassÝngtestÝngapproach
experÝencessize dÝstortÝonsifthe forecast errors exhibÝt ARCH. Adjusted test statÝstÝcs
are suggested
to alleviate this problem.

2.

Forecasting the Economic Evolution of a Small Open Economy using a Medium-Size
Structural Econometric Model

Patrick Kent Watson,
TrÝnidad & Tobago.

Department of Economics,

University

ofthe

West IndÝes, St. Augustine,

In this paper, the author examines the potential benefits and real pitfa\ls involved in forecasting the key
economic variables of a small open economy, illustrated with the case of Trinidad & Tobago. Of
particular importance are the inherent data limitations such as the non availability of data, the
inadequate Iength of some time series and the constraints implied by the use of low frequency data.
The fortunes of such economies are perhaps determined more by the international economic
environment than by any intrinsic economic factor and structures are likely to change frequently. How
useful then is the usual assumption of constancy of parameter values? Solutions to these and other
problems are tentatively advanced using practical experience gained from the use of a model of the
Trinidad & Tobago economy.
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An Econometric Approacb to tbe Measurement of Unrecorded Economy in Turkey

Jniversity, 06531
Prof. Dr. Zehra Kasnakoglu,
Department of Economics, Middle East Technical
Ankara, Turkey. Munur Yayla, State Institute of Statistics, Necatibey Caddesi 114. 061 00 Ankara.
Turkey.

During the past decade there has been a growing interest in the unobserved economy and unrecorded
income. it has been argued that the sÝzeof the unobserved sector is sÝgnÝficantand its omissÝon may
distort the macroeconomÝcvariables such as national income and hence the policies to be undertaken.
The purpose of thÝspaper Ýsto measure the effect of the monetary unobserved sector on the natÝonal
income ÝnTurkey. Although natÝonal ÝncomeestÝmatesin Turkey are obtaÝnedby productÝon method
in most of the sectors, under-reportÝng and mÝsÝnformationabout income and rent eamed for the
purpose of tax and regulatory evasÝonÝndÝfferent sectors, income produced ÝnÝllegal actÝvÝtÝes
and the
existence of relatively Iarge non-market sectors where goods and services are produced for either barter
or self consumptÝonIead to a sizeable unrecorded sector in Turkey.
To measure monetary unrecorded income in Turkey between 1968 and 1996, two different approaches
are adopted; (i) The Simple Currency Method; (ii) Demand for Real Currency, an econometric
approach.
In the second approach, estimation of the size of monetary unrecorded income is based on the demand
for real currency and mainly concentrates on the unrecorded income resulting from the efforts to evade
and avoid taxes. The interrelationships between currency demand and the hidden economy is derived
under two main assumptions: (i) the demand for currency has two parts, demand from the recorded
economy and demand from the unrecorded economy; (ii) higher tax rates will introduce a higher
tendency for tax evasion. The models given below are used in the study:
InCCR
CCR =

a.o
Po

InCCR

a.2T + a.3 InR + Uý

+aýY-t
1311nY
+

Yý

~2 + ~3 InR + ~4InWPI + U2

-t
lnY

+ Y2 InT + Y3 InR + Y4lnWPI

where
Y = Real currency
WPI = whole price index.

in circulation

u

average income or total taxes,

R

interest

rate,

The models are estimated using the data obtained from the Central Bank of Turkey, the State Institute
of Statistics, and the Ministry of Finance, and the magnitude and size of the hidden economy is
obtained using the estimated functÝons.
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Consumption

Stockholm,

Sweden

Quarterly Swedish private consumption is analyzed in a periodÝc coÝntegratÝonmodel, where
adjustment and Iong-run parameters are allowed to vary by season. The explanatory variables are
disposable income and wealth, disaggregated as financial net wealth and housÝngwealth. Test results
for periodic cointegration and various parameter restrÝctÝonssuggest that dynamic adjustment towards
steady-state targets is zero in quarters two and three. The Iong-run relationshÝpsare equal for quarters
one and four. In order to examÝnethe forecastÝng abÝIÝtyof the periodÝc coÝntegratÝonmodel it is
contrasted wÝth a tradÝtÝonalerror correction model.
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5. Forecasting and Cointegration Tests when the True Data Transformation
Valentina Corradi, University ofPennsylvania
Claudia Olivetti, University of Pennsylvania
Norman R. Swanson, Pennsylvania State University,

University

is Unknown

Park, PA 16802-3306, U.S.A.

Forthcoming macroeconomic variables remains an area of interest among applied economists and
theorists. From an applied perspective, much ofthe recent literature focuses on nonlinear modelling,
(asymmetric) Ioss functions, and model evaluation and selection, for example. From a theoretical
perspective, two areas in which recent progress has been made are the construction of forecast model
comparison tests (which may account for parameter variability) (e.g. Diebold and Mariano (1995), and
West (1 996)) and test size adjustment when mu1tip1emodels are joint1y evaluated (e.g. White ( 1997)
and White and Timmerman (1997)). ln this paper we address the issue of forecast model selection by
proposing an extension of the test developed by West (1996) which allows for the comparison of
forecast models constructed using cointegrated economic variables. Further, we show that standard
cointegration tests are subject to severe test bias when data are generated according to Iinear models in
Ievels, but are Iogged before constructing forecast models, or vice versa. ln particular , we show that
using so-called ''incorrect data transformations'' not only has an Ýmpacton unit root and cointegration
tests which are constructed prior to fina/ forecast model selection, but also has an impact on forecast
model performance. Given these findings, we propose using a completely consistent procedure for
selecting the ''correct'' data transformation before model construction and comparison of ex ante
forecast performance. OUf findings suggest that data transformation dies have a great impact on model
selection, and that using our procedure for correct data transformation not only allows for the valid
construction of standard cointegration and root tests, but also Ieads to the valid application of ex ante
forecasting tests such as those proposed by Diebold and Mariano ( 1995), West ( 1996), and ourselves,
thereby Ieading to the selection of ''better'' forecasting models based on standard model selection
criteria such as mean-square forecast error. Aii ofthese fýndings are illustrated with a series of Monte
Carlo and empirical experiments.
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Some Aspects of Stability and Forecasting for the Russian Stock Market

Dr .Nickolay
V .Simakov,
ý ý74ý8 Moscow, Russia.

Central Econom ic & Mathematical

Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,

The paper deals with problems conceming the stability and forecasting d)mamics of the share market
in Russia. Development of this market is a necessary condition tor improving the efficiency of
financial and bankÝngpolicy, especially in Russia, where financial and banking reforms are one ofthe
key elements of the transformatÝon process from plan to market. The purpose of the present report is
to explore problems in the forecasting of d)mamics for the Russian stock market. Correlation between
Russian and Westem stock markets is considered. It Ýsshown that the Russian securities market is not
a stable system, which depends on political, economic and many other factors. Computational results
wÝth several approaches, using regressional and factor analysis are considered in this paper.

2.

Simulated

Price Characteristics

of the Ten- Y ear U.S. Inflation

Professor Albert E. DePrince, Jr., Department
University, Murfteesboro, TN 37132, U.S.A.

of Economics

Protected

and Finance, Middle

Security
Tennessee State

On January 29, 1997, the US Treasury auctioned its fýrst inflation-protected security (TIPS). Since
then, US inflation declined, while the TIPS' yield rose. This seemingly perverse behavior raises
questions regarding the securÝty'slÝkely behavÝor Ýnthe face of changes in expected ÝnflatÝon. This
paper seek to fi1l that void through a sÝmulation study. The estimatÝon phase develops time series
models of the daÝly TIPS yÝeld and the spread between the TIPS and nominal yÝelds. The spread
depends upon the inflatÝon premium and the Ýnflation risk premÝum. As input to that spread, tÝmeseries
models are developed for both premÝums. In the simulation phase, 100 samples of errors are drawn for
each of the time serÝes functÝons, and 100 simulatÝons are conducted.
in the analysÝs phase,
dÝstrÝbutÝons
ofthe probable daÝly percent changes Ýnthe prÝceofthe TIPS and a conventÝonal ten-year
note over a one-year horizon are developed from the simulation results.

3.

Forecasting Financial Sector Behaviour in the Small Island Economy of Trinidad
Tobago

and

Janice Christopher-Nicholls,
Central Bank of Trinidad and Tobago, Port of Spain, Trinidad and
Tobago. Philip Colthrust , Central Bank ofTrinidad and Tobago, Port ofSpain, Trinidad and Tobago.
Shelton Nicholls, Lecturer in Economics, St. Augustine Campus, University ofthe West Indies.
This paper presents preliminary findings of the financial bloc of CBMOD2, the Central Bank of
Trinidad and Tobago's quarterly econometric model ofthe Trinidad and Tobago economy. The paper
addresses the methodological issues associated with modeling the behaviour of key actors in the
financial sector such as the central bank, the commercial banks and the non-bank financial institutions
in a newly liberalized fýnancial environment. in this context, the model is designed to allow senior
policy analysts ofthe Central Bank to analyze the implications of specific policy decisions as well as to
generate medium-term forecasts of the major fýnancial sector variables.
The model assessesthe
implications of efficiency and competitiveness of the financial sector on the growth in national income,
the rate of inflation and the stability ofthe toreign exchange market. Preliminary results ofthe model
suggest that the increase in concentration of the financial sector in Trinidad and Tobago can have
negative consequencesfor overall economic performance.
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Estimating Volatility ofThe Brazilian Financial Market

Alvaro Veiga, Pontificia Universidade Cat61ica do Rio de Janeiro, -Gavea -22543-900
Rio de Janeiro
-RJ -BRAZIL
Lacir J. Soares, Pontificia Universidade Cat61ica do Rio de Janeiro -Gavea -22543900 Rio de Janeiro -RJ -BRAZIL

One of the most important ideas in finance is the volatility of asset retums. Its correct estimation and
torecasting is fundamental for portfolio management. Since the pioneering work of Engel (1982),
where the ARCH model has been proposed, a iot of other volatility models have appeared in the
Iiterature. The most famous are the ARCH family (GARCH, M-GARCH, E-GARCH, T -GARCH)
where the volatility is explained by the impact of the past values of squared retums and the past
volatility itself -and the stochastic volatility models, proposed by Harvey et al. ( 1994), where the
volatility is described by a stochastic process. rn this work we compare some ofthe above models and
the SS-ARCH model, proposed by Veiga et al. (1997), to estimate and forecast the volatility of some
Brazilian stock retums. The results are shown and commented on and some statistical tests are used to
identify the power of each model in the estimation and forecasting steps.

5.

Forecasting Financiallndices using PMRS

Sameer Singb, School ofComputing,

University

ofPlymouth,

Plymouth

PL4 8AA, Devon, U.K.

The maÝnaÝmofthe paper Ýsto develop the concept ofpattem modeIIÝngand recognÝtion in tÝme-serÝes
forecastÝng. Pattem recognÝtÝonmethods Ýn forecastÝngwork by ÝdentÝfyÝng
hÝstorÝcalpattems that
match cUITent serjes jnformation.
These matches can be used to approxýinate serÝesbehavÝourat a
Iocal Ievel whÝch can then be used in forecasting. The Pattem Modelling and RecognÝtÝonSystem
(PMRS) wÝII be detaÝled. The results wÝII be produced on predÝcting financÝal indÝcesof sÝxcountries
and the results wÝII be compared on the dÝfferenced serÝesagaÝnstthe exponentÝal smoothing method.
The paper wÝII also discuss in brief the desÝrablecapability of PMRS technique to benefit from noisefilterÝng from time-serÝesdata using Fourier Analysis.
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Estimating Volatility ofThe Brazilian Financial Market

...

Alvaro Veiga, Pontificia UnÝversidade Cat61ica do Rio de Janeiro, -Gavea -22543-900
Rio de Janeiro
-RJ -BRAZIL
Lacir J. Soares. Pontificia Universidade Cat61ica do Rio de JaneÝro -Gavea -22543900 Rio de Janeiro -RJ -BRAZIL
One of the most important ideas in finance is the volatility of asset retums.
Its correct estimation and
torecasting is fundamental for portfolio management.
Since the pioneering work of Engel ( 1982).
where the ARCH model has been proposed. a iot of other volatility
models have appeared in the
Iiterature.
The most famous are the ARCH family (GARCH. M-GARCH.
E-GARCH, T -GARCH)
where the volatility
is explained by the impact of the past values of squared retums and the past
volatility
itself -and the stochastic volatility models, proposed by Harvey et al. (1994). where the
volatility is described by a stochastic process. ln this work we compare some ofthe above models and
the SS-ARCH model, proposed by Veiga et al. ( 1997), to estimate and forecast the volatility of some
Brazilian stock returns. The results are shown and commented on and some statistical tests are used to
identify the power of each model in the estimation and forecasting steps.

5.

Forecasting Financiallndices

using PMRS

Sameer Singh, School of ComputÝng, UnÝversÝty of Plymouth,

Plymouth

PL4 8AA, Devon, U.K

The main aim ofthe paper is to develop the concept ofpattem modelling and recognition in time-series
forecasting.
Pattern recognition methods in forecasting work by identifying
historical pattems that
match current series information.
These matches can be used to approximate series behaviour at a
Iocal Ievel which can then be used in forecasting.
The Pattem Modelling and Recognition System
(PMRS) will be detailed.
The results will be produced on predicting financial indices of six countries
and the results wilý be compared on the differenced series against the exponential smoothing method.
The paper will also discuss in briefthe desirable capability of PMRS technique to benefit fi"om noisefiltering fi"om time-series data using Fourier Analysis.
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Forecasting Methods

UnÝversÝty ofNew

IS:~-I1;30

Estimation

Carr;ck

South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia.

$;A.\A~
of Poverty

Line

in Turkey

Sevil Uygr, State Institute ofStatistics, Middle East Technical University, 06531 Ankara, Turkey.
Prof, Dr, Zehra Kasnakoglu,
Department of Economics, Middle East Technical UniversÝty, 06531
Ankara, Turkey.
Poverty is still a major problem for most ofthe developing nations.
More than a quarter ofthe people
in the developing world Iive in poverty.
Poverty means Iow income, thus poor health and education,
usually inability to exercise human and political rights.

To define poverty IÝneÝsdÝfficultand closely relatedwÝththe definÝtÝon
of poverty
focuson measurementofthe Ýncomepoverty ÝnTurkey.

This paper will

An ÝntematÝonalpoverty IÝne of $1 a day per person ( 1985 PPP$) is used by the World Bank to
compare and contrast poverty across the natÝons. To use a sÝngleintematÝonal poverty IÝnecould be
quÝtemÝsleadÝng
and natÝonalpoverty Iines should be constructed whenever possÝble.
In this study we use the results of the 1994 Income Distribution Survey conducted by the State Institute
of Statistics, and four different approaches to compute national and provincial poverty Iines. The four
approaches are: (i) food poverty; (ii) basic necessities; (iii) minimum calorie requirements; (iv)
median and/or mean disposable income approaches. Absolute and relative poverty Iines for the whole
country and the selected provinces, Istanbul, Ankara, Izrnir, Erzerum, Samsun, Adana and Diyarbakir
are estimated.
The following hypotheses are tested in
approaches do not vary significantly; (ii)
industrialisation of a given province; (iii)
poverty; (iv) households size and the
poverty.

~

F,;~-.>,
2.

IS:10 -17:10

the paper: (i) the poverty Iines estimated by different
percentage of poor people is inversely related to the Ievel of
households with women households are more vulnerable to
age of the household head are important determinants of

s;~ Iýw

How Errors in Forecasting Explanatory
Forecasts

Variables Affect the Variance of Regression

Len Tashman, Thorodd Bakken and Jeff Buzas, UnÝversÝtyofVermont
it is well understood that standard prediction intervals (PI)for
regression forecasts are too narrow,
insubstantial part because they assume that future values of the explanatof)' variables (X) are known
with certainty.
Forecast error in a stochastic explanatory variable introduces another source of
uncertainty, implying a larger forecast error variance and hence widened PI.

Less well understood, however, is how errors in forecasting X affect the forecast error variance for V.
The empirical Iiterature supplies a disparate variety of bits and pieces of evidence; however , these
results have not provided useful guidance to practitioners of regression-based forecasting.
In this paper, we extend a theoretical f'ramework first offered by Feldstein (1971) to analyze how
forecast error variances in Y are related to forecast errors in X. Our results show that straightforward
adjustments can be made to standard PI algorithms to account for errors in forecasting X.
An
empirical case study is presented to illustrate how substantial the adjustments can be.
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Kuzjmenko,

Forecasting

Odessa State Maritime

University,

34 Mechnikov

Street, Odessa,

The great significance of quasi-cyclic geophysical changes is shown on the basis of a wave-mechanical
solitonics approach. The connection with solar activity is calculated for century and two-century
intervals: its prolonged decreasescorrespond to cold spell and definite geological activity. Under such
an approach, the solitonically-wave-mechanical Fenjes-Kuzjmenko-Skorobogatov equation which
describes phenomenonologically a self organisation in the Solar System and on the Earth -climatic and
tectonic and the quasi-cyclic gravitational regime of solar activity -plays the principal role.
The expected cold spell during the period of two-century's minimum (1995-2010) as compared with
the previous 15-year period depends on real anthropological influences. The period 1995 -20 10 is
more dangerous in a global sense because of the increase of educible seismic energy, despite the
decreaseof earthquake frequency.

4.

Time Series Prediction

Dr. C. Jalobeanu,

Mathematics

by Using a Syntactic
Department,

Method

Technical University

Cluj-Napoca,

Romania

The paper presents a method inspired from the theory of formal Ianguages to analyze time series in
order to extrapolate the values and to predict the future.
Considering that the time series is segmented and a classification ofthe segments is done. we willlabel
every class with a symbol from an alphabet. Then the time series will become a word from the
semigroup generated by the alphabet. The analysis of the word could supply a Ianguage to which the
word belongs and the corresponding grammar. The extrapolation problem imposed to find conditions
on the Ianguage such that a guess of the future continuation of the word would be possible. The main
aÝmof the present study is to find such conditions.
In order to illustrate our method. we analyze some time series delivered. for a competition in 1991, by
the Santa Fe InstÝtute.

How Long-run Projections of Greenbouse Gas Mitigation
Assumed Production Structures

5.

Terry

Barker

Economy,

and Marcelo

University

Villeoa:

Department

of Applied

Costs are Conditioned

by

Economics and Department of Land

ofCambridge

In the assessmentof mitigating the problem of global warming by means of reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions, considerable use has been made of top-down models (macroeconomic, general
equilibrium and energy-engineering) to estimate costs and benefits (eg IPCC Report, Climate Change
1995). A crucial element in the assessmentof these costs is the treatment of production of goods and
services at an industrial, national and global level using energy, other materials and services, Iabour
and capital (the production function of economic theory). This paper argues that assumptions in this
treatment are crucial in the assessments,giving rise to inevitable costs. When the empirical evidence is
examined for the assumptions, it is clear that they are not strongly justified and that the prevalence of
economies of scale, indivisibilities and technical change in the use of carbon-based fuels and their
substitutes requires a more tlexible and open-ended approach in the modelling.
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Napier University,

Edinburgh

Intelligent Electric Load Forecasting

Dr Zbigniew

Gontar,

University

ofLodz,

Department ofComputer

Science, 9ü-214 Lodz, Poland.

This paper presents results of application neural network paradigm to the problem of one-hour ahead
electric load forecasting. The Ioad time series comprise daily, weekly, and annual cycles and the
irregularities intluenced by the weather conditions.
This concems: temperature, humidity, wind
velocity, and sky condition. So as to examÝnethe embedded periodicity in the load trend and reliably
determine the necessary historical Ioad data, we introduced the time series analysis procedure. The
study indicates, that the load data &0rn previous hour , and the same hour of the previous day and week
are required. So the starting point is the equation:
LF(t) = j(L V(t- 1), L V(t-24),

L V(t-168))

+ e(t)

where:

LF -Ýs one hour ahead load forecasting,
L V -Ýs load value,
t -Ýs the hour of prognosis,
j -Ýs assumed mappÝng, modelled by multÝlayer perceptron like neuralnetwork
backpropagatÝon IeamÝng rule
e -Ýs stochastÝc component.

wÝth

The basic problem for us Ýs then to identÝfy the iinfluence of weather indicators and the nature of
stochastÝccomponent of the model. In the paper we conduct the analysis which let us answer the
questÝon: ( 1) Ýf stochastÝccomponent of the model is result of deterministic chaos, (2) if influence of
weather condÝtÝonsÝssÝgnÝficant. FollowÝng thÝs, we introduced Takens theory and neural model to
make correctÝonofthe initÝal prognosis.

2.

Forecasting Daily Electricity Demand Using Splines

Dr. Fabian8

Gordon,

PontÝficÝa UnÝversidade Cat6lÝca do Rio de Janeiro, 225 -Gavea

-22543-900

Rio de Janeiro -RJ -Brazil.

ThÝs paper presents a model that deals with daÝly observatÝonsappIÝedto the problem of forecasting
daÝly electricÝty demand. ThÝs approach Ýsbased on a structural tÝme serÝesmodel with the annual
seasonal pattern being modelled by a Periodic Spline. The method ofSplÝnes was first used ÝnHarvey
and Koopman ( 1993) to analyse hourly Ioad observatÝons, including temperature as an explanatory
variable which Ýsalso modelled by a spiÝne. The maÝncontrÝbution of this paper is the treatment of
holÝdays and the temperature response modelled by a spline whÝch considers the possible variatÝons
that the effect oftemperature has on electrÝcÝtydemand withÝn the year.
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Emma Hoy, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, U.S.A.
Samer Takriti,
fBM T.J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, U.S.A.
LiiÝan S. Y .Wu, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center , Y orktown Heights, NY 10598, U.S.A
The electric power industry will soon be deregulated.
Instead of an electric utility controlling the
market in a specific region, energy suppliers will compete in an open market allowing customers to
choose their providers.
Electric power will be exchanged at certain points and supply and demand
variables will determine its price.
ln such an environrnent, generating companies rely on price
forecasts to detemýine their generating and contractual strategies.
In this talk, we discuss our findings
as they relate to electricity prices in the Southwest Power Pooi.
This encompasses the relationship
between price and electric supply and demand variables, which include: temperature, gas prices, and
excess generating capacity.
For a given season, we adopt a threshold model that partitions the data
into two sets using temperature.
Each set is modeled using Iinear regression.
our analysis concludes
that such models are highly effective in forecasting electricity prices.

We will also discuss how rÝsksand uncertainties can be managed in this deregulated electricity market.

4.

Comparison and Combination of Day-Ahead Electricity Demand Forecasts

James W. Taylor,

Decision Sciences Department,

London Business School, London NWl

4SA.

Day-ahead forecasts are required for operational planning and for calculating the daily electricity pool
price. üne approach predicts tuming points on the demand curve, and then produces half-hourly
forecasts by a smoothing procedure based on a past demand curve. In this paper, we critically assess
the procedure and compare it with altematives. üne such altemative Ýsto use separate regressÝon
models for each half-hour of the day based on past data for that half-hour .When
several forecasts
have been constructed fi'om dÝfferent ÝnformatÝonsources, a combination of them has intuitive appeal.
We consider methods for combining demand curves, including a new procedure which uses cubic
smoothing splines.
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1.

Analysis of Inbound Tourism
Correction Approach

Demand in South Korea:

Systems,

Pennsylvania

a Cointegration

State

and Error

Haiyan Song , School ofManagement
Studies, University ofSurrey, Guildford GU2 5XH, UK.
Seokchool Kim, School ofManagement
Studies, University ofSurrey, Guildford GU2 5XH, UK.
This study uses the cointegration and error correction approach to analyse the Iong-run and short-run
inbound tourisrn demand in South Korea by four major tourist generating countries: Japan, USA, UK
and Germany.
The ex post forecasts with four different
time horizons are generated from seven
model specifications
and the results show that the error correction model in general outperforms other
models though the ARIMA
(p,q) and V AR models provide reasonable forecasts for certain
time
horizons.
Contrary to other studies, the empirical results ofthis study suggest that the naive model is
the worst among the competing altematives.

2.

Modelling and Forecasting Business Trips Using Cointegration

Analysis

Dr. N. Kulendran.
Department of Applied Economics, Faculty of Business, Victoria University of
Technology, Melboume, Victoria 8001, Australia. Professor Ken Wilson, Department of Applied
Economics, Faculty of Business, Victoria University
of Technology,
Melboume,
VictorÝa 8001.
Australia.

Business trips improve bilateral trade. The main aim ofthis study is to identify the economic variables
that intluence business trips to Australia from USA, UK, Japan and New Zealand. The factors such as
origin country income, openness to trade, real imports, relative price level and holiday travel are
considered as the explanatory variables of business trips.
Johansen's full-information maximum
Iikelihood was used to estimate the Iong-run relationships between business travel and the factors that
influence business travel. We find that importance ofthese economic variables varies from country to
country. Openness to trade is an important variable for explaining business trips. We also fýnd that
business travel from Japan has a high relative price elasticity. The forecasting performance of errorcorrection model is compared with the no-change model.

3.

Forecast Performance of Tourism Arrivals

Oral Williams,
Research Department. Eastern Caribbean
Department, Eastem Caribbean Central Bank

Central

Bank

Leah

Sabely,

Research

Tourism expenditures provide significant
proportions
of total foreign exchange earnings in the
economies of the Caribbean.
Forecasts of tourism arrivals are critical to projections of tourism
expenditures, foreign exchange eamings, output growth and Ionger-term in&astructural
projects for
development planning.
This paper discusses the role of the tourism sector in the economies of a
sample of Caribbean countries and examines the forecast performance of some time series models on
quarterly tourism arrivals data. Smoothing and Box-Jenkins models are compared in terms oftracking
performance, misses and false signals, and ex-post forecast ability.
The initial results indicate that in
the context of data deficient economies, where explanatory series are unavailable at the required
&equencies, time series models are very useful for forecasting various economic aggregates.
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Forecasting Needs for Local Tourism Development

Tony Harrison,
Clare Speed and Neil Bowie, Department
NapÝer UnÝversÝty, Craighouse, EdÝnburgh EHIO 5LG.

of Hospitality

and

ourism Managemen

This paper aims to explore the infonnation needs of Iocal level organisations in forecasting tourism
demand for planning and development.
The paper has three premises as to the pertinence of such an
exploration:
(a)
as decision making authority for development becomes increasingly decentralised, then the real
users of demand forecasts are Iocal planners;
(b)
the private sector has been increasingly involved in policy making and funding of Iocal tourism
development -typically,
supply is highly fragmented with many small local firms;
(c)
tourism as a national or intemational phenomenon is difficult to define given the multifarious
motivations and constraints (economic, social, political and technological) that exists at such
levels of demand.
The paper attempts to exemplify the information needs of Iocal planners through investigating the case
of Scotland, and the particular forecasting problems faced by its constituent shareholders in tourism
policy development.
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Estimating the Probability
Nonstationarity

David Lowe and Ragnar
B4 7ET. UK

Sciences. University

ofBath.

Bath BA2 7A V. U.K

Density Function of Financial Asset's Returns for Handling

Lesch, Neural Computing

Research Group, Aston University,

BÝrmÝnghaln

Using neural networks to predict a financial asset's retum in the future conditional upon past behaviour
has only received Iimited success. In part this is due to either assumptions of deterministic behaviour or
problems due to the stochastic nature and Iong memory effects Ieading to high input dimensions and
the consequent vast numbers of data points required to estimate conditional
probability
density
functions.
However , requiring a Iong time history is a problem as financial time series processes are
nonstationary.
In this paper we consider an alternative approach to the problem.
We accept the intrinsic stochastic
nature ofreturns by modelling the data generator as a probability density function. This is ofunknown
form and hence we need to construct semiparametric estÝmators ofthe unknown unconditional pdf.

The explicit assumption that the unconditional pdf is slowly varying allows us to model the
nonstationarity ofthe time series. This can be achieved by constructing dynamic models which track
the drift of the underlying parameters of the approximating pdf.
The forecasting problem then
becomes one of propagating forwards the unconditional pdf of returns and sampling from the
distribution.
W e concentrate upon the problem of reconstructing the pdf of returns taken from 100 years of the Dow
Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index. We compare and contrast several techniques for unconditional
estimation of the returns pdf. These include Gaussian Mixture models as a semiparametric case and
fixed and adaptive kemel density estimators as nonparametric models.
ln addition we present
preliminary results on three nonparametric methods based on approximating the characteristic function
rather than estimating the pdf directly.

2.

Combining Dynamic Trend Regression and Radial Basis Function Models

Antonio

J. Rodrigues

Lisbon, Edif.C2,

and Patricia

X. G. Silva, DEIO and CIO, Faculty ofSciences,

University

of

Campo Grande, 1700 Lisboa, Portugal, E-mail: ajr@fc.ul.pt

We address the do's and don'ts of neural-based forecasting of non-stationary time series, and compare
ways of combining Dynamic Trend Regression (DTR) models, estimated by the Kalman Filter, and
Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) models, estimated through the Recursive Least Squares
method.
Specifically, we discuss two new approaches: ( 1) a two-phase estimation process. where the data is
prefiltered by DTR and the RBFN model seeks to eliminate small-lag residual correlations; and. (2) the
recursive estimation of a DTR-RBFN model.
Some empirical results are reported, and compared to the separate application of either DTR or RBFN,
or the simple weighted combination of estimates from those two models.
We also brietly discuss the underlying identification and optimization issues, and the extension of the
new approaches to periodic time series.
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Neural Networks for Time-Series Forecasting
Remus,

University

of Hawaii,

Honolulu.

HJ 96822

Monthly and quarterly time series
DiscontÝnuous series
Long term forecasts
Previously seasonalised data
Applications where automation is ÝmDortant

Discussants:
Sandy Balkin
Chris Chatfield
William Gorr
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Sales Forecasting: Benchmarks and Audits
Dr. John T. Mentzer, University ofTennessee, Dr. Mark A. Moon, University ofTennessee
This presentation will report on two complementary research projects that have been conducted over
the Iast four years: the sales forecasting benchmarking studies and a program of forecasting audits.
The benchmarking studies consist of in-depth analysis ofthe forecasting practices in 20 organizations.
The primary contribution &0rn this research is the identification of four distinct dimensions of
forecasting practice: functional integration, approach, systems, and performance measurement.
On each ofthese dimensions, companies tend to operate at one of four stages, ranging from the Iowest
Ievel of sophistication (stage one) to the highest Ievel of sophistication (stage four). The presentation
will describe each of the dimensions, and give recommendations on how companies can improve theÝr
performance by striving toward stage four in each dimension. The second part ofthe presentation will
describe the methodology that our research team has used to conduct sales forecasting audits at a
nurnber of organizations. These audits are designed to help companies understand how their current
forecasting practices compare to the companies in the benchmarking studies. The presentation will
also discuss several strategic themes that have emerged from these audits, along with specific
recommendations on how companies can improve theÝrforecasting performance.

2.

Strategic Management and Forecasting Implementation

Chandra
Aleong , Department of Economics and Business, Lincoln Universiýy of Pennsylvania, PA
19352, U.S.A. and John Aleong, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Vermont,
Burlington, VT 05405, U.S.A.

The current dÝscussÝonof core competencÝes; strategÝcfit; trade-offs; managÝng for value versus
market share and ''best practices'' business processesare the recommended tools that organÝzatÝonsuse
for strategic planning.
The question for the average person in a for-profit company, large or small; a university, public or
private; a non-profit institution, federal or state is where to begin. How does this very powerful set of
tools being discussed by the academics and consultants become a grass-roots movement?
The
discussion is still reserved for academics and select groups of individuals.
The average worker in
business, government or the university still thinks of strategy as .'pie in the sky'' thinking. What is the
most feasible mechanism for filtering the message of Strategic Management throughout the
organization? How does the engineer, the statistician, the medical doctor , the accountant integrate
their daily work with the strategic plan of the company? it is only by finding this technique that the
messagecan really intluence policy making.
The forum will discuss forecasting techniques that can be useful in the implementation
planning in business, non profit, and govemment environments.
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Development of a Multifunctional
Neural Network Modelling

Sales Response Approacb witb tbe Diagnostic Aid of

Stefania Pandelidaki, London Business School, London, NWL 4SA.
Professor Derek Bunn, London Business School, London NWL 4SA.
Sales response modelling, in contrast to the traditional time-series based sales modelling or market
share modelling, has received relatively little attention in the literature. To deal with this defýcit, an
approach is proposed that ( 1) models and forecasts sales through a new flexible parametric response
function (multifunctional), allo\\'Ýng for behavioural assumptions of the response determinants to be
specifýed, and (2) uses neural network modelling as re-specifýcation tool for the multifunctional (or
any other parametric) response model for improving forecasting performance. An initial experiment
on a sample of sales data demonstrates its feasibility and gives comparative insights via altemative
model specifýcations.
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1.

Forecasting (non-)stationary
Threshold-Models.

Economic Data with OIIR-filters

and Composed-

Dr. Marco Wildi, University ofSt. Hallen, FEW-HSG, 9000 St. Hallen, Switzerland
br. W. J+..t.,..
We propose a new forecasting technique well suited to stationary and non-stationary economic data.
Two methods are used which together generalize the Box-Jenkins ARIMA technique: OptÝmizedInfinite-lmpulse-Response-FÝlters generalize dÝfference-filters by extracting components without
altering them and composed-threshold (pÝecewiselinear) models generalize linear AR1MA-models by
taking account of unconditional as well as conditional flrst and second order moments in the extracted
stationary components.
First we Ýntroduce filter concepts together wÝth an exarnple Ýn which
frequency characterÝsticsof an OIIR-filter are compared to the difference filter of the ARIMA-model,
showing that OIIR-filters clearly better match the detrending problem of economÝctÝme serÝes. We
then brÝefly Ýntroduce CT -models used Ýn forecasting the extracted statÝonary component of a nonstatÝonarytÝme serÝes. Two exarnples wÝll show the forecasting accuracy of the new method when
compared to AR1MA forecasts. Finally we gÝvesome deeper insight into the extractÝonproblem of the
statÝonarycomponent resulting in the design ofOIIR-filters.

3.

Model ldentification in Multivariate
Canonical Correlation

Time Series. A Simplified Procedure Based on

Ela Mercedes M. Toscano, Dra. Departamento de EstatistÝca,ICEx UnÝversÝdadeFederal de MÝnas
GeraÝs Dr. Valderio Anselmo Reisen, Departamento de EstatistÝca, CCE UnÝversidadeFederal do
EspirÝto Santo, GoÝabeÝras
-VÝt6rÝa, E.S., BrasÝI

ThÝspaper Ýsconcerned wÝth the problem of ÝdentÝfyÝng
the order of multÝvarÝateARMA models. W e
brÝefly present the methods of Cooper and Wood, Tsay and the Scalar Component Model (SCM),
whÝch are based on the canonÝcalcorrelation technÝque. We propose a sÝffipIÝfiedprocedure to the
Scalar Component Model, whÝch can be used as an alternatÝvemethod to ÝdentÝfythe order of a vector
ARMA model. The methods are compared by usÝngsÝffiulatedmultÝvarÝatetÝffie series and Ýllustrated
on a real set of data.

4.
Leonardo

Bootstrap in Time Series: A Comparison between 3 Implementations
Estimation
R. Souza, Electrical

Janeiro, Gavea -22543-900

Engineering

Department,

Pontificia

Universidade

in ARIMA

MOOels

Cat61ica do Rio de

Rio de Janeiro -RJ -BRAZIL

Model estimates require a measure of reliability, and, in this field, bootstrap procedures are valuable
tools for standard deviation estimation of parameters. Here, we compare the performance of three
implementations of bootstrap in AR(2) structures.
These implementations concem mainly the
estimation of the standard deviations of the parameters, but not only.
The first implementation
resamples the estimation matrices. The others resample the estimated residuals of the model. The
difference is placed in the way that the residuals are treated. One approach is the input of a linear
filter , as it comes from the original Box & Jenkins modelling. Another approach is the random part of
a SUffi, where the other part is deterministic, as it comes from a regression.
in these two
implementations, stationary bootstrap is tested in a way to offset some limitations. The advantages and
limitations of each implementation are discussed.
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Unit Roots, Change, and Decision Bounds

Robert M. KUDSt, JnstÝtutefor Advanced StudÝes,VÝenna, and Johannes Kepler UnÝversÝty,LÝnz,
AustrÝa.
The problem of optÝmal decÝsÝonbetween lUlÝt roots, trend statÝonarÝtyand trend statÝonarÝtywÝth
structural breaks ÝsconsÝdered. Each of the three classes Ýsrepresented by a hierarchically random
process whose parameters are dÝstributed in a non-ÝnformatÝveway based on a sÝmplerule. GÝven a
well- accepted parameterÝzatÝon,parameters are distrÝbuted uniformly if they are bolUlded by
admÝssibilÝtyconditÝons, and standard normally if they are lUlbolUlded. The prior frequency for all
three processes is the same. Classification of observed trajectories into any of the three classes is
based on two information condenser statistics zl and z2 .zl
Ýs the traditional Dickey-Fuller t-test
statistic that allows for a linear trend.
z2 is a heuristic statistic that condenses information on
structural breaks. Two loss functions are considered for determining decision bounds within the (z 1,
z2) space. Firstly, quadratic discrete loss expresses the interest of a researcher attempting to find out
the true model. Secondly, predÝction error loss expresses the interest of a forecaster who seesmodels
as intermedÝateaÝms. For both loss functions and a variety of empirically useful sample sizes, optÝmal
decision contours are established by means of Monte Carlo sÝmulation.

2.

Using Time-Series Models to Correct Econometric Model Forecasts

Michael P. Clements, Department ofEconomics, University ofWarwick,
David F. Hendry, Nuffield College, Oxford.

Coventry, and

Time-serÝes
modelscharacterÝsed
by unÝtroots may adaptmore rapÝdlyto structural changeor regime
shÝftsin the economythan econometrÝc
modelsthat attemptto model Iong-run relatÝonshÝps
between
varÝables.Clementsand Hendry ( 1996) indÝcatehow appropriatecorrectÝonscan reduce the bÝasof
econometrÝcmodel forecastsat perÝodsof change, but often at the cost of Ýnflatingthe variance
component. in thÝspaperwe show that time-serÝes
model forecastscan sometÝmes
be usedto correct
the econometrÝc
model forecastswÝtha smallereffect on the forecast-errorvariance.

3.

The Effects ofData Revisions on the Evaluation ofUK Economic Forecasts

Professor Ken Holden, Liverpooi

Business Schooi, 98, MoWlt pýeasant, Liverpooi

L3 5UZ' UK

MacroeconomÝcforecastsare usually evaluated a short tÝmeafter the outcomes that were forecast are
known. However, after the first estÝmatesof macroeconomÝcdata are publÝshed.they are &equently revÝsed
several tÝmesbefore becoming the final estÝmateswhÝchare assumedto be close to the (unknown) true
values. TheserevisÝonscan have a bÝgÝmpacton measuresof accuracy ofthe forecaSts.in thÝspaper the
effects of using dÝfferentoutcomes seriesare examined for UK forecasts of growth of GDP , ÝnflatÝonand
unemployment. The evaluatÝonofthe forecaStsusesquadratÝc,lÝnearand directÝonallossfunctÝons,and
attemptsto answer the questÝonofwhether data revisÝonsmatter.
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Tbe Forward Premium Anomaly is not as Bad as Y ou Tbink

Richard T Baillie. Department of Economics, Michigan State University .East Lansing, MI
48824. Tim Bollerslev, University of Virginia & NBER
The forward premium anomaly refers to the widespread empirical finding that the estimated slope
coefficient in the regression of the change in the logarithm of the spot exchange rate on the forward
premium is invariably less than unity, and often negative. This ''anomaly'' implies the apparent
predictability of excess retums over uncovered interest rate parity , (UIP), and is conventionally viewed
as evidence of a biased forward rate and/or of evidence of a time varying risk premium. This paper
presents a stylised model that imposes UIP and allows the daily spot exchange rate to possess very
persistent volatility .Although
the slope coefficient estimates in the corresponding anomalous
regressions with monthly data are found to be centred around unity , they are very widely dispersed,
and converge to the true value of unity at a very slow rate. As such this theoretical evidence is
consistent with the empirical findings for the monthly sample sizes reported in the existing literature.
Furthermore, using shorter sub-samples and more recent data the empirical slope coefficients are
frequently found to be positive. Hence, the celebrated unbiasedness regression does not appear to
provide as much evidence as previously believed conceming the possible bias of the forward rate.

5.

Economic Policy in EMU.

Dr .Markku Kotilainen, The Research Institute of the Finnish Economy (En..A), Lönnrotinkatu 4B,
00120 Helsinki, Finland.
Membership in the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) implies the absence of national monetary
and exchange rate policy tools.
The remaining policy instmments are mainly fiscal policy and
incomes policy (generally, measures which affect the costs of firms).
At the union level monetary
and exchange rate policies are, however , still available. In this paper the effects of these different
national and union-level economic policy tools are analyzed in a three-country theoretical
macroeconomic model. ln the model we have two large countries (''EMU'' and ''the USA'') and a
small country (''Finland'').
The model is recursive in the sense that the large economy model is
solved first, and the effects are then inserted into the small country model.
The exchange rate
between ''EMU'' and ''the USA'' is floating.
''Finland's'' membership in the ''EMU'' is modelled
through a common exchange rate with ''EMU'' .The results are partly obtained a priori, but because
of the complexity of the model the majority of the results are based on numerical simulations. For a
smal1 EMU country fiscal policy is an effective policy instmment, assuming that the country is not
heavily indebted. Adjustment in the cost level through changes in wages or different kinds of indirect
labour costs is also a good tool. The choice of the instmment depends on the shock against which the
tool is directed. At the union level fiscal policy is efficient in those countries where the measures are
implemented. The size of the effect depends on the responsiveness of prices and wages. The spillover effects on the output of other EMU countries are small because the exchange and interest rate
effects tend to eliminate the effect due to foreign demand. Fiscal policy is thus an appropriate tool in
dealing with asymmetric economic developments, assuming that the public economies are sound.
Monetary policy is a very efficient instmment which should be used carefully. Its use in stabilizing
output is appropriate when all countries are in the same cyc1ical situation. if the situations differ ,
monetary policy measures will create problems for those countries whose economic development
differs from that of the majority .Measures affecting production costs are also a strong instrument
when implemented in many countries at the same time.
This type of simultaneous policy has,
however, strong spill-over effects on other EMU countries, whose economic situation might not
require such a policy .Measures
affecting costs are thus more suitable for specific problems of
individual countries, unless there is a union-wide shock, whose effects are very similar in all member
countries.
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1.

Financial Price Forecasting in Brazil

Tara Kesbar Nanda Baidya, Pontificia Universidade Catolica do Rio de Janeiro, Gavea, CEP 22453010, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Paulo Henrique Soto Costa, Pontificia Universidade Catolica do Rio de
Janeiro, Gavea, CEP 22453-010 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The objective of our research is to model fýnancial time series returns by non- Iinear, non-stationary
stochastic processes. Tests are done to verify if the random walk hypothesis can be rejected. Studies
are made to see if the price trend models explain better the empirical behavior of the fýnancial series
than the random walk model. We have used the price series of Indice de Bolsa de Valores de Sao
Paulo (mOVESPA), us Dollar and Gold in our research. We conclude that the price trend models
work better during the period with a high inflation rate (1986-1994) and the random walk model
during the inflation controlled period ( 1994-1997) .

2.

Forecasting Stock Market Performance and Investor Behaviour in an Emerging Market
with High Inflation

Aysce Yuce, Bilkent University, Department ofManagement, Ankara, Turkey.
Zeynep Onder, Bilkent University, Department ofManagement, Ankara, Turkey.
Can Simga-Mugan, Bilkent University, Department ofManagement, Ankara, Turkey.
Models for stock market forecasting are based on rational investor behaviour with relatively
predictable financial environment.
However , in general, investors and financial environment in
emerging markets are very unpredictable because of uncertain political and econornic environments.
This paper exarnines the Turkish market that has had chronic inflation over 70 percent since
the 1970s. Before modellÝng stock market performance, it is important to analyse investor behaviour
under high inflation and uncertainty that derives demand in these markets. This study will provide
information to both native investors and investors of developed countries who diversify internationally
with high inflation rates.
In this 5tudy, investor behaviour in the Turkish market is exarnined. The results of survey
show that srnall investors invest in stocks for short term purposes and some of them perceive stock
rnarket investment as a gamble. Secondly, using the results obtained in this study, the small investor
behaviour and the stock market performance are modelled.

3.

Forecasting Credit-Card

Losses

Professor Kamal M. EI-Sheshai, Department of Decision Sciences, Georgia State University ,
Atlanta, GA, USA
One of the major problems currently facing credit-card issuers is the mount!.ng losses from
cardholders' default on their debt. Recent data show that delinquencies and losses continue to grow
over time at a greater rate than outstanding debt.
Contributing to this trend is the increased
competitiveness among card issuers which has led to acceptance of riskier customers, and the
existence of liberal procedures for personal bankruptcy filings which provide debtors protection from
creditors. To manage credit-card portfolios, there is a growing need to provide accurate forecasts of
anticipated cardholder losses. This study examines models for forecasting cardholder losses at the
macro and the micro level.
At the macro level, the study examines models for forecasting total
credit-card losses in the US. At the micro level, the study examines strategies for building lossforecasting models at a major card issuer in the US. The study assessesthe accuracy of different
methodologies as well as different models in forecasting cardholder losses.
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Forecasting Municipal Budgets

Johann

Broethaler,

Technology,

Institute

of Public

Vienna, Karlsgasse 11, A-I040,

Finance

and Infrastructure

Policy,

E267,

University

of

Vienna, Austria

Public budget forecasts which go beyond the obligatory one-year budget estimates are of particular
importance reflecting the increasing burden on public budgets and the actual efforts for budgetary
consolidation to meet the Maastricht criteria for the European Currency Union. Conceming the Iocal
govemment budgets, there is a need for reliable forecasts both for individual local govemments in the
context of financÝal planning and on the provincial and natÝonal Ievel as a base for financial and
economic policy.
This paper discusses the current &amework conditions and shortcomings of
municÝpal budget forecasting (in Austria) and presents the conceptual approach of a budgetary analysÝs
and forecasting system for alllocal govemments.
The main problems and challenges to municipal budget forecasting are the 2-year delay of municipal
financÝal statÝstÝcs,the lack of relevant socÝo-economÝcdata on local government level, complex
budgetary interdependencÝesbetween all levels of the public sector ( e.g. more than 60% of the tax
revenues of local governments come from the share of shared taxes) and the problem of estÝmating the
local effects of legal or global socÝo-economÝcchanges. The conceptual approach to deal with these
problems Ýsbased on a fýnancÝalinformatÝon and evaluatÝonsystem of actual dÝsaggregatebudget data
of all local govemments whÝch Ýscurrently Ýmplemented for one federal province. The forecastÝng
procedures to be discussed for the different budgetary categories, respectively, especially rely on trends
of groups of local governments (e.g. according to size or economic and Iocational attrÝbutes). To
estimate the effects of legal changes or predicted national budgetary values (e.g. shared taxes) on
individual iocal govemments a financial dataflow network model representing corresponding legal
regulatÝons( e.g. Revenue Sharing Law) Ýsused.

5.

Michelle

Int1ation Expectations and 8ank Savings in the Caribbean

Doyle, The Central Bank of Barbados (Research Department)

TOffi Adams Financial

Centre,

P. 0. Box 1016, Bridgetown.

This paper investigates the impact of inflation expectations and other factors on deposits in a number of
Caribbean territories. For Barbados in particular, at the beginning of 1997 the indirect tax system was
revamped and a Value Added Tax implemented. in response to a possible surge in the price Ievel,
agents accumulated bank deposits. Using alternative expectation schemes, a cointegrated approach is
employed to estimate elasticities and forecast bank deposits.
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Monitoring

and Naturalisation

An Election

Campaign

Service. Washington

D.C., 20536, USA

via Bayesian Model -Tbe

Brazilian

Experience

G. H. Brasil, UFES, Vit6ria, ES. Brazil
R. C. Souza, NEC, DEE, PUC-Rio, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil.
The Bayesian approach to model and forecast the fýnal results of an election uses a sampling design
technique different from the one traditionally adopted on the classical counterpart. The selection of
sampling units (states, cities, electoral zones, etc.) is carried out via the Kullback-Leibler divergence
measure which chooses the most representative areas ofthe universe to be sampled. Within each one
of these selected sampling units a random sample of voters is chosen. This approach, originally
proposed by Bernardo to monitor the Spanish electÝon of 1982 has been adapted to the brazilian
electoral system througout the years by the authors and used in various electÝonsin Brazil (local, state
and national levels). In thÝspaper we describe some the theoretÝcal developments of the method, as
well as Ýtsperformance on the brazÝIÝanelections we have used it.

2.

Forecasting

Irregular

Demand

in a Paper Mill

Antonio J. Rodrigues, DEIO and CIO, Faculty of Sciences, University
Grande, 1700 Lisboa, Portugal

of Lisbon, Edif.C2, Campo

Forecasting demand represented by non-stationary and unevenly spaced time series is a relatively
common problem in business and Ýndustry,but almost overlooked in the lÝteratureand in the
maÝnstreamforecastÝngsoftware.
Usually, a Iarge number of Ýtemsare Ýnvolved, and solutÝonsare required to be both effectÝveand
efficÝent. To address this problem, exponentÝalsmoothing methods can be adapted and customÝzedin
several ways, dependÝngon the characteristics ofthe series.
To illustrate these issues, we present the Iooks and works of an irregular demand forecasting system,
which was designed to support marketing and production planning decÝsionsÝna large paper
manufacturing company.

3.

Role ofTQM

in Forecasting Process

Dr. Emese Molnar, University ofMiskolc, Hungary.
Dr. IIyes Csaba, Tiszai Vegyi Kombinat Ltd., H-3851 Tiszaujvaros, Hungary.
Changes taken place in the Hungarian economy which has experienced an~ continuing to e~perience.
The connection between the past and the future comes to problems both ýn macro- and mýcro-Ievel,
because in the past do not continue into the future. Essential social changes moved in Iine with
economic changes.
The role of Total QuaiÝty Management is Iarger than years before.
The
companies which want to be successful in the market (both in domaÝnand abroad) have to modify their
structure in every point of view. To reach the ISO standards is very important in the international
market and not only Ýnthe production sphere. In this paper L would Iike to present the characteristÝcs
ofthe present Hungarian companies from the point ofview ofusing TQM. (OTKA F20270 project)
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Forecasting Techniques and Methods in the Cyclical Chemicallndustry

Dr. Ilyes Csaba,

Tiszai Vegyi Kombinat

Ltd., H-3851 Tiszaujvaros,

in Hungary

Hungary

TVK is the Iargest chemical company in Hungary which was privatised in 1996.
The goal of this
paper is to present and emphasise that which fields of forecasting are important in case of a chemical
company.
First 1 would Iike to show the process of evaluating corporate value emphasising the necessity of
forecasting.
When we try to supply the top management with information how can we gain reliable
information ofthe raw material and product prices, inflation etc. How to supply the managers with the
required informations about the company's activities, the market and the future changes.
Which
informations

are necessary to make a good plan for any time horizon.

1 try to show the possible methods to solve the former problems, e.g. to forecast future prices. Finally
1 show the methodological and practical background of forecasting and planning system in our
company. (OTKA F20272 project)

5.

An Analysis and Prediction of Fish Consumption in Turkey

Erkan Erdil, Middle East Technical University, Department of Economics, 06531 Ankara. Turkey.
Prof. Dr. E. Zehra Kasnakogu, Middle East Technical University, Department of Economics, 06531
Ankara. Turkey .,

The subject of this study is to analyse the expenditures on fish relative to substitute food items in
Turkey. The analysis is carried out for different species as well as aggregate fish by regions and
income groups. The SIS 1987 Household Income and Consumption Expenditure Survey and 1995 Zet
Nielsen Fish Survey are employed to estimate income and prÝceelastÝcÝtiesfor selected food items and
fish species. Based on the estimated price and income elasticities, domestic consumption expenditure
for fish are predicted for the 1995-2000 period.

Income elasticities at dÝfferentaggregatÝon
levels are estÝmated
and presented. Although our maÝn
aÝmÝsto estÝmate
Ýncomeand expendÝture
elastÝcÝtÝes
for dÝfferentspecÝes
of fish, we have presented
the Ýncomeand expendÝture
elastÝcÝtÝes
for maÝnfood expendÝture
groupsto gÝvea completepÝctureof
the householdfood expendÝturepatterns. As a next step we have selectedcertaÝnfood subgroups
whÝchmay be consÝdered
as competÝtÝve
productsfor fish and estÝmated
theÝrÝncomeand expendÝture
elastÝcÝtÝes.The elastÝcÝtÝes
for fish subgroupsand kinds are obtaÝned. Income (expenditure)
elastÝcÝtÝes
are obtaÝnedfor dÝfferentincome groups on the assumptionthat income elastÝcitÝes
may
dÝfferbetweendÝfferentincomeclasses.
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Bruno

Telecommunication
Eklund,

Stockholm

Revisited

School of Economics,

S-II3

83 Stockholm,

Sweden.

In this paper we will take another look at the telecommunication from Sweden to three destination
countries: Germany, the United Kingdom and the USA.
The original study was performed by
Hackl, P. and Westlund, A. (1996) using various versions of Kalman filtering techniques and moving
local regression analysis. They found that the hypothesis of constant parameters is not real istic for any
ofthe three country models. Furthermore, the outcome ofthe Kalman filtering was shown to be very
sensitive to the specification of the state-space model.
This study will instead assume that the
parameters are constant over time and use the nonlinear smooth transition regression model to explain
structural change.

2.

A Software Package
Call Demand

for Multi-Rate

Unobserved

Component

Forecasting

of Telephone

Wlodek Tych, Peter Y oung, Diego Pedregal and John Davies, CRES, Dept. EnvÝronmental Science,
Lancaster UniversÝty, Lancaster, LAI 4YX, U.K.

The paper wÝII descrÝbe a software package developed for Barclaycard PLC whÝch analyses and
forecasts hourly telephone calls receÝvedby Barclaycard Customer ServÝceCentres. This adaptive
forecasting system Ýsbased on a specÝalUnobserved Component (UC) model wÝth low frequency trend,
DynamÝc HarmonÝc Regression (DHR) and irregular components, a\l defined Ýn stochastÝcstate space
terms. A novel feature of the model, whÝch Ýsintended for forecastÝng at lead tÝmesrangÝng &0rn
several hours to several weeks in advance, is Ýts exploÝtatÝonof a novel multÝ-rate approach which
involves the combÝnation of short and Iong-term forecasts obtaÝned from models identified and
optÝmisedat different sampling rates.
The hyper-parameters in the UC model are estimated by a novel optimization procedure which
mÝnimisesthe difference between the pseudo-spectrum ofthe model and the autoregressive spectrum of
the data. This approach to optimization has very rapid and well defined convergence characteristics
when compared with traditional approaches, such as maximum likelihood based on prediction error
decomposition.
Combined forecasting and signal extraction is accomplished by a combination of
recursive Kalman Filter and Fixed Interval Smoothing algorithms based on the optimized stochastic
UC model.
These recursive algorithms have inherent adaptive capabilities and are capable of
automatica\ly handling missing data and marked outliers.
The adaptive forecasting system is written and implemented in the Matlab programming environment
using its Graphical User Interface tools. This a\Iows for off-line and on-line Ýnteractiveanalysis ofthe
strongly periodic telephone ca\I series. InteractÝve facÝIÝtiesa\Iow for the user-selectÝonand analysÝs
of data sub-sets, as well as the comprehensive evaluatÝonof the forecasting performance on hÝstorÝcal
data. An additional data-viewing and selection panel gives the user the ability to select and mark
unusual and missing data in order to exclude them from model estimation. The results visualÝsatÝon
includes facilities for evaluating both tempora\/spectral model fits and forecasting performance, as well
as the statistics associated wÝth this forecasting performance. Facilities are also available for saving
and restoring user-specified results obtained durÝngvarious stages in the analysis.
Although developed primarily for on-lÝne forecastÝngpurposes, the off-lÝne signal extraction facÝlitÝes
have proven very useful in practical terms, provÝding information of behavÝoural patterns that are not
obvious from the raw data series and are most useful in management and planning terms.
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Mobile Telephone Traffic Forecasts

Jean Pierre Indjehagopian,
Professor ofStatistics,
B.P. 105 -P95021 Cergy-Pontoise, Cedex

Sandrine

Mace, Lecturer ofStatistics,

ESSEC,

For its mobile telephone network, the SFR Telephone Company has set up a hot-line service which is
open 7 days a week, and whose purpose is to field calls from subscribers with question about the
answering machine service, the geographic extent ofthe network, invoices etc.
The study carried out for the company seeks to build a system which will provide monthly forecast of
such traffic. Its practical purpose is to enable SFR to accurately predict the number of operators
required for the hot-line service each month.
We use two methods to meet the objective. The first is based on the Holt-Winters technique to make
traffic forecasts while taking into account the f3ct that all the days in a given month are not the same.
Using a system of evolutionary weighting, days in the months are transformed so as to account for
Saturdays and Sundays.
The second method involves building a dynamic Iinear model which gives the number of calls
calculated from the number of subscribers and the tlow of new subscribers from the previous period.
AIso included in this model are dummy variables which take into account seasonal variations.
The accuracy forecasts ofthe two models are compared.

4.

Forecasting Telephony Demand against a Background of Major Structural Change

Clive Mason, Manager, ForecastÝngSystems, Strategy & BusÝnessServÝcesDÝvÝsÝon
ofBrÝtÝsh
Telecom, 2-12 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7AG Tel: 0 171 356 7621 Fax: 0 171 356 7051
The Iast 1O to 15 years have seen enormous structural change in the UK telephony market. The
challenge to forecasters has been to retain the traditional strengths of whole market models, while
addÝngthe ability to flex a range of product and carrier development scenarios. They have also had to
balance the need to understand and model the increasing complexity of the market place with the
commercial pressures for greater forecastÝngaccuracy & efficiency.
WithÝn BT , this has Ied to the development of a unified forecasting system, TIDeS, written in SAS,
working on a UNIX platform. it enables econometric based whole market demand to be segmented by
customer, product & carrier , before applying generic price and optional discounting assumptions to
derive revenues. it is underpinned at al1 stages by comprehensive on-screen diagnostics and a report
writÝng capability. This paper discusses:* The need for a modular structure and the choice of SAS/UNIX as a technical solution.
*
Some ofthe practical difficulties which were encounteredin developing the system.
*
TIDeS as a practical forecasting tool and future development plans.
The paper concludes with a checklist of issues helpful to others contemplating a similar development,
aimed at overcoming the technical and practical problems posed when developing such a complex
system.
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v .Assimakopoulos,

J. Anastasakos,

A. Patelis

This paper proposes a realistic mathematical model for forecasting short term TV viewing by
audience profile, television station and by day ofthe week. The forecasts concem the program ratings
as well as the ratings ofthe nonprogram content ofTV.
As a first step the audience availability is analysed in order to identify and construct the general
viewership pattem. Viewership curves are similar in shape between seasons, indicating that the time
dedicated to television by the audience follows a general pattem Iittle affected by seasonal changes.
This is a consequenceofthe fact that free time during the day is Iimited and clearly defined.
The second step is the partition of the total availability to specific programs and TV stations.
This is conducted through a preference mechanism which can be confronted as a market sharing
problem.
The time dimension plays an important role to the partition since the changes in the program
environment are more than frequent during the day.
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Combining Biased Forecasts: When Are We Led Astray?
Clare

Harries

and Nigel

Harvey,

University

College

London,

London

WC ý E 6BT.

In the first of a series of studies looking at the effect of biased forecasts in judgmental combination of
torecasts. 40 subjects combined estimates &0rn four forecasters over forty trials. For half the subjects
two of the torecasters had constant errors consistent with trend biases: they tended to overestimate the
outcome in this negatively trended series; tor the other half ofthe subjects the bias was opposite to that
usually seen: they tended to underestimate the outcome in this negatively trended series. Absolute
error in the resulting combined forecasts was greater tor those who had seen forecasts with the bias in
the direction usually exhibited by forecasters (including, presumably the subjects themselves). The
role of implicit forecasts in combining forecasts will be discussed with reference to trend and other
forecastÝngbiases.

2.

The Impact of Forecasts on Decisions

William Remus, UnÝversÝtyof HawaiÝ, Honolulu, HI 96822 USA Kai Lim, University of HawaiÝ
Marcus O'Connor, UnÝversÝtyofNew South Wales, Sydney, AustralÝa.
Forecasts are important inputs to the decision process. in this experiment we compared the impacts of
judgmental forecasts, optimal forecasts, and biased forecasts when used as inputs to a decision
modelled as a Multiple Cue Probability Learning (MCPL) task. Major findings include that the gains
from using optimal forecasts were along different dimensions than the Iosses from using judgmental
torecasts. Also, we found that the subjects were able to compensate for forecasts that unbeknownst to
them were biased. The subjects' self assessmentsof accuracy and confidence did not correspond to
their pertormance in the decision task nor did the subjects' self assessmentsof accuracy and confidence
improve as their pertormance improved.

3.
Yu-Ying

Expert Judgementsand Adjustments ÝnNew York St3te RevenueForecastÝng
Kuo, State University

ofNew

York at Albany, Albany, NY , U.S.A.

Revenue forecasting has long been studied as an econometric problem, and little attention has been
paid to the role of human judgement in the process. The purpose of the research reported here is to
examÝnethe role of expert judgements and adjustments in revenue forecastÝng. Personal Ýnterviews
were conducted with 11 respondents at the director or deputy director level in the New Y ork State the
Division of the Budget, the Assembly Ways and Means Committee, and the Senate Finance
Committee. The results show that expert judgements and adjustments are important Ýna variety of
ways, including: 1) constructing models, 2) adjusting models when something abnormal occurs, 3)
filling in gaps of information, 4) ''reality check,'' and 5) forecasting the impacts of changes in
legislation. Economic variables, tax structure and taxpayer behaviour are important variables Ýnthe
process. Strengths and weaknessesofNew York State experience will be identified and discussed.
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(Un)predictability in decision making

Henk J. van Zuylen, Delft University of Technology, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands Transport
Research Centre, Ministry ofTransport Marina S. van Geenhuizen, TRAIL, Delft University of
Technology, Delft, The Netherlands. P.Nijkamp, Free University Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Decision makers like to know what the future will bring in order to anticipate problems, assess the
quality of their decisions and tailor decisions such that optimal impacts can be expected.
Uncertainty
about the future is reduced by all kinds of techniques ranging from extrapolation to sophisticated
predictive

modelling.

A study is made of the Iimitations
decision making.
111predictability

is distinguished

of predicting

in the following

the future and on the impact of this Iimitation

categories: -ill

predictability

ofthe

on

dynamics ofthe

system,
-the complexity ofthe interaction between a system and its environment
-Iack ofknowledge
about the system -human behaviour
-evolution of views, values and goals of decision makers.

The paper discussesthe relevant processeswhich are ill predictable and its consequences. [\\
predictability can Iead to different ways of decision making. Two views are:
the revisionist's view: predictability is the rule and ill-predictability is anomalous behavÝourwhich has
to be remedied; and the radical view, where the world is seen as complex, chaotic and unpredictable
with small domains where reliable forecast are possible. The paper discusses several strategies to cope
with uncertainties. The role of informatÝon in decision making is analysed. Not all kinds of decision
makÝng have the same need for reliable information.
For the open policy development process an
analysÝsis given ofthe techniques to be used and the possible consequences, especÝallyfor multi-actor
decÝsionmaking.

5.

Insolvency in America's Public Retirement Funds: An Evaluation of Judgement, Time
Series and Econometric Approaches to 70 Y ear Forecasts of Mortality Improvements

John Phelps and Ralph Monaco, HealthCare
Blvd, Baltimore, Maryland, 21244, USA

Financing Administration,

N3-24-14,

7500 Security

Future RetÝrementTrust Fund Ýnsolvency is prÝmarily drÝven by projectÝons of mortality decIÝne. The
SSA mortalÝty rate projectÝon looks at death by disease category, but ultÝmately uses a judgemental
approach. We (John Phelps and Ralph Monaco) show that an ARIMA model fit for 1900-1965,
forecasts mortalÝty rates Ýn1995 perfectly and shows a very dÝfferent future than SSA's judgement
approach. We then show an econometrÝcapproach whÝch uses cross sectÝonrelatÝonshipsto tÝe future
mortalÝty improvements to economÝcvarÝables. The prÝmary advantage of an econometrÝcapproach is
the ability to then affect future values ofthe forecast varÝablevÝapolicy. The sÝzeand economÝcand
racial varÝatÝonin America Ýsof consÝderablehelp in estimatÝngthese cross sectÝonrelatÝonshÝps
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Interval Forecasting using Neural Networks Trained by Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Methods
Konstantinos
Sirlantzis, Operational Research Group, Canterbury
Kent at Canterbury, Canterbury. Kent

Business Schoo(, University

of

Recent work showed that Bayesian formulation ofthe neural networks' training problem provide a
natural way to account for the uncertainty associated with the resulting predictions.
This study employs Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods, which make possible feasible
implementations within the Bayesian framework, to produce a conditional predictive distribution in
time series forecasting. [t exploits the advantages ofthe 'mean absolute deviations' error function (as
opposed to the 'mean squared error' used in backpropagation) to address the non-trivial cases where
uniformity ofthe prediction error bounds over the state space or where the assumption ofnorrnally
distributed error terms do not hold. The conditional quantiles ofthe predicted variable are then natural
estimators ofthe 'prediction intervals' associated with a prespecified probability Ievel. The Iength of
these intervals is subsequently used to monitor the evolution ofthe prediction uncertainty over the
state space as well as in m-step ahead predictions.
To illustrate the properties of our estimators we discuss results in the following cases: (a) an AR( 1)
model with Gaussian and non-Gaussian disturbances, (b) the Iogistic map (chaotic) with added
Gaussian noise, and finally, (c) a real-world fýnancial tirne series.

2.

Neural Networks for the Description of Structural Changes in Object Classes

A.A. Ezhov, Troitsk Institlite ofInýýovation

and Thermonliclear

Research, 142 092 Troitsk,

Moscow

Region, Russia, ezhov@fly.triniti.troitsk.ru

Neural network approaches are widely used for the categorization of objects of different nature. rn
applications these objects can correspond to countries, political parties, markets, companies etc.
Revealing the inherent structure of corresponding sets of objects can be done using different neural
paradigms. However Iittle efforts have been done to develop neural networks tools for predicting and
describing the changes in corresponding object communities. We propose to use for this purpose
energy minimizing neural networks which are able not only to categorize objects in human-Iike
(prototype) manner, but also to find empty classes with no examples so far. Such kind of classes can be
considered as predicted structutres which can be actualized in future. rncluding the prototypes of such
empty classes in categorized set gives the ability to trace possible changes in object classes structure, in
particular , to predict splitting and merging of different object groups. This approach have been applied
to analysis of different objects sets including country groups, characterized by their voting in UN.
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A Stochastic Neural Network based Extended Kalman Filter for Forecasting Nonlinear
Time Series
Slim,

Universite

E9 de Tunis

111. 2000

le Bardo.

TUNISIA

The application of artificial neura] networks to problems of nonlinear time series has been dominated
Iargely by static network architectures trained by gradient descent.
In this paper we propose a
stochastic network to analyze such a system. The net is based on multilayer feedforeward architecture
with tangent hyperbolic functions.
The model can then be converted to its equivalent state-space
representation.
Using this state space form, a bayesian interential algorithm based on Extended
Kalman Filter is derived to estimate the state. A detailed step by step description ofthe methodology
is presented to facilitate the use of this new method as a forecasting tool.
We apply the proposed
model to several data sets and show that the resulting models substantially improve postsample multistep ahead of forecasts over other models.

4.
Kua-ping

Investigating the Forecasting Performances of Backpropagation
Liao, The Management

School, Lancaster University,

Neural Network Models

Lancaster LAl

4YX, U.K

The forecastÝng perfonnances of the backpropagatÝonneural network models will be compared with
those of some other standard forecastÝng approaches by usÝng 2.63 serÝes taken from a
telecommunÝcatÝonsdata set. Before buÝlding a backpropagation neural network forecasting model,
there are many thÝngsto be done. These may Ýncludechoosing the number of hidden nodes, choosing
the IeamÝngrates, and gÝvÝnginÝtial values to the weÝghtsand bÝasesof the neural network etc. A 3stage training approach is proposed to deal with these and train a neural network automatically. This
approach ÝsaÝmedat converting the complexÝty and subjectÝvÝtyinherent in the neural network model
buÝldÝngprocess Ýnto a more tlexÝble and objectÝve methodology.
ThÝs Ýs intended to enhance the
reliability of the neural network models and make comparisons of forecasting performance more
meaningful.
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Short Life-Cycle Forecasting using Sales Plans
Daniel H. Ockerman,
Retek InformatÝon Systems, Atlanta, GA 30305, U.S.A.
Vladimir
Valenta, Retek InformatÝon Systems, Atlanta, GA 30305, U.S.A.
R. Hale Brown, Retek InformatÝon Systems, Atlanta, GA 30305, U.S.A.

Obtaining accurate short life-cycle product forecasts Ýsvery dÝfficult and standard statÝstÝcal
tÝmeserÝes
forecasting models frequently don't offer an adequate solutÝon for many retaÝlers. Major problems Ýn
automatÝcally developÝng these forecasts Ýnclude( 1) the lack of substantÝalsales history for a product
(which especÝallymakes obtaining seasonal forecasts very dÝfficult), (2) the dÝfficulty of automatically
matching a new product to a prevÝous product or profile, and (3) the ÝnabÝIÝty
to Ýnclude planners'
intuitÝon (e.g., the overall sales level of the product, how quickly the product wÝII take off, how the
product's sales will be affected by planned promotÝons) into a forecastÝngmodel. Using a Bayesian
approach, we have developed a short lÝfe-cycle forecastÝngmodel that begÝnswÝth a product's seasonal
sales plan (that Ýsdeveloped externally to the system by the planner). As sales informatÝon arrÝves
during the first few days or weeks of the season, the model generates a forecast by merging the
informatÝon contaÝnedÝnthe sales plan wÝth the informatÝon contaÝnedin the inÝtÝalsales data. These
forecast updates can be crÝtÝcalto a company's success and can be used to Ýncreaseor cancel vendor
orders, reallocate merchandÝseamong stores, or optÝmizesales and promotÝünal schedules.

2.

Estimating the Bias in Forecasts of Intermittent

Demand

A. A. Syntetos, Buckinghamshire Business School, Buckinghamshire University Co\lege, Newland
Park, Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks HP8 4AD, England. J. E.. Boylan, Buckinghamshire BusÝnessSchool,
Buckinghamshire University Co\lege, Newland Park, Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks HP8 4AD, England.
Intermittent demand appears at random, wÝthmany time perÝodshaving no demand. Moreover when a
demand occurs the request Ýssometimes for more than a sÝngle unÝt. As such, Ýntermittent demand
creates significant problems in the manufacturing and supply environment as far as forecasting and
inventory control are concemed. Croston, for the first time, in 1972 proposed a new method according
to which intermittent demand estimates can be built from constituent events, namely the demand size,
when demand occurs, and the inter-demand interval.
His method is discussed and the theoretical
background associated wÝth the method's application is presented. Certain Iimitations are identified
and a correction in his estimate of the expected demand per time period is introduced along with the
associated mathematical derÝvatÝon. Moreover a modification in hÝs method that gives unbiased
demand per period estimates is developed. Finally with the use ofa datasimulation experiment the bias
associated with Croston's method is quantified and the conclusions are presented.
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Forecasting in an Operations Environment
S. Mandelman,

Demand

Management

Consulting

i2 Technologies,

Parsippany,

NJ 07054,

U.S.A.

ARIMA. Neural Networks. ExponentÝal Smoothing. Multiple Regression and Croston's intermÝttent
demand technÝqueare all forecast methods. WhÝchto use? Forecasting in an operations environment
is radÝcally different than forecasting in an academic arena. The one iuxury you do not have in an
operations environment Ýs time.
If you accept the assumption that no one mathematical forecast
method can be universally applied to all forecast situations, you must ask yourself which methc.-dwill
forecast a specific time series most accurately (gÝven a definition of accuracy) in an acceptable time
frame.
In an operations environment, it is not uncommon to forecast 100,000 time series. The time &ame for
these series may be monthly or weekly and it is usually unlikely that one will see more than two annual
cycles ofhistorical data. This is especially true in the electronics industry. The forecast for 100,000
Iowest Ievel record, i.e., SKU/Distribution Center, are usually run overnight and reviewed by exception
the next day. We do not have the time Iuxury of analyzing a time series and its various characteristics.
An operational forecast may need to be generated in a bottom up, top down and/or middle out process
in a relatively short period of time. What are the appropriate forecast methods that will meet these
objectives?
Accuracy combÝned wÝth tÝme efficiency are the crÝtÝcalelements in an operatÝonal
forecast environment.
This presentation will use real Iife examples to describe the objectives to be supported by forecast
accuracy, various forecast methods used by industry and common selection criteria on which the best
forecast method is determined.

4.

Improving Quality to make Production More Predictable

John Walker,

Solectron Scotland Ltd., Queensferry

Road, Dunfermline,

Fife, U.K.

The Electronic Manufacturing Services industry is a complex dynamic organisation affected my many
extemal stimuli which are not readily influenced by the industry. Key to the successofthis business is
the ability to design and maintain control of all business processes within this environment, particularly
those affecting the manufacturing operation. Many organisations use Statistical Process Control (SPC)
and in particular Control Charts as a means of seeking to secure process robustness particularly through
process improvement. Since the processes involved in ''state-of-the art'' electronics manufacturing have
reached yield values which correspond to noise Ievels. The use of SPC in isolation is no Ionger
sufficiently responsive to process variation to ensure yield Ievels are maintained. This paper is based
on work which has developed a new process control model based on the fýndings of Box and Kramer
( 1992). The model dispenses with the more traditional approach of control charts and uses a
combination of Statistical Process Monitoring and Engineering Process Adjustment to provide a fast
response system adaptable to continuous change. Key to the success of the model is its ability to
forecast the expected process performance within the next time period thereby promoting action before
the effects of variation are fully developed.
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Unit-root Testing, Model Selection and Forecasting
Nuno Crato, Department ofMathematical
Sciences, New Jersey Institute ofTechnology,
Newark,
07102, U.S.A. Pedro J.F. de Lima, Department ofEconomics,
The Johns Hopkins University,

NJ

BaltÝmore, MD 21218, U.S.A.

In the ARIMA modeling and forecasting of tÝme series, a major step is the detennination of the
stationarity or nonstationarity ofthe series under consideration. This is usually done by applying unitroot tests to the data. The detennination of the mode! order and the estimation of the parameters is
usually done in a second step. This way, the forecasting model selection is done within a class of
models detennined at the first step ofthe analysis.
We contrast different approaches to this unit-root testing and model selection process. They all have
problems when dealing with nearly nonstationary series, such as autoregressive processes with a near
unit root and long memory processes. By performing a Monte Carlo experiment, we show that
improvements in forecasting accuracy can be obtained by using both stationary and nonstationary
models, instead of separating the two steps described above.

2.

An Examination of the Sign and Volatility
Distributional Assumptions

Switching Arch Models under Alternative

Dr. M. F. Omran, Dept. ofActuarÝal MathematÝcsand StatÝstÝcs,HerÝot-Watt UnÝversÝty,Edinburgh
EH14 4AS, U.K.
ThÝspaper relaxes the asswnptÝonof condÝtÝonalnormal ÝnnovatÝonsused by FomarÝ and Mele ( 1997)
ÝnmodeiiÝng the asymmetrÝcreaction ofthe condÝtÝonalvolatility to the arrival of news. We compare
the performance ofthe Sign and Volatility-Switching ARCH model of Fomari and Mele (1997) and
the GJR model ofGlosten et al. (1993) after allowing for two non-normal conditional dÝstributions, the
Student's t and the Generalized Error .The results suggest that ignoring the non-normality of tinancial
data can have a signiticant impact on the inferences drawn.

3.
David

Can Intensive Search Beat Intensive Modelling?
Browne,

Kingston

Business

School,Kingston

University,

Kingston-upon~Thames.

Modelling high frequency data has been tried using function complexity, with, for example, neural
networks, multiple adaptive splines (both used in electricity modelling -see for example Connor et al
(94) and Harvey et al (94)) or variants of ARCH models for financial tÝme series data. The use of k
nearest neighbour techniques replaces model complexity with search complexity over the state space.
The Gamma test (Aaolborg, Koncar and Jones ( 1997)) provides a technique based on k nearest
neighbours for identifying the minimum mean square error possible using any modelling technique.
provided that there is some underlying smooth data generation process.
The Gamma test was
originally developed to provide training targets for neural networks. ElectricÝty demand (The Pugot
Sound Data set) and Financial Times Series (FTSE) index are modelled to illustrate how the Gamma
test can be modified to provide forecasts which improve on current models wÝth the added benefit of
identification of outliers.
Tests are developed to identÝfy the Iinear or non-linear nature of the
underlying data.
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Roland G. Shami, Department of Econometrics and Business Statistics, Monash University
3168, Australia. Ralph D. Snyder, Monash University, Clayton 3168. Australia.

Model of

-Clayton

The structural models are generally equÝvalent to convenÝent representatÝonsof ARMA models. A
new procedure Ýsproposed to find the equivalent ARMA model of a structural model underlying the
exponentÝal smoothing methods in what is called the innovatÝon form of state space forms.
The
proposed method exploÝtsthe properties of sÝmÝlartransformatÝons Ýnorder to capture the Ievel of the
equivalent ARMA process. One by-product of thÝs procedure Ýsthe evaluation of the relatÝonships
between the smoothing parameters ofthe structural models and the movÝng average coefficÝents of Ýts
equiva\ent ARMA process. The new method is extended to the genera\ structural models with multÝdisturbances. The benefit from applying this method over the conventional method is the easy
automatÝon on computer, hence quicker results for Iarger models such as the seasonal and cyclical
models. ThÝsbenefit is investigated on several examples.

5.

On 'Ieave k out' Residuals in Time Series Diagnostics

Professor John Haslett., De.ý;ýartmetttQ( StÞ.t\&k~, Tý;m\t'j Ccl~~,

\)ub\irý 1. \re\~1'I(\

In most applied research in time series modelling, the term residual is defined in terms of the one-step
ahead forecast error; variations include recursive residuals. Both are firmly based on the comparison
ofthe present with the past. This is entirely natural ifthe underlying model is auto-regressive, for then
the one-step ahead residual coincides with an estimate ofthe underlying iid innovations which drive the
?rocess~ \t \s natura\ ýn other c\rcumstances when the focus of the stud'i \s on short term forecast\ng.
Recent researc\\ \n Genera\\sed Least Squares suggests that a more natura\ and more genera\ residua\
for model criticism is the Ieave-one-out prediction residual; the Y(t) is predicted from both past and
future realisations. This may be generalised to Ieave-k-out residuals. The paper presents aspects of
this work in the context of a time series on the temperature of the earth since the mid-19th century.
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Forecasting U.S. Recessions: Some Furtber Results witb Probit Models

Robert

Lamy,

Canada KIA

School

of

Sweden.

Department

of Finance,

Esplanade

Laurier

Building,

18 floor,

East Tower,

Ottawa,

OG5.

Arturo Estrella and Frederic S. Mishkin ( 1995) have assessed the predictive capacity of
macroeconomic indicators in forecasting recessions.
The paper, which builds from their work,
evaluates the predictive content of economic indicators that were not examined by them. We also
assessthe performance of probit models in forecasting U.S. recessions with a horizon of one to four
quarters.
The results show that an alternative index of leading indicators of U.S. economic activity has strong
predictive capacity in forecasting recessions one-quarter ahead. It has much more predictive capacity
than of monetary indicators, interest rates, stock prices, and the Conference Board's index of leading
indicators.
Furthermore, the predictive capacity of the alternative Ieading indicator is strongly
enhanced when it is used in combination with other financial indicators. The probit models perform
generally well in predicting U.S. recessions. For example, the probit model two-quarters ahead was
the most accurate in predicting past recessions. Furthermore, and more importantly, the probit models
two- and three-quarters ahead give (in-sample) warning signals for the Iast five recessions and (out-ofsample) warning signaIs for the 1981-1982 and 1990-1991 recessions. Lastly, the four models never
produced a false signaI of a recession.

2.

A New Approach

to the Evaluation

and Selection

of Leading

Indicators

Andreas Gottschling,
Deutsche Bank Research, 60325 Frankfurt am Main, Gem1any.
Thomas Trimbur,
Deutsche Bank Research, 60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Leading indicators represent typical constructs of applied macroeconomic forecasting.
While
frequently considered pivotal in policy decisions, they are commonly of an ad hoc nature and rarely
possess consistent and well-defined statistical foundations. ln this paper we illustrate the potential
pitfa1ls of determining a leading indicator by OLS (choosing a specific lag of a particular exogenous
variable). We provide an alternative approach based on the notion that the most important feature of a
Ieading indicator is the correct anticipation of the turning points of the time series of interest. We
derive a transformation which orders the data according to its tuming point significance and base an
error weighting scheme on this measure. We then use our frameworkto analyze several examples of
published leading indicators for US and German macroeconomic time series.
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Turning Points Detection and Forecasting Using Unobserved Components Models with
Qualitative Leading Indicators.

Antonio Garcia-Ferrer, Depto. de AnalÝsÝsEconomÝco:EconomÝaCuantÝtatÝva,UnÝversidad
Autonoma de Madrid, SpaÝn. Marcos Bujosa, Depto. de AnaiÝsÝsEconomico: EconomÝaCuantÝtativa,
Universidad Autonoma de MadrÝd.. Spain.
An alternative approach that stressesthe importance oftiming in forecasting tuming points is proposed
here. ln this paper, a tuming point signal is considered as a two-stage decision process: a statement
that a tuming point is likely to occur (anticipation of the recession), and a statement of when it will
occur (confýrmation ofthe recession). To address this strategy this paper takes on previous works by
Garcia-Ferrer et al. (1994) and Garcia-Ferrer and Queralt (1997) based on a class of univariate
unobserved component models using time variable parameters (TVP) developed by Young (1994). In
particular, they use the derivative of the unobserved trend component as a device for qualitative
anticipation of peaks and troughs, as well as providing a simple method for improving quantitative
point forecasts in the vicinity of tuming points that uses the information embedded in the trend
derivative forecasts.
This paper shares the same methodological approach as the above cited
references but enlarges their results by allowing the possibility of reducing the univariate forecast risks
by using qualitative survey data Ieading indicators.
We show that by finding a high coherence
between its Iow frequency component and the one corresponding to the economic variable of interest
we can use this non-Iinear relationship to obtain improved forecasts in the presence of turning points.
EmpÝrical results are obtained for the case of the monthly Spanish Industrial Production Index using
recent data.

4.

Predicting Turning Points of Business Cycles by Statistical Surveillance

Eva Andersson,

Department

ofStatistics,

Göteborg University,

SE 40530

Göteborg, Sweden.

The aim of this paper is prediction of tuming-points in the business cycle by surveil1ance of a leading
indicator. Observations are gathered and at each additional observation there has to be a decision of
whether the evidence is enough to conclude that a tuming-point has occurred. An alarm function and
decision rule are used to conclude if the time series has reached a tuming-point. Earlier research on
robust regression with a monotonic restriction is used. The alarm function is developed to minimise
both the risk of a false alarm and the time from the real-tuming point to the time of alarm.
No
assumption is made about any functional relationship between Y (business indicator) and L (leading
indicator). The only restriction is that the L series has its turning-points before the Y series.
Seasonal adjustment methods,

The time series are measured monthly and seasonally dependent.
suitable for a surveillance situation, are discussed.

5.

Does Spanish

Quarterly

National
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Incorporate

Useful

Information

of
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Gema

de

Complutense

Cabo

Serrano,

Facultad

de

Ciencias

Economicas

Y

Empresariales,

Universidad

de Madrid, Campus de Somosaguas, 28223 Madrid, Spain.

This paper presents a study of the Iimitations of available indicators for building Spanish Quarterly
National Account (QNA) and of their effects on estimated QNA series. It is usually assumed that
indicators exist for building QNA series, but the consequencesoflimited availability and/or incomplete
covering of indicators on the estimated QNA series are not analyzed. ln this work it is shown that for
Supply and some of Demand variables there are no indicators in all or part of the sample, and that
available indicators are of variable quality wÝth respect to coverage and reliabÝlity, even between
dÝfferent revÝsions. We also inform potentÝal users on the negative effects that the use of serÝeswith
these features may cause ÝnempÝrical applications and in torecastÝngand monitoring operatÝons.
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Do Extreme Falls Help Forecasting Stock Returns?

Evidence from World Markets

Erdem Basci, Department ofEconomics,
Bilkent University, 06533 Bilkent, Ankara, Turkey.
Sidika Basci, Department ofEconomics,
Bilkent University, 06533 Bilkent, Ankara, Turkey.
Department of Economics
GuiDur Muradoglu,
Department of Management, Bilkent University,
06533 Bilkent,

Ankara, Turkey.

This paper explores the performance of a trading strategy based on a non-linear time series model that
captures the effects of extreme falls in stock returns. The model helps in improving forecasts of mean
returns and also reduces, to some extent, the GARCH effects in the residuals of lstanbul Stock
Exchange weekly returns. Two possible explanations are: (i) the empirical regularity is spurious and
is a result of data mining, (ii) there is an underlying behavioural model to justify the regularity.
ln
order to evaluate the two altemative explanations, we resort to data ÝÝ-om
world stock markets. We
apply the same trading strategy to the weekly returns from a number of stock markets of the world,
including emerging and developed ones. We report the forecasting ability of the model, and the
successof the corresponding trading strategy for these stock markets.

2.

Auditor Conservatism and Analysts' Fourth Quarter Earnings Forecasts

Sudipta Basu, Baruch College, The City University ofNew York, New York, NY 10010, U.S.A.
Ching-Lih Jan, The City University ofNew York, New York, NY 10010, U.S.A.
LeeSeok Hwang, The City University ofNew York, New York, NY 10010, U.S.A.
We argue that accounting conservatism makes earnings forecasting difficult by introducing transitory
components in reported earnings. These transitory components are Iikely to be disproportionately
represented in firms reporting losses. We show that analysts' mean forecast errors and absolute
forecast errors for loss firms are substantially greater than those for profit firms in every single quarter ,
regardless ofthe forecast horizon. We argue that auditors' Iegal liability incentives make it likely that
fourth quarter earnings are more conservative than interim quarter earnings.
Forecast errors are
always higher for loss fýrms in the fourth quarter compared to earlier quarters. Using special items to
proxy for transitory components induced by conservatism, we document sÝmilar results for firms
reporting special items, partitioned by the sign of the special items. Our results are consistent with
auditor conservatism affecting fourth quarter earnings differentially, which causes analysts' earnings
forecasts to be poorest for the fourth quarter.

3.

A Vector

Error

Correction

Guy Ta, Associate Director,
University

ofTechnology,

Approach

to International

lnstitute for lntemational

Lindfield

Short Term

Interest

Studies and School ofFinance

Rates

& Economics,

2070, Sydney, Australia

ThÝspaper investÝgatesthe transmÝssÝon
of short tenn interest rate fluctuations among major currencies
ÝnAsÝaPacÝficand Westem HemÝspherefinancial centres usÝnga vector error correction model. The
fonnulation of a vector error correctÝonmodel includes short tenn Ýnterestrates of these major
currencies in different Iocations and financial centres. The methodology of Johansen is used to find
cointegrating space between major currencies Ýnterestrate variables. Variance decompositÝonsare
computed for the vector error correction model of the entÝresystem to find the impact of one set of
short tenn interest rates on another between centres. The basic objectives ofthe paper are thus, to
verify the links between interest rates of major currencies and, to ascertain the transm Ýssionprocess of
short tenn interest rates between currencies and IocatÝons.
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In this paper we use a Bayesian vector autoregressive model with time-varying parameters (BV ARTVP) to examine the predictability of exchange rates, short term and Iong term interest rates, and stock
retums in four Iarge industrial countries. This modelling framework introduces complex nonlinearities
in the moments of all variables, and addresses the problems of parameter instability, simultaneity,
information structure, and leaming.
The BV AR- TVP model displays remarkable out-of-sample
forecasting performance and dominates the random walk model. One-month-ahead forecasts track
accurately the direction of change in all variables throughout our prediction period.
The model's
exceptional out-of-sample forecasting performance is due primarily to the time variation of
coefficients, and secondly to interdependences across countries and fýnancial markets. We show that
international investors could have made statistically Iarge excess profits in rate predictions, even after
allowing for unrealistically high transaction costs and the turbulence in the currency markets in the
aftermath of the 1992 ERM crisis.

5.

Statistical Learning in an Emerging Stock Market

Celal Aksu, Koc University, 80860 Istinye, Istanbul, Turkey and Vedat Akgira,
80815 Bebek, Istanbul, Turkey

Bogzici

University,

As an emergÝngstock market develops, ÝtsÝnstitutional and transactÝonalstructure Ýsnaturally expected
to become more and more simÝlar to that of a developed market. However , it needs to be investigated
how the stochastic structure of prices in a developing market changes over time. As the transaction
volume and frequency increases, it may be expected to observe manifestations of probability limit
theorems as they regard the distributional and tÝme series propertÝes of price changes. This study
investÝgatesthe stochastic evolutÝon ofprices in the lstanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) durÝngthe IO-year
period since its establishment in 1986. Empirical findings show very clearly that the central limit
theorem and its extensions are indeed at work. Empirical prÝcesprocesses have been converging in
structure to the normal process, at least after certain suitable adjustments in the moments. This finding
has important implications not only for investment managers but also for forecasting and general
econometric models applied on ISE prices.
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Calculating Prediction Intervals
Chatfield,

Department ofMathematical

Prediction Intervals for ARIMA

Sciences, University

ofBath,

Bath BA2 7A V, U.K

Models

The problem of constructing prediction intervals for Iinear time series (ARlMA) models is exarnined.
The aim is to find prediction intervals which incorporate an allowance for sampling error associated
owith pararneter estimates. The effect of constraints on parameters arising from stationarity and
invertibility conditions is also incorporated. Two new methods, based to varying degrees on fýrstorder Taylor approximations, are proposed. These are compared in a simulation study to two existing
methods: a heuristic approach and the 'plug-in' method whereby parameter values are set equal to their
maximum Iikelihood estimates.
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Several nonparametric predictors based on the Nadarya- Watson kemel regression estimator have been
proposed in the literature.
They include the conditional mean, the conditional median, and the
conditional mode. In this paper , we consider three types of prediction regions for these predictors -the
conditional percentile interval (CPI), the shortest conditional modal interval (SCMI), and the maximum
conditional density region (MCDR).
Further , we introduce a data-driven method for the choice of the
optimal bandwidth.
This method is based on the minimization
of a local cross-validation
criterion
given three different types of predictors.
When the underlying conditional distribution is skewed or
multi-modal,
we show that the MCDR is much shorter in length than the CPI or SCMI irrespective of
the type of predictor used. This point is illustrated using both simulated and real data sets.
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Forecasting Market Share: Under What Conditions are Price Elasticities Constant?
Roderick J. Brodie, Department of MarketÝng, Un iversÝtyof Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
Peter J. Danaher .Department of MarketÝng, UnÝversÝtyof Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
Celeste Anderton, Department ofMarketÝng, UniversÝty of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
An important aspect of developing accurate forecasts of market share is to understand the nature of the
price responsiveness of competing products and brands. Of particular interest is under what market
conditions is the price elasticity constant.
In the Iýý~tthree decades there has been considerable
research about the nature of the price responsiveness of branded products. For example reviews by
Blattberg and Neslin (1990), Gijsbrechts (1993), Hanssens, Parsons and Schultz (1990) and Tellis
( 1988) found a Iarge num ber of econometric and marketing studies exh ibiting considerable variation in
price elasticities. The meta-analysis by Tellis ( 1988) looked at 42 studies that were published between
1961 and 1985. The elasticities ranged from -10 to 2 with the majority having values between -4 and
0, with a mean of -2.5 and standard deviation of 1.7.With
the widespread use of optical scanners in
supennarkets more recent research on price elasticities has focused on just frequently purchased
packaged goods (Bemmaor and Mouchoux 1991; Bolton 1989; George et al 1996; Ham i Iton et al 1997;
Hoch et al 1995; Raju 1992). 1n this paper we extend this research by examining price elasticities for
supennarket packaged goods for 112 brands across 27 categories. By extending this research to many
more categories and brands we produce generalisations about the impact of various market factors on
price elasticities. The market factors include the nature ofthe product category, the level and type of
competition within the product category and the size of market share.

2.

Principles of Market Sbare Forecasting

Roderick J. Brodie, Department of Marketing, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
Peter Danaher , Department of Marketing, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
V .Kumar , University of Houston

Ten principles are derived from theoretical and empirical evidence to guide the forecasting of market
share. The principles relate to issues to do with the explanatory power and precision of the models,
estimation techniques, constrained versus unconstrained parameter estimation, aggregation Ievel ofthe
data, variability of the data. measurement errors in the predictor variables, sample size, forecasting
competitor's actions, forecasting horizons and brand versus category Ievel forecasts. While strong
theoretical and empirical evidence is available to support a few of the principles, the evidence to
support the remaining principles was not as strong thus highlighting the need for further research.
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Forecasting SalesWith Cross-National Diffusion Models

V. Kumar, University ofHouston
Jaishankar Ganesh. University of Central Florida,
Managers always face a major challenge when generating sales forecasts for new products or recently
introduced products. This is due to the lack of sufficient data points for generating reliable forecasts.
Further, if sales forecasts have to be developed for countries (lag countries) other the country (lead
country) in which the concerned product has been introduced, it is all the more difficult.
While
forecasting based on analogies have been used in the past, in this study we present a methodology that
help managers develop forecasts for relatively new products in multiple (lag) countries when either
Iittle or no data are available for those countries.
This is made possible with the knowledge of
product sales in the lead country , and a host of other factors for both the lead and the lag countries.
In other words, our methodology proposes that the difIusion process of a product in the lag countries
may depend on the diffusion process of the same product in the lead country depending on various
factors. The value of the proposed methodolgy for forecasting sales is illustrated using the case of
both durables and technology .

4.

Forecasting Decisionswith Role Playing versus Game Theory: It's No Contest

J. Scott Armstrong, University ofPennsylvania,Philadelphia,PA 19104,U.S.A.
Role-playing and game theory can be used to forecast decisions and the outcomes of decisions. The
basic design principle for game theory and role-playing is similar: t hey should match the actual
situation in key respects. The conditions are also similar: these methods are expected to be most
effective for predictions in conditions involving large changes and conflicts among a small number of
parties. Role-playing differs in that it puts subjects into the same frame of mind as the decisionmakers and it allows for a realistic simulation ofthe interactions among the conflicting groups. Unlike
game theory , it makes few assumptions about motivations and rules. Role-playing was shown to be
effective in matching results from five of six classic experiments in psychology .It was more accurate
than judgment in predicting the outcomes of two other experiments.
Five studies compared the
accuracy of role-playing with alternate procedures, typically expert opinions; role-playing was more
accurate for predicting the decisions in each study , with 56% correct predictions on average versus
16%. Finally, three studies concluded that role-playing was more accurate in predicting the outcomes
of decisions. Now , who can make a case for game theory? 1 found no tests of the predictive validity
of game theory.

5.

Energy Consumption, Suney Data and the Prediction of Industrial
A Comparison and Combination of Different Models.

Production in Italy:

DomenicoJ. Marchetti, ResearchDepartment,Bancad'ltalia, Via Nazionale91, 00814Rome,ltaly.
GuiseppeParigi, ResearchDepartment,Bancad'ltalia, Via Nazionale91, 00814Rome,ltaly.
We investigate the prediction of ltalian industrial production.
We first specify a model based on
electricity consumption, which provides a satisfactory forecasting performance. We show that the
cubic trend in such a model captures mostly the evolution over time of the electricity coefficient,
which can be well approximated by a smooth transition model a ýa Terasvirta (1994 and 1996), with
no gains in predictive power, though. We also analyze the performance of models based on data of
different business surveys. According to standard statistics of forecasting accuracy , the linear energybased model cannot be outperformed by any other single model, neither by a combination of forecasts.
However , a more comprehensive set of evaluation criteria sheds light on the advantages of using
combined forecasts. Overall, the best forecasting performance is achieved by estimating a combined
model which includes among regressors both energy consumption and survey data.
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Models for British Inflation and the Kalman Filter
bin Arsad,

Department ofStatistics,
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University,
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British inflation was originally modelled as part ofthe Wilkie Investment Model. The model which
was based on annual data ofthe retail price index (RPI) stated that the difference in the logarithms of
the RPI each year could be modelled as a fýrst order autoregressive series AR(l). A model which can
be analysed using Ka1man Filter techniques is proposed and investigated. The technique allows the
local mean reversionary level ofinflation to be modelled simultaneously. Comparisons ofresults
between AR( 1) and Ka1man Filter are made. Sensitivity analysis on parameters in Kalman Filter are
investigated. Finally forecasts offuture inflation are carried out based on models best suited to
financial interpretations.

2.

Forecasting Inflation in the US Healthcare Sector: Possible Use of the Phillips Curve.

J. P.Scott MSc, MD, Critical Care Medicine, St Mary's Hospital, Rochester, MN 55905, U.S.A.

The rate of ÝnflatÝon
within the healthcaresector of many economÝes
has createdserÝousbudgetary
dÝfficultÝesÝn many industrÝalÝsed
natÝons,including the US, withÝn the popular MedÝcareand
MedÝcaÝd
programs. The determinantsof such inflatÝonhave been poorly understood,with profit
taking andnovel technologywidely cÝtedbut in&equentlysubstantÝated.
Using the Bureau of Labor Statistics database for unemployment rates by industry for both healthcare
diagnostic and healthcare therapeutics professionals categories of workers as well as the US consumer
price index over the period 1983-96, it is possible to plot the rate of inflation against the unemployment
rate in an unmodified Phillips curve. During this tÝmeaggregate unemployment for the US healthcare
industry varied over the range 0.8-1. 7% (median 1.2%) and healthcare sector inflation over the range
4.5 -96/0 (median 6.6%). The plotted data are consistent with the general shape and position of the
original Phillips curve. This result is supportive of the hypothesis that relatively high US healthcare
sector inflation can be predicted from the very low unemployment rate within the same sector of the
US economy.

3.

A Simple Methodology for Predicting the Need for Additional
States

William

J. Hussar,

United States Department

ofEducation,

Washington,

Teachers in the United

D.C. 20208-5654,

U.S.A.

There should be a need for many additÝonal teachers in the UnÝted States over the next ten years as
large numbers ofteachers are expected to retÝreand enrolments are expected to increase. We examine
thÝsneed using an algebraÝcmodel with no econometrÝc analysÝs. We use age-specÝfic contÝnuatÝon
rates of teachers from several dÝfferent School and Staffing Surveys (SASS) of the NatÝonal Center for
EducatÝon StatÝstÝcsto predÝct how many teachers wÝII continue teachÝng frOffi one year to another .
The demand for teachers Ýstaken as exogenous and several scenarÝosare examined. We assume that
the supply will meet the demand and that the age dÝstributÝonof new teachers will be the same as the
1993-94 SASS dÝstrÝbutÝon.The model predÝctsthat over 2 mÝllÝonaddÝtÝonalteachers will be needed
by 2008-09. Most ofthese addÝtionalteachers wÝl1be needed to replace those leaving the professÝon.
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Forecasting Asymmetric Real Estate Cycles

Max Stevenson,

Schooi ofFÝnance and Economics,

UnÝversÝty ofTechnoiogy,

Sydney, AustraiÝa

ThÝs paper detennÝnes whether asymmetry is present in the real estate cycle, along with the
effectiveness of both Iinear and non-linear models to generate and to forecast the type of cyclical
behavÝourassessed.Using the monthly Richard Ellis UK real estate series over 1979- 1997, real estate
dynamics and asymmetry in the UK office, retaÝI, Ýndustrial and the aggregate series were examined.
Evidence of asymmetry was found in the UK retail and industrial series, to a lesser degree Ýnthe
aggregate series but not in the office series. To accommodate this real estate cycle asymmetry, nonIinear autoregressive models were estimated. While the non-linear models provided a marginally better
fit to the data. the linear alternative models were found to be as effective as the non-linear models for
forecasting purposes.

5.

Forecasting the Turkish Private Sector Manufacturing:

Industry Price Index

Kivilcim
Metin,
Bilkent University,
Department ofEconomics,
Bilkent-Ankara,
Hakan Kara, The Central Bank ofTurkey, Ulus-Ankara, Turkey.

Turkey.

This paper forecasts the Turkish private manufacturing sector price index for the period 1982( 1)1996(5). An information set includes macroeconomic variables: private manufacturing sector price
index, the public sector wholesale price index, Turkish lira dollar exchange rate, broad money, and the
private manufacturing sector production index.
During the sample period the Turkish economy
experienced the 1994 financial crisÝs and the price serÝesand exchange rate co-breaked.
Before
modelling the tÝme serÝes,propertÝesofthe serÝesare examÝned. Co-ÝntegratÝonand ÝdentÝficatÝon
are
tested and accepted. For the forecasting exercise, fýrstly, two V AR models are introduced: V AR in
Ievels with intercept correctÝon Ýsapplied and V AR in differences where the data is mapped to 1(0)
space. Secondly, a single ECM equatÝonÝsspecified using the variables of interest Ýsmapped to J(O)
space and the ECM's are obtaÝnedfrom cointegratÝonanalysÝs. Forecast parameter constancy tests are
used to compare the relative forecast performances of the V AR models and the ECM model. ECM
outperforms and predicts the 1994 crÝsisperfectly well.
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1.

The Asymmetry of Judgemental Confidence Intervals

Australia.

Marcus O'Connor, School of InformatÝon Systems, UniversÝty of New South Wales, Sydney 2052,
AustralÝa. William Remus, UnÝversÝtyof HawaÝÝ.Kenneth Griggs, MITRE.
In forecasting a time series, there is some expectation of the Iikely distribution of the future actual
value, often expressed as a confidence interval.
Whilst the accuracy (calibration) ofthese intervals has
dominated most studies to date, this paper is concemed with other possible characteristics of the
intervals.
This paper reports a study in which the prevalence and determinants of the symmetry of
judgemental confidence intervals in time series forecasting was examined.
Most prior work has
assumed that this distribution is symmetrically placed around the forecast.
However , this study shows
that people are extremely disposed towards estimating asymmetric confidence intervals where the
forecast is not the midpoint ofthe estimated interval.
Many ofthese intervals are grossly asymmetric.
Results indicate that the placement of the forecast in relation to the last actual value is a major
determinant in the direction and size ofthe asymmetry.

2.

Improving the Integration of Judgment with
Subject to the Effects of Special Events

Paul Goodwin,

Dept. of Mathematical

Sciences, University

Statistical

Forecasts when Series are

of the West of England.

Bristol,

BS 16

IQY,U.K.

When a stable tÝme serÝespattem Ýssubject to dÝscontÝnuÝtÝes
caused by specÝalevents the ÝntegratÝon
of judgmental and statÝstÝcalmethods would appear to be approprÝate. The statÝstÝcalmethod should
be superÝor at extrapolatÝng the regular tÝme serÝes pattem, whÝle the judgmental forecaster can
antÝcÝpate
the effects ofthe specÝalevents. But how ÝsthÝsÝntegratÝonbest achÝeved? ThÝspaper uses
empÝrÝcaldata to compare and evaluate a number of approaches rangÝng from 'voluntary ÝntegratÝon',
where the judge ÝssÝmply Ýnformed of the statÝstÝcalforecast, to 'Ýmposed'ÝntegratÝonmethods. In the
latter approach, statÝstÝcalmethods are used to correct the judgmental forecasts or statÝstÝcalforecasts
are mechanÝcally combÝnedwÝth judgment. A number of technÝques for ÝmprovÝngboth 'voluntary'
and 'Ýmposed'integratÝonmethods are also evaluated.

3.

The Delphi

Technique

as a Forecasting

Tooi

Gene Rowe, Dept. of Psychology, University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH, U.K.
George Wright, Graduate Business School, Strathclyde University, Glasgow G4 OQU, U.K.

Delphi has been described as a technique of the 'last resort' for use in situations where statistical and
modelling procedures are difficult or impossible.
it is one of a variety of ways of eliciting and
combining expert judgements, and involves controlled information exchange between anonyrnous
panellists over a number of 'rounds', with the judgement or forecast determined by averaging panellist
estimates on the final round.
Recent research has attempted to assess Delphi's effectiveness by
comparing the accuracy of judgements from groups using this technique to the accuracy obtained from
other procedures -such as from interacting groups. Research results have been summarised here in
terms of a number of principles conceming how to conduct Delphi and when it may be appropriate to
use the technique. Suggestions about the directions of future research are made.
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An Example of the Difficulty of Improving Financial Forecasting

Michael
William

Lawrence, University ofNew South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia.
Sim, University ofNew South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia.

This paper explores, by means of a Iaboratory study, the ability of a financial forecasting system of
known theoretical merit to improve decision making for currency and interest rate forecasting where
t}'Pically the task is to forecast direction of movement and to assessconfidence. Tlýe study finds that
while the decision making ofsubjects using the financial forecasting system is improved in comparison
with a control, most of the potential value of the system is iost. in addition, no improvement in
confidence assessment is observed. Both the forecasting system users and the control group exhibit
very poor calibration with confidence assessmentsuncorrelated with accuracy.
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Software maintenance costs are absorbing an increasÝngly Iarge proportion of total software
engineerÝng and management costs. As a consequence of this there is a need to recognise theÝr
magnitude at the on set of a software development project. Methods of modelling and predicting this
cost are reviewed in this paper. Software Iifecycle models fall into three principal categories; static
single variable (SSV), static multivariable (SMV) and dynamic multi-variable (DMV) and the results
of a small survey of 22 software projects conducted to determine the usefulness of the models is
reported on. Of these SSV models such as COCOMO are the easiest to use and are the only category
which explicitly addressesmaintenance. In an attempt to incorporate maintenance into a wider class of
models and to develop a suitable model of future costs a survey of 22 software projects has been
conducted to identify product and process factors which affect maÝntenance.Initial Ýndications are that
theÝr are factors which exhibit strong correlation with the Ievel of maintenance activity and these
findÝngs are reported on this study.

Innovation Forecasting using Functional/Capabilities

Analyses

Robert J. Watts, U.S. Anny Tank-automotÝve and Annaments Command
Alan Porter, Ph.D., GeorgÝaTech Technoiogy PolÝcyand Assessment Center
To forecast a next generation techno\ogy requires understanding of numerous interre\ated innovation
processes, one is techno\ogy substitution. Techno\ogy substitution can be eva\uated using a generic
approach defined by the authors for analysis of open-source \iterature abstract databases. This paper
focuses the defined process on the function/capabi\ity of ''fue\ efficiency'' as app\ied to databaseswith
records spanning the technology lifecycle from basic and applied research to product development.
This ''fuel efficiency'' functional analysis serves dual purposes: to provide strategic direction for the
Army's National Automotive Center (NAC) Research and Deve\opment (R&D) initiatives, while
refining the analysis approach for automation in the Technology üpportunities Analysis System
(TOAS).
The TOA concept originates from research conducted by the Georgia Tech Technology
Po\icy and Assessment Center (TPAC). The Tank-automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM)
performs technology assessments by app\ying TOAS on critica\ technologies and operationa\
requirements. TOAS embodies a software system that aids the user in literature research. TOAS, not
a search but an intelligence engine, analyzes fixed field records from any search engine to synopsize
that information and create re\ated groupings of record components or complete records. This paper
describes the TOAS and its app\ication on \iterature abstracts to forecast innovations re\ated to the
function of''fuel efficiency.''
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Among different generalimtions ofusual logistic curve [1,2] the so-called Iogistic curve ofN-th
that was introduced in work [2] plays a special role. Its equation is

order

X{t) = X{t) + e{t)

where

L is saturation ýeveý; bn , gn are positive coefficients,

gý < g2 < ...< gN ; e(t) is the error tenn.

important property of this curve is the existence of several points of intlection.
curve ( 1) may possess 1, 2, ..., or 2N-I such points if

gk > ( 2 + .[j)gk-ý

and has on ly one point of intlection

k=2,

3,

The

It can be proven that

N

if gN ~ 2gý

The problem of parameter ( L , bn , gn ) estÝmation on the basÝs of statÝstical data for a sample perÝod is
discussed.
To get unbiased and consistent estimators it is sufficient to apply a weighted Ieast square
procedure.

The possible applications of curve (1 ) are considered for forecasting and compound growth modelling

4.
Prof.

Forecasting the Benefits of Manufacturing
Mo Onsi,

Syracuse

University,

Syracuse,

NY

Automation
13244,

U.S.A.

The economic benefits of manufacturing automation at the mÝcro Ievel are analyzed based on an
empÝrÝcalstudy of Iarge-sÝzedÝvÝsionsof U.S. companies. The quantitative and quaiÝtative measures
of benefits due to implementing new technologÝesare identified. The responses of engineerÝng and
technology managers are analyzed. DÝfferent models are used to forecast the accuracy and rankÝngof
varÝous benefits. While there Ýs a strong correlatÝon between the quantifiable, financially focused
benefits and economic performance, the quaiÝtatÝvebenefits have demonstrated varying impacts. The
Ýnterrelationship between both types ofbenefits is posÝtÝve.
Manufacturing
automation at the fýnn's level, in a global economy, is pursued strategically with Iongterm objectives.
Forecasting the economics oftechnology
change is significant for corporate resource
allocation.
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Robust Testing for Fractionallntegration
Michael K. Andersson, Department ofEconomic
Stockholm, Sweden. Mikael P. GredenhotT
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StatistÝcs, Stockholm
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Asymptotic tests for fractional integration are usually badly sized in small samples, even for normally
distributed processes. Furthermore, tests that are well-sized under normality may be severely distorted
by non-normalities and ARCH errors. This paper demonstrates how the bootstrap can be implemented
to correct for such size distortions. it is shown that a '.;ell-designed bootstrap test based on the MRR
and GPH tests is exact, and a procedure based on the REG test is nearly exact.

2.

Bayesian Dynamic Factor Models for Forecasting and Portfolio Allocation with
Financial Time Series

Professor Mike West, Institute ofStatistics & Decision Sciences, Duke University, Durharn, NC
27708-0251, U.S.A. Omar Aguilar, ISDS, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708-0251, U.S.A.

We dÝscuss
the developmentof dynamÝcfactor models for multÝvarÝate
financÝaltÝmeserÝes.and the
incorporatÝon
of stochastÝc
volatÝIÝty
componentsfor latent factor processes. BayesÝanÝnference
and
computatÝonÝsdevelopedand explored in a study of the dynamÝcfactor structure of daÝly spot
exchangerates for a selectÝonof ÝntematÝonal
currencÝes. The models are dÝrectgeneralÝsatÝons
of
unÝvarÝate
stochastÝc
volatÝIÝty
models,and representspecÝficvarÝetÝes
of modelsrecently dÝscussed
Ýn
the growÝngmultÝvarÝate
stochastÝc
volatÝIÝty
lÝterature. We also dÝscuss
connectÝons
and comparÝsons
wÝththe much simpler method of dynamÝcvarÝancedÝscountÝng
that, for over a decade,has been a
standardapproachÝnapplÝedfinancÝaleconometrÝcs
Ýnthe BayesÝanforecastÝng
world. We revÝew
empÝrÝcal
findÝngsÝnapplyÝngthese models to the exchangerate serÝes,ÝncludÝng
aspectsof model
performanceÝndynamÝcportfolÝoallocatÝon. We concludewÝthcommentson the potentÝalpractÝcal
utÝIÝty
ofstructured factor modelsand future potentÝaldevelopmentsand model extensÝons.

3.

Empirical Bayesian Methods For Combining Forecasts

K. R. Kadiyala, Department ofManagement,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47906, U.S.A.
K. Tomak, Department ofManagement,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47906, U.S.A.

Forecast combination is an efficient tool if the models that generated the forecasts are knOW11a priori.
A simple average was suggested by various authors to be the most viable method in combining
forecasts based only on the actual forecast values. In this paper, we compare various methods for
combining several independent, possibly biased, forecasts. When the weights are used for individual
forecasts, coefficients are knOW11
to present stability problems. For the Blue Chip Economic lndicators
dataset that we have employed, as the forecast points increase in number, the coefficients settle on a
stable path for a Kalman filter based method that we have employed. We will compare various Bayes
procedures by calculating mean square error of prediction and mean absolute error of prediction. We
use forecasts from sources like the Blue Chip Economists Survey and actual macroeconomic data such
as real GNP , CPl, GNP deflator and unemplo)1nent reported by different US government agencies, the
Bureau of Economic Analysis and Bureau of Labor Statistics in evaluating the forecast methods that
are employed.
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In this paper we propose several equivalent representations for a seasonal component that encompass
all the models of stochastic seasonality proposed in the Iiterature (dummy, trigonometric, Harrison &
Stevens); this enables us to compare their time and frequency domain properties in a unified
framework.
In particular , we provide general algorithms for computation of the autocorrelation
function and the spectral density of the seasonal sums, which allows the issue conceming the
smoothness of a particular representation to be tackled. By this argument we are lead to conclude that
the trigonometric seasona\mode\, due to the ''excess'' power attributed at frequency p, is outperformed
in terms of smoothness by other seasonal models, including the Harrison & Stevens' modei.
Along with a more thorough understanding of the time series properties of each model, in this set-up
we have investigated how further flexibility in modelling a seasonal component can be achieved by
Ietting the data speak about the parameters responsible for those properties.
Application of this
principle to a set of quarterly series has produced empirical evidence providing stronger support for the
Harrison & Stevens' model than for the trigonometric model.
An empirical comparison of four seasonal models in terms of goodness of fit, post-sample predictive
performance and in terms of the properties of the extracted seasonal pattem, with respect to a set of 23
US industrial production series, concludes the paper.

5.

Noise Detection in Interpolation

of Second-Order Stationary Sequences

A. R Soltani, Department ofStatistics, College ofScience, Shiraz University, Shiraz, Iran
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Multivariate Long Memory Modelling of Temperature
for Economic Policy.
Richard

NW 1 4SA.

Data and Tree Rings with Implications

T Baillie.

Department

of Economics,

.''-fichigan State University,

East Lansing,

ý'vfl 48824,

Chung,

Department

of Economics,

"''-fichigan State Uniý'ersity,

East Lansing,

,\fl 48824,

USA
Sangkuck
USA

Annual temperature series since 1854 and tree ring series from 3,OOOBCare found to be remarkably
well modelled by Iong memory, ARFIMA processes. We discuss the properties of an approximate
MLE of a trend stationary, fractional white noise model and provide detailed simulation evidence. As
noted by Seater ( 1993) the relatively short temperature series appear to have a significant and positive
trend term, while tree ring series, observed over much longer time spans, do not have significant time
trends, are also extremely well represented by two parameter ARFIMA models. We also estimate
multivariate ARFlMA models which provide more efficient estimates of the long memory parameter .
Raw tree ring data exhibit time dependent heteroskedasticity and are modelled by ARFIMA-GARCH
models, while the adjusted tree ring data ot'ten used by dendrochronologists has no ARCH effects and
is sometimes Iess correlated with observed temperature data. However , shorter realisations of about
100 years of tree ring data also appear to have positive time trends. The long cycles inherent in the
temperature and tree ring series prevent definitive conclusions from samples of 100 years or less, on
the presence of a time trend. Hence the temperature data does not offer any real evidence of global
warmýng.
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Forecasting Free and Official Market Rates in an Emerging Market:

The Turkish Case

Can Simga-Mugan,
Bilkent University, Department ofManagement.
Ankara, Turkey 06533.
Ayse Yüce, Bilkent University, Department ofManagement,
Ankara, Turkey.

In this paper, we examÝnethe Iong-run dyýýamicsof the officÝal and fÝ"eemarket exchange rates (US
dollar and Deutschmark) in an emergÝngmarket, Turkey, through coÝntegratÝonanalysis and formulate
error correctÝon models to forecast one of the cointegrated serÝesby usÝngthe hÝstorÝcalvalues of the
other.
AII series are found to be nonstationary and integrated of order 1,1[1]. The results ofthe cointegration
tests indicate that the official rates and the &ee rates of the two currencies are not cointegrated with
each other .Therefore,
Iong-run equilibrium relationships do not exÝstbetween these series. on the
other hand, &ee and official rates of the same currency are cointegrated indicating Iong-run
equilibrium.
Error correction models are estimated with which both official and &ee rates are
explained as functions of past values of the other. We use these models to check their forecasting
abilitÝes and compare the results with those of the random walk models. our models outperform the
random walk models in forecasting and predicting the future values of currencies.

2.
Johan

MaxÝmumLÝkelÝhoodEstÝmatÝon
of the MultÝvarÝateFractÝonalCoÝntegratÝng
Model
Lyhagen,

Stockhoim,

Department

of Econom ic Statistics

Stockholm

School

of Econom ics, S- 1 13 83

Sweden

One economic justification for a cointegrating system is that one may model Iong run relationships.
Departures are often assumed to be integrated of order zero but this Ýstoo restrÝctÝve. It ÝssufficÝent
that these are integrated of an order Iess than one, i.e. they may be fractÝonally Ýntegrated. A
fractÝonally cointegrated system is developed. Further, estimation and testing are dÝscussed.

3.
Vesoa

The Equivalence ofGraphicallteration
Jablanovic,

Faculty

of Agriculture,

11081

aod the Growth Model ofGNP
Belgrade,

Yugoslavia.

The basic objectives ofthis paper are: first, to establish the Iogistic model ofthe gross national product
(GNP) growth, and second, to show how the iteration process for the Iogistic equation is equivalent to
the iteration of this growth model. By some slight modification the standard rate of growth of real
GNP will Iead to chaotic behaviour of the endogenous variable. Within the chaotic region the time
path ofreal GNP is highly sensitive to variation in parameter values or initial values.
Okun's Iaw is adopted.
Okun ( 1962) established the relationship between unemployrnent and the ioss
in GNP. Namely, one percentage point more in unemployrnent means 3.2 percent less in GNP.
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Empirical Likelihood and Equilibrium

Dr. Carlos Sanchez-Gonzalez,
Dr. Pilar Fernandez-Sanchez,

Universidad
Universidad

de Granada, Granada, Spain,
de Granada, Granada, Spain.

This paper focuses on applications of Empirical Likelihood in approaching equilibrium solutions by
utility maximising consumers.
We try to find the most likely vector prices that maximise the
probability to get empirical given quantity outcomes for consumers' income. We use a multinomial
distribution on prices and derive necessary conditions to be satisfied by prices in order to get observed
quantities as the result ofa utility maximising decision problem.

5.

Seasonal Unit Roots and Forecasts ofTwo Digit European Industrial

Denise R. Üsborn,
UK. Saeed Heravi,

School ofEconomic
Studies, University ofManchester,
Cardiff Business School, Cardiff. Cbris 8ircbenball,

Production

Manchester M13 9PL,
University of Manchester .

Monthly industrial production in important sectors of the German, French and UK economies are
shown to exhibit very strong seasonality, such that typically 80% or more ofthe variation in monthly
growth can be attributed to seasonal effects. Seasonal unit roots results imply that most of these series
should be modelled using conventional first differences with the inclusion of monthly dummy
variables, rather than as specifications involving other types of differencing. However , when the postsample forecast accuracy is compared for models based on various Ievels of differencing, annual
difference specifications often produce the most accurate forecasts at horizons of up to a year.First
difference specifications appear to be most accurate at short forecast horizons for series where
seasonality is particularly marked.
The study also examines the impact ofupdating coefficient estimates and model re-specification within
the forecast period.
(Acknowledgements: This paper has evolved from work carrÝed out on a project commissioned by
Eurostat. The constructÝvecomments of Berthold Feldmann and Bjom FÝscherof Eurostat throughout
that project have influenced many aspects ofthis subsequent analysis.]
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Faff, Department of Economics
Victoria 3001, Australia.
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Blume ( 1971 & 1975) found individual equity betas to have a ''regression'' tendency towards the grand
mean of unity.
His original results have been widely accepted to the extent that a Iiterature has
developed on applying Bayesian techniques to beta estimation so as to adjust for mean reversion. The
more recent Iiterature has focused on risk estimation and the applicabiJity of asset pricing modeJs in the
international tinance setting where the focus has been on the aggregate country Ievel risk
Given the
increasing popularity of country beta models an interesting but, as yet, unexplored issue is whether
aggregate country betas display mean reversion tendencies simiJar to that found for individual company
betas. The examination of this issue is the central aim of the current paper. In short, this anaJysis
reveals strong evidence of mean reversion of country betas, similar to that documented for individual
companies in the existing Iiterature.

2.

Estimating Beta

Dr .Haim Shalit,
Shlomo Yitzhaki,

Department of Economics, Ben-Gurion University
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Israel.

of the Negev , Beer-Sheva, Israel.

This paper presents evidence that Ordinary Least Squares estimators ofbeta coefficients ofmajor firms
are higlýly sensitive to extreme observations of market returns.
This sensitivity is rooted in the
inconsistency of the quadratic loss function in financial theory .By introducing considerations of risk
aversion into the estimation procedure, one can overcome this lack of robustness and improve the
reliability ofresults using alternative estimators derived from Gini measures ofvariability.

3.

Tbe Price-Volume
and Forecasts

Relationsbip on Two Caribbean

Stock Excbanges: Some Estimates

Hyginus Leon, Intemational Monetary Fund and University ofthe West Indies, Sto Augustine
Shelton Nicholls, Intemational Monetary Fund and University ofthe West Indies, Sto Augustine

Certain financial innovations have highlighted the &agility of securities markets as valid alternatives
for the effective mobilisation of investment finance in developing equity markets. Recent research
suggests that developing equÝtymarkets may exhÝbÝttemporal correlatÝon of returns and that volatÝlity
ofreturns Ýsa function oftradÝng volume. This paper uses weekly data on a vector autoregressÝonwÝth
a bivariate-GARCH process to model the prÝce-volume relationship on the stock exchanges in JamaÝca
and TrinÝdad and T obago. The inÝtÝalresults indÝcatethat ( 1) stock returns are correlated, (2 ) changes
in volume affect the volatility of retums, and (3) volatÝIÝtyappears to have been greater during periods
of macroeconomic instability.
Some implications for forecasting retums and for the sustained
mobÝlisatÝonof investment fýnance in developing economies are discussed.
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Steering Interest by Demographics of Intlation--OECD

1960-94

Thomas Lindh, Institute of Housing Research, Uppsala University, S- 751 20 Uppsala. Sweden.
Bo Malmberg,
Institute of Housing Research, Uppsala University, S- 75 1 20 Uppsala, Sweden.

The demographic age structure influences the aggregate of individual economic decisions. Although
not generally recognÝzedthis implies that ÝnflatÝonpressures co-ovary wÝth variatÝon in the age groups.
We estimate the relation on annual OECD data 1960-94 in a panel of 20 countrÝes. The coefficient
pattems are consistent wÝth the hypothesis that increases in the population of net savers dampen
Ýnflation, while especially younger retirees fan inflation as they start consuming out of accumulated
pension claims. This hypothesis is consistent with standard macroeconomic analysis. Life-cycle
saving behavior combined with a cumulative process of inflation suggests that there is considerable
scope to improve on monetary economic policy by using demographic inflation pressure forecasts to
steer Ioan rates of interest in order to achieve medium-term inflation stability

5.

Financial Analysts' Earnings Forecast Dispersion and Intraday Stock Price Variability
Around Quarterly Earnings Announcements

Gerald J. Lobo. Professor, Syracuse University Schooi ofManagement and Samuel S. Tung
Professor, University of Hong Kong Schooi of Business
This study investigates the relation between the dispersion of financial analysts' eamings forecasts and
intraday stock price variability around quarterly eamings announcements. Consistent with analytical
models of stock price behavioUf, the empirical results show that price variability around eamings
announcements is positively related to the degree of analysts' eamings forecast dispersion. Relative to
their non-announcement period levels, price variability around eamings announcements is lowest for
firms ranked in the bottom third on the basis of analysts' forecast dispersion and highest for firms in the
top third. The results also demonstrate that firms ranked in the top third on the basis of analysts'
forecast dispersion exhibit significant increases in price variability from eight days before to five days
after the eamings announcement. These results suggest that there is information about the eamings
announcement that becomes available to at least a subset of investors prior to the eamings release.
That the increased Ievel of price variability continues for up to five days following the eamings
announcement suggests that market participants take different amounts of time to process the
information conveyed by the eamings announcements.
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The Outlook for Employment by Occupation
Philip D. Adams, Centre ofPolicy Studies, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria 3168, Australia.
Tony Meagher, Centre of Policy Studies, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria 3168, AustraiÝa.

For training purposes, it is important that the future demand for Iabor of ditferent skill types be
forecast. it takes tÝmeto conduct a training course, and the skills that result are generally expected to
retain their social usefulness for an extended period of time.
A decision to implement a training
program must be informed by a view about the future, either explicitly or implicitly.
The demand for Iabor depends on many factors. It depends on the macroeconomÝc health of the
economy. It depends on the amount of capÝtal investment and on ÝtsallocatÝon between industries. It
depends on the pace oftechnÝcal change and on changes in government polÝcy. AlI these factors are
interconnected.
In thÝs paper, we use the MONASH model of the AustTalÝan economy, which
Ýncorporatesall these factors Ýna formal way, to produce forecasts of the medÝum term prospects for
labor demand by industry and occupation.

2.

Silvia

Forecasting Employment
Alternative Models
Relloso

Pereda,

and

Unemployment

Dpto. An Eýýisis Econ F3mico

in

Spain:

A

Comparison

among

11, Campus de Somosaguas, 28223 Madrid.

Spain.

In this paper it is shown that both the disaggregation of employment into productive sectors and the
study of relationships among the resultÝng components are relevant tools for obtaÝning important
improvements in understanding and forecasting employment and unemployment in Spain. Towards
thÝsend. forecasting performance of a variety of univarÝateand transfer function models is investigated
and compared wÝth that of a multÝvariate model in whÝch disaggregation and relationships are
Ýncorporatedin a rather innovative way.
The study of employment disaggregated into productive sectors makes it possible: (1 ) to highlight the
different behavior of each component, (2) to analyze the relationships among the resulting components
and (3) to evaluate the different effects of each component on total employment, active population and
unemployment.
A model building methodology is used which eliminates any possible confusion between stochastic
tendency and seasonality, and allows for seasonality of a given series to be deterministic in some
frequencies and stochastic in others.
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A Structural Model of Forecasting the Retail and Labor Market Development in Macroand Micro-economic Respects when the Technical Levellncreases.
A
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Krokbacksv.

, 680

63

Likenas,

Sweden

The retail trade and Iabor market balance points comprising nominal price. turnover. paid salary and
employment Ievel are investigated as functÝons of the technical Ievel. intlatÝon and interest rates.
consumers' budgets. payroll budgets, V A T and dÝrecttaxes, and the propensitÝesto consume. to sell, to
pay for work, and to work, which function variables are either measurable or given judgemental
ratings. Numerical forecasts are obtained about perturbatÝonsof the turnovers and prices caused by
market differentÝation on the buyer's sÝdeand technical Ýnvestmentfor productÝon on the seller's side
and about how these perturbations may be buffered using the other function variables. The idealized
statistical dÝstributÝonof items turned over in the varÝousvalue categorÝesis detennined as a function of
item value, technical Ievel, intlatÝon, and deposit int::rest rates wÝth examples of empÝrÝcaldata
corroboration. Numerical forecasts of total nomÝnal value turned over in all value categories and the
nominal value of the commonest item turned over are obtained, and, by takÝng Ýnto account
subsÝstence,estÝmationsofthe consumers' margÝnsfor spending in new niches.

4.

Forecasting

Employment

in Southern

California:

A Bayesian

V AR Model

A Bayesian vector autoregression (BV AR) model is developed to forecast the unemployment figures
belonging to the major industries ofSouthern California Economy. The model includes both national
and state variables. The Bayesian prior is selected on the basis of the accuracy of the out-of-sample
forecasts. The results show that a loose prior generally produces more accurate forecasts than a tight
prior does. The BV AR model used in this study predicts the direction of change better than V AR
models in general.
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Andrew C. Pollock, Dept. of Mathematics, Glasgow Caledonian University, Glasgow G4 OBA, U.K.
Alex Macauley, Dept. ofMathematics,
Glasgow Caledonian University, Glasgow G4 OBA, U.K.
Dilek Önkai-Atay,
Faculty ofBusiness Administration.
Bilkent University, Ankara 06533. Turkey.
Mary E. Wilkie-Thomson,
Dept. ofMathematics.
Glasgow Caledonian University, Glasgow G4 OBA,
U.K.

Judgmental forecasting of exchange rates is critical for financial decision-making.
Detailed
investigations of the potentÝal effects of time-series characterÝstÝcson judgmental currency forecasts
demand the use of sÝmulated series where the form of the sÝgnaland probability distributÝon of noise
are known. The accuracy measures Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) are
frequently applied quantÝtÝesin assessingjudgmental predÝctÝveperformance on actual exchange rate
data.
This paper i1lustrates that, in applying these measures to simulated series wÝth Norma1ly
distrÝbutednoÝse,it may be desÝrableto use their expected values after standardising the noÝsevarÝance.
A method of calculating the expected values for the MAE and MSE is set out, and an applicatÝon to
financÝal experts' judgmental currency forecasts is presented.

2

Prediction Intervals for Delphi Forecasts

J. Keith Ord, Pennsylvania State University

Jniversity Park, PA 16802, USA

Prediction Ýntervals for subjective forecasts developed by a Delphi-like process are often conspicuous
by their absence. Even when such intervals are computed, they usually use inappropriate measures of
variation, such as the variance among experts' point forecasts. We first demonstrate the inherent bias
in such methods and then develop a new procedure that provides consistent prediction intervals. We
apply the method to experts' forecasts of stock market growth.

3.

The Influence of Time Pressure on Judgmental Forecasting:

Nigel

Harvey,

Fiona

Smith,

University
University

College
College

London.
London,

Effects of Problem Frame

London WC 1E 6BT
.ondon WCIE 6BT.

People were asked to regard themselves as directors of a conswner-products finn and to forecast future
sales from a tÝme serÝesof past sales. Some were told that the sales they were forecastÝngwere those
oftheÝr own brands ofthe products; others were told that they were forecastÝngtheÝrmain competÝtor's
brands. ln each group, halfperfonned the task at their own rate. The other halfwere told that, as long
as theÝr error Ievels and task completÝon tÝmeswere no greater than the average values of the people
working at theÝr own rate, they would be paÝd more the faster they finÝshed the task. This tÝme
pressure improved performance of people forecasting sales of their own brands but impaired that of
those forecasting sales oftheir main competitor's brands. These results are discussed in the context of
recent models ofthe effects oftime pressure on judgment.
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This paper reports the results of an empirical investigation of the effect of time pressure on the quality
of judgemental forecasting in a time series task context.
Overall results indicate that high time
pressure had a detrimental effect on judges' forecast accuracy.However , those judges who responded
to time pressure by adopting extrapolation method made more accurate forecasts than those who
performed causal judgement.
Findings suggest that more thorough implementation of a simpler
judgemental torecasting method may be a more appropriate mechanism for coping with high time
pressure than Iess rigorous implementation of a more complex method.
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This paper reports the results of an empirical investigation of the effect of time pressure on the quality
of judgemental forecasting in a time series task context.
Üverall results indicate that high time
pressure had a detrimental effect on judges' forecast accuracy. However , those judges who responded
to time pressure by adopting extrapolation method made more accurate forecasts than those who
performed causal judgement.
Findings suggest that more thorough implementation of a simpler
judgemental torecasting method may be a more appropriate mechanism for coping with high time
pressure than Iess rigorous implementation of a more complex method.
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Forecasting Willingness to Pay for Better Quality Drinking Water: Some Results from a
Contingent Valuation Survey

James A. Brox, Ramesh C. Kumar and Kenneth R. Stollery, Department ofEconomics, University
ofWaterloo, ON, Canad~ N2L 3GI
The paper reports on an attempt to forecast the social benefits of improving the quality of drinking
water in a fast urbanizing river watershed in the province ofOntario on the basis ofa large contingent
valuation survey ofthe area's residents.
Threats to drinking water quality are seen to arise from reduced water flow in the river , unsafe
agricultural practices and industrial mishaps and accidents. Utilizing econometric models that relate
willingness to pay to current water quality Ievels, the extent ofperceived risk and a host ofsocioeconomic variables, the paper estimates that conditional mean willingness to pay of $8.75, representing
an increase ofnearly 32% in the current average water bill. The size ofthis estÝmateis consistent with
those reported by similar studies in the U.S.

2.

Business Forecasting in the Caribbean:

An Empirical Assessment

Dr. Roland C. Craigwell, Central Bank ofBarbados, BrÝdgetown, Barbados, W.I.
Cyrilene A. Odle, Sheryl A. Peter, R Delisle Worrell,
Central Bank of Barbados, BrÝdgetown.
Barbados, W.I., Andrew S. Downes, InstÝtuteofSocÝal and EconomÝcResearch.
Using data from Barbados and a Iimited number of returns from other Caribbean countries, the results
of a survey of forecasting practice indicate that qualitative or judgmental techniques ( e.g. a percentage
of Iast year's value, subjective estimates of management, trend extension) are the main forecasting
techniques used. Forecasting is seen as vital to strategic planning, investment decision, general
business planning, managing cash flow and product development.
Caribbean business companies
focus their attention on forecasting sales revenue, demand, cost and cash flow over relatively 'short'
horizons (Iess than two years). Little use is made of computer programs; where these are used
LOTUS and EXCEL are the most popular .The
paper includes a review of Barbados' business
environment, an introduction to forecasting tools for business, a discussion of previous Caribbean
research on this topic and some implications for the training ofbusiness managers.
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paper is to report

the results

of a survey

of Canadian

firrns

both

in the

and service sector to evaluate their forecasting practices.

A stratified sample was drawn randomly from the Compact Disclosure database in the following
manner: equal number of manufacturing
and service finns; and equal numbers of small and Iarge
firms,
At the iow end, finns having a minimum sales Ievel or number ofemployees,
i,e,, $10 million
or 100 employees,
Of the companies that responded to the survey 41 % were manufacturing finns and
59% service companies,
The average and median sales of the companies was $775 and $249 million
respectively,
The mean and median number of employees were 2483 and 576 respectively indicating
the presence of Iarge companies,
The results ofthe

survey indicate that:

* Canadian firms are more Iikely to use judgmental forecasting methods.
* Other popular forecasting methodologies are counting methods based on survey work.
* Association or causal methods are next in the ranking ofusage with the exception ofthe use
of Ieading indicators.
* Time series methods are not practised as frequently as the other methods with the exception
of moving averages.
* The 'newer' or more 'sophisticated' methods have not impacted the forecasting practices of
Canadian firms.

4.
Dr .David

Does Data Mining Improve Business Forecasting?
Chereb

Under some circumstances data mÝnÝngresults reduce the accuracy of busÝness forecasts. The
conditÝons under which this occurs are common Ýn business projectÝons that must Ýnclude structural
change.
This data-mining anomaly can be prevented with proper design technÝques. The
circumstances under whÝchthis anomaly occurs are presented Ýnthis paper, along with the technÝques
needed to prevent thÝsundesired result.
The paper presents examples and practical guidelines for improving forecasting results through data
mining. The analysis centers on Bayesian techniques for incorporating a priori knowledge into the
data set. This preconditioning of the data set reduces the negative impact of naýve assumptions. ln
addition the guidelines show how to incorporate structure change through a feedback mechanism. The
net result is a robust, adaptive forecasting system. Examples from demographics are used to forecast
housing starts by region.
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Forecasting Issues in Supply Chain Management
Professor
4YX,

Robert

Fildes,

Department

of Management

Science,

Lancaster

University,

Lancaster

AI

U.K.

Formal forecastÝngmethods see theÝrgreatest area of appIÝcation in systems to support production and
operations. ThÝspaper presents research in progress examining the design of such systems. Areas of
weakness are hÝghlighted and those aspects of current methodology where there is the greatest
opportunity for Ýmprovement identified.
The relationship with the design principles of effective
decision support systems is also considered including the incorporatÝon of managerial judg~ment. The
presentatÝonconcludes with a dÝscussÝon
on the value of improved forecastÝngand why companies and
software suppliers do not achieve the improvements that both sÝdesclaÝmto want.

2.

Automated Empirical One- Tailed Prediction Intervals for Determining Safety Stocks

Bill Sicbel, Monet Group, Inc. Empire State Building, 350 Fifth Avenue, 16th Floor, New York, NY
10 118 USA. Hans Levenbacb, Delphus Inc., 103 Washington Street, Morristown, NJ 07960 USA.

Manufacturing industries, characterized by large volumes of SKUs (Stock Keeping Units), require
automated systems to determine safety stock levels satisfying high customer fill rates. With cost and
profitability pressures increasing in the Supply Chain, accurate safety stock determinations (a.k.a.
prediction intervals, target inventory) becomes critical in maintaining customer fill rate while
decreasing inventory levels. in this paper we present an empirical approach to estimating, in an
automated fashion, one-tailed prediction intervals required for maintaining efficient inventory/fill rate
levels applied to the fashion jewellery industry.

3.

The Application
Management.

of Modern

Statistical

Techniques

to the Discipline

of Materials

James D Picksley, MerciaSoftware
Ltd., Holt Court North, Heneage Street West, Aston Science Park,
Birmingham B7 4AX, UK Tel: 44 (0)121 359 5096 Fax: 44 (0)121 359 0375

The abÝIÝtyto manage finÝshedgoods Ýnventory Ievels Ýna cost effectÝveand efficÝent manner is of vÝtal
importance to many companies. CrucÝal to the control of Ýnventory for many of these companies is
demand planning decisÝonsupport software. Central to any demand planning system Ýsthe statÝstÝcal
forecast and more partÝcularly the variance assocÝated wÝth it. Mercia Software have recently
incorporated a new forecasting technique, Bayesian forecasting and the Dynamic Linear Model
(DLM) as originally implemented by Pole, West and Harrison. This paper will examine enhancemcnts
that have been made to the DLM in order to faciiÝtate the forecasting of Iarge numbers of time series,
which need to be processed automatica1ly (Iarge means hundreds of thousands). The problem wÝth
forecasting products wÝth intermittent demand is of major importance to many industries. This paper
will also examÝnea variation ofthe method suggested by Johnston and Boylan for dealing with such
products.
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600 Lathes, Leeds, U.K.

Prioritizing R&D Projects in the Face ofTechnological and Market Uncertainty:
Combining Data Envelopment Analysis and Scenario Analysis.

Luis Miguel

Lapao,

InstÝtuto Superior TecnÝco, 1096 Lisboa, Portugal. Sten Thore,

lnstÝtuto Superior

Tecnico, Lisbon, Portugal.
Assessing the priorities of a portfolio of R&D projects, uncertainty pertains not only to the narrow
outcome of the product development efforts but also to the state of future technology and market
conditions in general. A set of alternative scenarios is spelled out and each project under each scenario
is rated using data envelopment

analysis (DEA).

In an application using data from a European company, a set of development and investment projects in
the field of telecommunications was rated under altemative scenarios for the future fortune of the
company. Each scenario was characterized by a set oftechnology, market and social ''drivers'' such as
the technological progress Ýnoptical communications, the successofthe planned EU common currency
etc. Each individual event (a single project under a particular scenario projected for a particular future
time period) was recorded as a vector of inputs and a vector of outputs. The events were ranked using
DEA.
The final prioritization and selection of the R&D projects was established usÝng a
nonparametric statistic.

2.
Ronald

Modelling Diffusion of Technological Change: Model Selection or Combination?
Bewley,

University

ofNew

South Wales,

Sydney,

Australia.

There have been numerous surveys comparing the forecasting performance of various S-shaped growth
curves. Obviously the preferred model must be data-specific in any one case study but it is argued that
certain features may be more generally applicable.
This paper describes the diffusion process of the
demand for sound recordings in Compact Disc format, highlighting the common features across countries.
Fina\\y, a Bayesian point ofview is taken which does not atlempt to select the best model for a given data
set but to retain the important characteristics of each model. The resultant posterior distributions provide
more meaningful confidence intervals for saturation Ievels and the Iocation of any point of inflection.
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Forecasting the Unpredictable!
Ernest

Jordan,

Macquarie

Planning for Contingencies
Graduate

School

of Management

Macquarie

University

Sydney, N.S. W., AustraiÝa.

This paper uses survey results of actual interruptions that have occurred to business operations. The
count of interruptions and their duration for many organisations can give guidelines for preparedness.
Hardy's well-established framework (1992) categorises organisationally disruptive events as
predictablelunpredictable and controllableluncontrollable.
He suggests that contingency planning is
needed for events that are unpredictable and uncontrollable. Many organisations ignore such planning,
perhaps becauseofthe 'unpredictability' of disasters.
The us Federal Emergency Management Agency uses the tenn I'emergency" to describe these
unpredictable, uncontrollable events. it defines emergenry as:
11
Any unplanned event that can cause death or significant injuries to employees, customers or the
public; or that can shut down your business, disrupt operations, cause physical or environmental
damage, or threaten the facilityls financial standing or public image." (FEMA, 1996)
This paper uses actual data to develop risk measures that may be used to Ýncreasemanagement
awareness ofthe potential and usefulness of'forecasting the unpredictable'.
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Decomposition of Seasonal Time Series: A Forecasting Problem with ARIMA
L. Gallego,

Universidad

3

T;meSer;esAna(vs;s

de Cantabria,

39 005 Santander,

Models

Spain.

This paper proposes a procedure to pass from generaiÝzedseasonal ARIMA models to classÝcalmodels,
ÝnwhÝch a seasonal tÝmeseries is thought of as the sum of three unobservable components, namely the
trend-cycle, seasonal and Ýrregular components. The procedure is based on the eventual forecasting
function of a general class of seasonal Iinear models that allows for deterministic, stochastÝcor mixed
trend-cycle and seasonal components. Classical models could be useful Ýn interpretÝng the seasonal
ARIMA models' forecasting functÝon, and potentially relevant in detectÝng regular and seasonal
cointegratÝon. As an illustratÝve example, the unobserved components for the SpanÝshquarterly series
of Iabour force, employment and unemployment are estÝmatedand compared with the components
reported by the SpanÝshInstÝtutoNacional de Estad.

2.

Forecasting Personal Consumption Expenditures:

Structural and Time Series Models

Prof. Dr. Saleh Amirkhalkhali,
St. Mary's University, Halifax,
Samad Amirkhalkhali,
St Mary's University, Halifax, Canada

Nova Scotia, Canada.

Consumers' expenditure constitutes the Iargest component of the aggregate expenditures in almost aII
countries. Any analysis of the factors determining the Ievel of aggregate output and expenditures must
be concerned with personal consumption expenditures.
Tn its first part, this paper examines the
relative forecasting performance of several methods which may be used to forecast consumers'
expenditure within a real dynamic system such as the Canadian economy. ln other words, our study
compares the smaIl sample properties of estimators within a model-structure that takes account of
economic realism.
ln its second part, stochastic time-series models are used to forecast personal
consumption expenditures in Canada. Their best results will then be compared with those of the
structural models to see whether time-series
perform better in forecasting.

3.

models can extract any more from the existing

data and

Forecasting Analogous Time Series

George Duncan, Wilpen Gorr, Janusz Szczypula
H. John Heinz III School of Public Policy and Management,
PA 15213-3890

Carnegie Mellon

University,

Pittsburgh.

Within the population ofvariables forecasted by an organÝzation,we can expect that there wÝII be
groups ofanalogous time series that follow sÝmÝlar,time-based patterns. The co-varÝatÝonofanalogous
tÝmeserÝesis a Iargely untapped source of ÝnformatÝonthat can Ýmproveforecast accuracy. This paper
takes the Bayesian poolÝng approach to drawing information from analogous tÝmeseries to model and
forecast a given time series. Provided are basic principles for applying pooling methods and
supporting empirical results. Major benefits ofthis approach are that it 1) minimÝzesthe number of
parameters to be estimated, 2) builds on conventional time series models already famiIÝar to
forecasters, and 3) combÝnestime series and cross-sectional perspectives in flexible and effective ways.
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Stochastic Modelling of Solar Radiation Data

N. C Hay BSc., PhO., CEng., MIMechE
University, Edinburgh, Scotland

Muneer

PhD.

'Eng., MIMechE., FCIBSE Napier

Solar irradiation data measured at intervals of 5 minutes during all days in a month are investigated.
As in many continuous measurements, interruptions resulted in iost data. The objective ofthis work
was the development ofmodels which would generate data that could replace the missing data and in
the extreme case, generate data for days during which no measurement was made at all. A models for
the data has been developed and it efficacy in replacing missing data tested.

5.

Experiments

with a Symbolic

Framework

for Time Series Prediction

and Visualization

Alok Kumar, Yale School ofManagement,
alok.kumar@yale.edu
http://pantheon.yale.edul~ak237
Victor E. McGee, Amos Tuck School, Dartmouth College, vmcgee@tuck.dartmouth.edu

A symbolÝc framework for tÝme serÝespredÝctÝonis proposed. FÝrst of all, an enhanced dataset Ýs
created by replacing each datum by a vector (known as a feature vector or FEV A) whÝch Ýsa snapshot
of the ''shape'' of the iocal neighborhood of the datum. The vector attempts to capture how a given
datum Ýsembedded Ýnits surroundÝng. PreprocessÝngis followed by a clusterÝngprocedure that groups
together data points that are embedded in sÝmÝlarsurroundÝngs. A symbolic representatÝonof the given
time serÝesis obtaÝnedby representÝngeach datum by an approprÝateclustcr number (a ''symbol'') and
then two separate modeIÝngparadÝgmsare used to approximate the dynamÝcsofthe underlying process:
(a) an Elman recurrent neural network model and
(b ) a hÝgherorder Markov ChaÝn.
In a separate step, we use a strÝng matchÝng algorÝthm and several simple vÝsualizatÝonmodels to
identÝfy (hidden) structure in the gÝventÝmeseries. The approxÝmatepattem matching technÝquegives
a reduced form representatÝonof the tÝmeseries Ýnterms of a set of strÝngsof sym bols ( words ). Efforts
are currently underway to develop technÝquesthat would exploÝt thÝs structural informatÝon to improve
the prediction performance. The symbolÝcframework Ýstested on two real datasets and the preIÝminary
results are encouragÝng.
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